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ABSTRACT

What are symbols and how are they, as well as icons, perceived and used in New Zealand design? The key
theme behind this stud y is to investigate whether icons and symbols , as logos, can be said to ideally
represent the core concept of an organisation or company. Tt is suggested by semioticians, such as Pierce
and Barthes, that d1e reading and apprehension of symbols is bound by social convention and cultural
custom. Their meaning is apprehended through d1e configuration, or syntax, of design elements, or semes,
such as colour, shape, line, and axial constmction, and through situational context. In design praxis these
graphic conventions reinforce the connection of d1e symbol with its referent, or object, and in semantic
terms are described as inlputed qualities. This definition questions the accepted practice in which the
symbol / logo is designed to ideally represent d1e summative functions and core concepts of an organistion
or company in an in1mediately recognisable way.

Historically, symbols have been used to stmcturally codify a set of beliefs, or social practices, or customs .
This practice has identified them as marks , or brands, of identity which "ideally" signify those core
attributes with which they have been associated . It is by association with these conventions that symbols,
such as d1e Swastika, have been intentionally in1bued wid1 myd10logical values (different from the original
meaning) which encapsulate the philosophical or ideological concerns of an organisation. The uprooted,
historical example of ilie Swastika illustrates d1e capacity of symbols to act as powerful mnemonic signifiers
functioning as gestalts, and capable of arousing considerable emotive reaction and identification.

Wid1 this contention in mind d1e ain1 of this stud y was to evaluate d1e hypothesis which questions whether
d1e symbol / logo / icon is an effective conveyor of meaning. In order to test d1is proposition wid1 some sort
of rigour, boili qualitative and interpretive meiliods have been used to assess d1e representation, meaning
and apprehension of two dominant New Zealand icons, d1e silver fem / fernleaf and the kiwi, as well as six
contemporary corporate logos symbol / logos . The med1ods included:
1. An in depd1 literature review

2. A questionnaire
3. In depd1 interviews
4. A focus group

The research study consisted of a questionnaire survey to evaluate ilie icons and ilie symbol/logos in terms
of ilieir significance, service or product, and preferred visual inlage from 50 participants . A focus group
discussion was held wiili 7 individuals to determine ilieir attin1dinal responses to d1e same icons and
symbol / logos . Three key informant interviews were conducted wiili two designers and one

commtmications consultant to discover how meaningful the use of symbolism was for them in the design
process .

While research into the literary and d1eoretical analys is of d1e semantic function of symbols is necessary in
considering d1eir linguistic significance these iss ues are held to be secondary to the qualitative and
interpretive evaluation of the visual representation of d1e symbol / logo/icon. Subsequendy the application
of dtis hermeneutic component as part of this study has enabled an interpretive and indicative reading and
response to the symbol / logos/icons under investigation. In the case of the symbol/ logos this has been
achieved independent of the signifying typography which would literally contextualise and "name" them.
It is this interpretive evaluation which has tested d1e representation and meaning of the symbol in its

communicative capacity for the designatum.

The fmdings that arose as a result of this research methodolgy, while not conclusive, suggest that while
symbols, alone, are not effective conveyors of meaning in their deno tative function (in the contexts
examined) d1ey are effective to a degree in connoting the attributes which allude to the experiential activites
with which the corporation or organisation is involved. \Vhile d1ese meanings are not obvious, as in the
case of indexical signs, d1e shape, form and colour of the symbols suggest certain attributes on closer
inspection.

Finally, d1e branding of identity and d1e use of symbolism in dtat process is not just a contractual
relationship between two parties rather it is an eternal triangle. Those involved in this three-way
communication are the designer, d1e client and d1e customer, or recipient. What significance does iliis have
for business, commerce and education? From the research stud y results and taking into accmmt the reading
of contemporary theory it is suggested dtat d1e use of symbolism is very much linked to ilie myiliic structure
of a corporation or organisation. It is d1is mydtic stmcture, the narrative, which provides the framework
from which the connotative meanings, the inherent qualities, are derived. It is suggested that d1is is ilie area
which need to be developed prior to fommlating the symbol/logo as the main denotative signifier. If not
d1e symbol/logo nms the risk of being an empty vessel.

Further research into the correlation of symbols with dteir associated suggestive and emotive attributes and
how those are perceived by a wider group dtan the one surveyed, sys tematically, would be of value not only
for visual commtmication design but also for information design.
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GLOSS A RY

Bn.colage ...... A tern1 introduced by the French anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss in which new structures
are pieced together from a combination of either heterogeneous or disparate elements.

Connote ...... The implication of meaning/s which are secondary to the primary meaning which, in this study,
is signified by d1e clenotata, name or designatum. These meanings or co1u1otations are described as qualities
or attributes.

Deconstruction ...... A theory associated with Jacques Derrida whereby the dominant reading of the text was
subverted to become secondary. Rad1er d1an having a primary meaning d1e text was read as having many
meanings that were dependent on d1e "gaps" and "supplements" in constmction.

Denote ...... To signify as name for, to identify, to stand in for. L1 d1is case d1e symbol/logo once recognised
can become a stand alone such as the Red Cross, or d1e Nike swash, or the golden arches ofMcDonalds.

Designatum ...... The nan1e of d1e referent or d1e object. As it applies to d1is study it is defmed as the
organisation or corporation or product.

Epof!Jmous ...... The Oxford Dictionary definition for this term is "one who gives his name to a people, place,
or institution", for example, Kiwi.

F!Jifot ......

Another name given to d1e swastika which is also known as d1e ganunadion, or cross

cran1ponnee. It denotes d1e pad1 of peripheral forces.

Gestalt ...... This is defined as d1e configuration of shape, pattern or form which is more than the sum of its
parts . In psychology it is used to describe the perceptions, reactions and responses which are determined by
yet secondary to d1e stimuli.

Hermeneutics ...... This sn1dy is concerned with discovering and understanding the essential meaning of
subject matter and its significance, whed1er d1at be human actions, utterances, products or institutions.

Icon ...... Sebeok describes the icon as having "topological similarity between a signifier and its denotata. "
The icon resembles d1e denotata in shape, colour, forn1 . 1l1ese Sebeok defmed as "likenesses."
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Kaumatua ...... A Maori elder.

Kowhaiwhai ...... A pattern of decoration featuring a branching form terminating in a kom .

Logo ...... T he badge o r emblem of an organisation, company o r product which signifies as its mark of
identity.

Metonomy ...... A linguistic term where d1e represented

me~IIling

of a subject or object is substituted with an

attribute or part. For example the symbol of d1e crown for the Q ueen, d1e symbol o f the hand for the
worker, the symbol of the fmger print for the individual.

Ontology ...... A metaphys ical philosophy which seeks to answer d1e nature of being.

Poststmctura!ism ...... A theory which ques tions d1e dogn1a of subjec tivity and language, and presents an
alternative view in which difference and od1erness as they apply to d1e subject/object relationship are
valued .

Praxis ...... Accepted practice or custom, or practicing of an art particularly as it applies to representation.

Rhetoric ...... The art of persuasive and impressive speaking o r writing which was purposefully designed with
intention to in1press or pers uade d1e recipient. Aristode classifies d1e art of oratory into ilie deliberative,
which addresses ilie future; judicial, which addresses the pas t; and evaluative, which addresses iss ues of
honour and disgrace.

Semiotics ...... T he d1eory and analysis of signs and signification originating from the study oflinguistics and
its application to social and cultural conventions.

Sign ...... T hese Sebeok desribes as indexical in that d1ey are contiguous to, or on a continuance with, the
signifier or are a san1ple of it. For example d1e direction of the wead1er vane with the wind; a directional
arrow pointing out the intended flow of traffic.

Stmctura!ism ...... A theory which inves tigates cultures and their social phenomena in terms of reading the
symbolic interrelationships dlat are detern1ined by th e conventions and customs of iliat culture.
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Symbol ...... These are described by Sebeok as signs having neither sin1ilarity or contiguity with the signifier.
Symbols are defmed by convention, by laws, by learnt association from which a consensus of meaning is

evolved . For example the lion typifies courage and strength; the cross resumes the idea of sacrifice.

Ur form ...... The original or earliest form of representation of a thing or idea, a prototype. Possibly derived
from the earliest known civilisation the Ur of the Chaldees. Chaldea is acknowledged by anthropologists to
have existed in what we now know as present day Iraq .
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S Y M B 0 L I S M - Representation, Meaning and Apprehension

1

INTRODUCTION

''You who read me, are you sure rf understanding l1!J language?"
Jorge Luis Borges, Labyrinths.

Why should we be interested in the meaning and usage of symbolism
in design? What purpose does it serve in a world already teeming with
symbols, signs and icons? In Venice, in the dungeons of the Doge's
Palace, there exists th e symbol of a tree, carved in marble by one of
th e condemned. 'Ihis carefully constructed image created in the 1500s,
so different from the usual graffiti that testifies as "having been there",
remains etched in my memory as symbolising life. Its meaning
probably has little significance for us today but at that particular
historical time certain symbols alluded to the practice of certain
Image I. The Philosophical Tree c. 1470

m etaph ysical philosophies which were considered to be heretical by th e

established political and religious powers. If one was discovered to be a practioner of these beliefs
the consequences were most often death. Where ever we go we leave some trace of our
identification in the form of a mark, a sign, a token or a symbol. The poststructuralist Barthes
lucidly observes that,

" ... this symbolics has been, in general, carefully studied for past societies, in the works of art
through which it functions , but do we really study it or even prepare ourselves to study it in our
present-day society?"

H e continues with the statem ent that "even in the prosaic order of advertising, the organisation
of this very ancient symbolics must be explored." 1 Why sh ould this be so? Because it is in
1

BAR1BES, Roland. (trans., !::y Richard H01vard) The Semiotic Challenge. New York, Hill and Wang, 1988.
pp 185-186.

the branding of identity that symbols are preminent. Culture itself is n ot static but a continually
melding tapestry. As a result, the way in which symbols are used to convey meaning and how that
meaning is apprehended has been of increasing significance to me as a design educator.

Communication is at the very heart of visual communication design, a practice which includes
information design as well as logo design, and symbols are, along with indexical signs and icons,
one of the semantic tools used in that communicative process. This m eth od of communicating
identity, place, affiliation, practice and product, through th e signification of brand, mark, logo,
emblem, and insignia has been evident as a key social and cultural practice for millenia.
For thousands of years human beings have been engaged in richly coded dialogue conveyed
through th e vehicle of symbols. 2 As a language, it has evolved as th e primary visual means by
which human beings have defin ed and continue to defin e th emselves. Th e earliest vestigial
evidence being th e figurative and symbolic repres entations of wo/man, beast, and such
astronomical forms as th e sun, that were engraved, painted, impressed and carved on to various
materials by the peo ples of the paleolithic period. That th ese prehistoric ursymbols have
significance in this study, as brand s of identity, is that they constitute the
earliest recognised evidence of symbo lic language as a means o f self
representation. To illustrate this point a comparison is made between th e
paleolithic hand (c. 25,000 b.c.) from th e Grotte de Gargas, and th e
fin gerprint logo ofTe Papa. 3 Both are an impression, a mark that
Image 2. Hand print from t!Je Grotte de Gargas

symbolically denotes th e ontological concept o f man and of man's
historical position in context with place, significantly "our place",
as in th e case of Te Papa. Further to this th ey act as m etonymic
devices th at signify th e designation, human, as a pluralistic
identity. 4 Altl1 ough, in th e case ofTe Papa, this has b ecome

Image 3. Logo of Te Papa

2

a contentious issue as n ot all people, as the generic logo would

I use the word "dialogue" here to suggest that all interaction takes the fom1 of conversation even when it
is most one sided as in the case of rhetoric, propaganda and the so called "captive audience."
3
The Pleistocene epoch of mankind's evolution (600,000 b.c. to 11,000 b.c.) is divided into three
paleolithic periods. The upper paleolid1ic in which d1is sigr1age flourished is determined as having existed
between what is known as d1e perigordian (3 5,000 b.c.) and d1e proto-magdalenian (22,000 b.c.) periods .
4
One might also recall ilie cosmically ambitious Seti project which optimistically makes use of symbols as
a universal means of representing mankind in form , abstract language and in spatial context, to whomever
or whatever might be out d1ere. Should d1ey be able to read d1em .
2

suggest, regard T e Papa as being representative o f th eir identi ty. It does n o t speak for them.

It should be n o wonder th en th at historicall y, th e fmger print, has been
ratified as a timeless indexical sign . An identifying mark that signifies
place as well as symbolising "m e", "us", "th em" and "we". A point which
is illustrated by th e cover design of Graphis }_J]go 1, featuring th e work of
two graphic designers, Rex Petet an d Ken Cato, as part of a universal
survey o f logo design . ]h e fo llowing editorial statement made by
Peders en is th at,

"1l1e logo is the core o f any company's identity; from the largest
Image 4. Corer design Grapnis Logo I

corporations to the smalles t f1011s, the logo ideally offers immediate
recognition in d1e customer's mind, offering an entire identity in one
small symbol'' 5

That "the logo ideally offers immediate recognition" is based on conj ecture for it presumes a
degree of clarity in interpretation which is, as this stud y sugges ts, fallacious. For it is based on the
premise that there is a commonali ty of comprehension in th at disparate group, th e "custom er",
to whom th e logo is directed. While this assertion might indeed be so for th ose symbols such as
the

+

which, historically, have had a significan t pro fi le, this argument does n o t n ecessarily follow
through to th ose symbols th at are m ore obscure, as illustrated by the logo of
Learning Media. O bscure, th at is, when th ey are represented as images only
without th eir accompan ying typograph y. Th e qualifying adjective,

Image S. Logo of Learning Hedia

"ideally", emphasises th e desired purpose of th e logo, as th e all-significant

vehicle, but seems somewhat optimistic in intention. As this research study will show that the
purport, or ostensible m eaning, is far from obvious. This elusiveness or ambiguity of m eaning
raises a number of considerations for th e practice o f design th at this study in tends to address,
namely:
1. how effectively and to what degree do symbols communicate th eir intended meaning?

2. h ow does that communication differ in meaning from its original intention?

3. to what degree are th e results transparent or ambiguous?
5

3

PE D E RSEN, B. Martin, ed. , G raphis Logo 1. Zurich, G raphic Press Co., 1991. Inside cover.

4. do m en and women perceive symbols differently?

J. how do design criteria such as shape, colour, as well as figurative representation or

abstraction assist in visual apprehension ?
6. to what extent is this symbolic/visual language a learn t code?
1. is illustrative representation favoured over abstraction?

It is the evaluation of symbols in logo design and th eir ability or inability to communicate certain
imputed qualities, or attributes, tint this study seeks to inves tigate. Communication, in this sense,
is conducted d1rough dl e design pra.xis o f visual representation, which us es a language that is an
amalgam of the m etaph oric and d1 e linguistic by which ideas are made visible. While the subject
of semiotics and contemporary dl eory will be considered as th ey app ly to th e use of symbolism it
is d1 e concern s of communication dl eory, of how graphic images are perceived, which will
provide th e main context of d1is dl esis . 1l1e aim is to discover whedler certain symbols and
icons, as used in contemporary New Zealand design, have ongoing significance in terms of
cultural identity; whether d1 eir form, as defined by d1 e integrated design elements of shape, colour,
and line, are appropriate for their function; whed1 er th ey have validity, in oth er words how
powerful a tool are dl ey; whether d1 ey can be recognised as having worth in the present climate,
given that the demographic mix of th e population is continually changing.

For dl e purposes o f dlis study culture is regard ed n ot only as dl e product of nationalistic and
social custom and conditioning but also applies to d1 e formulation of corporate and organisational
identity in terms of visual language. On th e on e hand symbols and icons operate within a localised
field as well as having meaning widlin a wider context. Corporate and organisational cultures are
internally con structed around products, functions, or services dl at are promoted to and interact
wid1in the wider community. For indigen ous cultures th e use of symbols, as a graphic language,
have a different level of significance as dl ese are held to be part of the 1vairua, the spiritual heritage,
and require dle consent of a kauJJlatua for dl eir use. For th ose that are more gen eric such as the

patiki, the stairway to h eaven pattern, consent is n ot required.

Further to dle issues of culture the issues of gender were also raised wid1 the question as to
whedler men and women perceive icons and symbol/logos differently. The generalised viewpoint
taken that men are considered to have a more rational and objective appreciation while women
4

respond from a m ore subjectively felt level o f awaren ess . If this is so th e argument is that they
would be able to intuitively apprehend th e m eaning of th e symbo l/ logos and icons under
investigation . In addition it was asked wh eth er th ere was a gender bias for on e type of depicted
image over an oth er, whether there was a preference fo r abstraction over figurative representation.
Rath er than taking a feminist standpoint th ese issues are considered to be m ore of interest in
discovering just to what extent symbol/logos and icons are visually apprehended by all groups.

Petet (1991, 9) makes th e claim th at for him logos " ...endeavor to capture th e essence of
a busin ess ... ". 6 For Cato (1991 , 23) " ... th e m ost importan t attribute is ineffabl e-spirit." 7 Th ese
rath er romantic n otions, this th esis argues, do no t always equate with reality, and are the most
difficult to communicate success full y as well as to apprehend. As Kress and van Leeuwen (1996,
11) maintain "Communication requires that participants make th eir message maximally

understandable in a particular context. Th ey [th e "sign-makers"] th erefore ch oose forms of
expression which th ey believe to be maximall y tran sparent to o th er participants." 8 Th e fact that
logos operate within a continually changing environment would suggest that, in design terms, they
are n ot as universal as th e philosophical defmition would allow. Wh eth er symbols are effectual at
communicating th e imputed attributes, th e "essen ce" or th e "in effable-s pirit" that th ey are
in ves ted with will determin e how success ful th e symbols and icons under discussion are as
signifiers.

ln ord er to substantiate th ese views a programme of research study was conducted into the
representation, m eaning and apprehension of two New Zealand icons and six contemporary
corporate logos. This interpretive and qualitative stud y comprised: a focus group of seven
participants, a questionnaire surveying the res ponses of 50 subj ects to th e symbol/logos and
icons, and key informant interviews with two designers an d one communications consultant.
This research m ed1 od was selected no t only to ascertain th e degree to which th e communicative
capacity of th e symbol/ logos and icons was apprehended, but also to determine their value as
ontological signifiers for ili ose organisations as well as possessing cultural significance.

6
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1.1 D is c u s s i o n

In an age where visual tran sparency into th e operation and end products of various systems within
society is under increasing scrutin y it follows that this should also apply to th e practice of visual
communication design. A provocative statement made by Easterby in his preface to "Information
D esign" is th at,

" ... those trained in visual expression fmd it difficult or unfruitful to expound in words what they
acn1ally did - the design itself is, in their view, bod1 d1e statement o f what d1ey wanted to achieve
and how they did it..." 9

1l1ese comments are not without validity but they are also written with a degree of myopic bias
that would suggest that designers are pathologically shy of the analytical process. This is certainly
n o t th e case and never has been with th ose who are involved in the practice of design and design
education . It can certainly be argu ed that design solution s are quite often th e result of "gut
feelings ", for example the development of th e N ike swash and the name N ike, but this does not
sugges t that designers are un aware of th e design process or incapable of transcribing the results of
that process into words . H owever, words are one thing and practice is another. Part of this
analytical process involves th e ongoing evaluation of design as it functions as a communicative
tool within th e discipline of visual communication design, as well as in th e wider community.
As a consequence to this, the results of that process go to inform the paradigms by which design
solutions are then m odified, or accepted, as th e status quo. It is only by this consultative process
that progress will be made in design as a language.

There is th e suggestion that a m ore rational and empirical approach should be taken with the use
of symbolism in design. While it is agreed that this rational and scientific mode is of use in
analysing th e end result, if used as the sole parameter it could ultimately stifle that very creative
process as has been evidenced by th e application of Bauhaus theory to design. Often, as the
designers themselves claim, the creative solution is an intuitive response to the problem. The
inference is that on one level the creative response is intuitive and emotive, and that on another
level it is rational, it is known through analysis. The suggestion is that both "liberal art" and
9

EASTERBY, R. and ZWAGA, H., eds., Infoonation Design. Chichester, New York, Brisbane, Toronto,
Singapore, John Wiley and Sons Ltd., 1984. p xxvi.
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"so cial science" are required in the formulation of design solutions and that they are not mutually
exclusive of one another. 10 T11is also supports th e notion forwarded by Kress and van Leeuwen

(1996, 39) that " ... affective aspects of human behavio ur and being are not discrete from other
cognitive activity; and th erefore never separate from representational and communicative
behaviour." 11 This th esis explores both th ese aspec ts and contends that design, as a process, is
bo th pragmatic, or rational, and aesthetic, or affective, for th e use of symbolism in on e context
might be totally inappropriate for another.

1.2 T h e s i s F o r m at

Th e format of th e th esis will be as follows:

•
•

Chapter one will provide an introduction outlining the parameters of this th esis .
Chapter two will defme the meaning of symbols according to semiotic theory by making
reference to McKeon (1964) Sebeok (1994) and Barthes (1988). Links will be made with that
theory to th e commentary on information design by Easterb y and Zwaga et al (1984) .

•

Chapter three will consider th e position of the logo in relation to poststructuralist theory by
making reference to Norris (1991) and Bertens (1995) with th e recommendation that design,
as a practice, is ultimately a mixture of aes th etics as well as pragmatism.

•

Chapters four and fi ve will focus on th e analysis of the research findings which are compiled
from th e results of th e questionnaire put to the general public, and th e views of the designers
interviewed as key informants. Th e transcripts of th ese interviews is included in the appendix.

•

Chapter six will discuss th e findings of that analysis in terms of perceived significance
incorporating comments from th e focus group regarding th e symbols/logos/icon s under
discussion.

•

Chapter seven will conclude by reflecting on th e implication s for design practice and
education, as well as having significance for th e organisations involved in this study through
th e representation of th eir logos.

10
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DEFINING THE SYMBOL

"We are rymbo/s and inhabit rymbofs. 11

Ralph Waldo Emerson. xiii The Poet, from the Essays

What is a symbol and what is th e function o f th at "thing" as it operates as a
tool of communication in design? First, we n eed to consider the defmition
o f th e word - symbo l. According to McKeon (1964, 13-38) symbols, in their
primary defmition o f th e G reek rymbolon, sugges t tallies in that th ey were th e
means b y which two parties could id entify each o th er in a contrac tual
Image 6. Drawing of a Treefern

relationship. 12 A bone or similar obj ect was broken into two halves each

signifying a form of identification for presentation, one to th e o th er, thereby forming a tally.
Th e representation of that "thing", th en, was perceived to be th e value of th at "thing".
Th e additional meaning, token, has evolved generally to signify as being proo f o f identity in terms
o f mankind's affairs and relations, both in terms of th e particular and th e universal, a view th at
was to inform and be challenged by th e structuralist th eorists such as Levi-StraussY McKeon,
writing from a more essentialist view states that,

"The particularity and the universality of the symbol are inseparably conjoined; it is the mark,
immediately and unmistakably recognisable, of a relation which requires , without ques tion or
argument, actions of a particular kind'' 14

This definition raises certain issues which require analysis in terms of this
discussion, and which will be linked to oth er areas of th eoretical and practical
study. For instance, can it be said to be true that th e symbol, as a mark,
Image 7. Neil Dawson fernha/1

implies an unmistakable recognition? Perhaps and perhaps not. For example,

the image featuring

eil Dawson's femball suspended above Wellington's Civic Square could be

said to illustrate th e claim made above by McKeon, given th at the fern leaf has been and continues
to be promoted as on e o f th e key, if n ot d1 e key symbol in New Zealand's iconography.
12

BRYSON, L. F INKELSTEIN, L. MACIVER, R. M. McKEON, R., eds., Symbols and Values : An Initial
Stud y. New York, Cooper Square Pub., Inc., 1964. p 21.
13
STURROCK,J., ed., Stmcturalism and Since. From Levi-Strauss to Derrida. Oxford , ew York, Oxford
Univers ity Press, 1979. pp 46-51.
14
BRYSO , L. FINKELSTEIN, L. MACIVER, R. M . McKEON, R., eds., Symbols and Values: An Initial
Study. New York, Cooper Square Pub., Inc., 1964. p 21.
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Th e fernleaf, both figuratively and physically, has been incorporated as an unmistakable element
into the structure of our symbolic language. It is both particular to New Zealand and, possibly,
warrants the claim of being universally recognised through its m eton ymic association with th e All
Blacks and the Silver Fern s. Historically, th e fern leaf has served to function as a significant design
component, within New Zealand, in terms of our cultural identity. This is corroborated by the
wide range o f logos to which it is ap plied, some of which are evaluated in this study.

This th en, equates with the definition of th e symbol made by structuralist theory and by McKeon
(1964, 33) that symbols, as th ey are used in society, are part and parcel of th e formation of the

myths of th at particular society.15 H e alludes specifically to the symbolic use of mythic stories in
commercial advertising, as does Barth es (1988, 177) and it can be argued that symbols, as a means
of branding identity, are an ad junct of th at gran der visualisation .16 Symbols exist as an essential
part within th e internal an d extern al transactions of that society, organisation, or culture.17
That is within th at culture's internal psychology, if it can be defmed as such, and by the external
realisation of th at through th e use of various grap hic marks, signs, symbols and images by which
it brands itself. As such, symbo ls, as they are used in logos, are expressive of the internal
diachronic relation ship between structure, function, and form, that "ideally" represent the qualities
and concepts behind th at culture or organisation. Th is defmition of ideal representation, th ough,
is dependent up on a degree of universal cognizance and appreciation of symbols to be visually
coherent which raises th e question -can the theoretical proposition of universality be applied to
logo design in even th e most mundan e and particular of situations?

2. 1 I m media c y of Ide as

This th esis suggests that McKeon's idea of immediacy, or rather direct interpretation, as it applies
to the perception of symbols is n ot entirely valid. ]l1is argum ent having been suggested now will

15

Ibid., p 33.
BARTHES, Roland . (trans. l?J R Howard) The Semiotic Challenge. New York, Hill and Wang, 1988. p 177
17
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Thomas A. An Introduction to Semiotics. Toronto and Buffalo, Onivers ity of Toronto Press, 1994. pp 17 16

41.
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be taken up in chapters five and six and explored in furth er detail. Perhaps in
som e cases, such as this image of the sun , it could be claimed that as an iconic
symbol it is an immediately and universall y recogn ised cosmological object.
Image 8. Tne Sun

'That it can be recogn ised as a solar body is sugges ted by the depiction of the

sun's characteristic deno tative or literal properties, which are: th e portrayal o f its round shape,
which alludes to th e physical form of a sphere; the inclusion of a halo d1Us indicating the
possession of th e property of radiance, th ereby sign ifying light and life. In addition to this, it can
be said to express symbolically th ose mythical virtues dut are historically ascribed to the sun,
namely, benevolence by d1 e colours yellow/ gold, colours which are attributed to value and wealth;
and by potentially conn o ting a host of inherent qualities and concepts, such as royalty, splendour,
benevolence and deification, through th e combination of all th ese aspects. As a symbol it is both
deno tatively and connotatively comprehensible, dut is, it demonstates bo th literal and
m etaph orical aspects.

2.2 Me ani n g

But, in referring back to McKeon's statem ent, how do we recognise the particular type of action
that is required by this image? And furth er to this, what in fact is m eant by his statement that this
mark indisputably arouses in d1 e recipient "ac tions of a particular kind"? 18 Until d1e symbol is
placed in context we don't kn ow, and even if it were to be sited wid1in a related context its
meaning could still be obscured by its relation to th e surrounding elements. Similarly McKeon's
definition that, "Symbols are immediate bonds by which men are conscious of being joined to
each o th er" results in issues for th e designer. 19 For all intents and purposes d1is statement tends
to be specific and exclusive, which tends to essen tialism, rath er than generic and embracing, which
conversely tends to th e poststructuralist view. While he is careful to omit ili e inclusive adverb, all,
his usage of "men" tends to signify a pluralistic id entity that does no t necessarily equate the
language of symbolism with its wider audience. It could be argued d1at d1is conscious
identification is generally true in a cultural sense, ald1 ough, even d1is is a debatable proposition
given ili e use of symbols within ili e context of th e global community. 20 This is particularly so
18
19

Ibid., p 21.
Ibid., p 24.
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when a symbol, such as a national icon, having been en coded according to a particular mythic
cultural expression, is taken out of on e context and sited in ano th er, as in th e case of th e logo of
the New Zealand Tourism Board. An informal discussion with an employee of this organisation
provided som e interesting insights into the fo rmation of th at organisation's logo . According to
this person, the logo was originally designed by busin ess men (Keith Myers for on e) in managerial,
mark eting and directorate positions, and trialed in
New Zealan d but with out regard as to how th at
logo was to operate internationally. It has since

Tourism
Images 9, I0, II Permul3tions of the logo of New lealnd Tourism Board

been fo un d th at th e perception of New
Zealand overseas is identified by the colours blue

and green signifying th e clean an d green qualities of th e country's natural "essence". Th ese were,
at on e stage, incorp orated into th e logo illustrated on th e left (described by ano ther employee as
th e "lipstick logo ") which had a certain elegance. T11 e fact th at the present logo is also
represented in th e colours th at act as th e signifiers for New Zealan d's naturalism enhances the
oth erwise con servative design of this iconic logo.

Conservatism, th ough, n eed n ot be traditional and du ll. McKeon again defm es th e symbol by
asserting th at " ...symbols as they serve as bonds of unity are sources at once of myths and
argum ents and of credibility attach ed to both." 21 Perh aps th e m ost compelling image to illustrate
this point is the in fam ous but highl y successful symbol, th e swastika.

2.3 T h e S w a s t i k a

Th e swas ti ka, th e H akenkreu:{_, was th e pivotal graphic elem ent in th e design
of th e fl ag of th e National Socialist Workers Party (th e Nazis). According to
H eller (1992, 39) this mos t ancien t of symbo ls, once signifying good fortun e,
has now been bismirched through its connotation with on e of mankind's
Image 12. The Swastika

identity and culture, I refer the reader to the writings o f the political scientist Benjamin Barber. His work
]zhad vs. McU7orfd (1995) explores in a detached, lucid and non biased way the effects of global consumerism
and its counteraction from fundamentalis t idealism . These views are similarly expoused, although without
the fundamentalist perspective in The Location of Culture (1994) by Homi Bhabha.
21
Ibid ., p 35.
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m ost h ein ous acts of barbarity. 22 As a result it can still be argued that the psychological impact o f
th e powerful design of the Nazi's symbolic trademark has lost none of its potency, nor has the
indelible, perverted m eaning o f th e swastika lessen ed in any regard. 23 The man, Hitler, and the
symbol have becom e one in th e eyes of man y. They have become conflated. Heller (1995, 82)
quotes Quinn, in his analysis of Leni Riefenstahl's "Triumph of Will", observing that when Hitler
is absent his presence is assumed b y th e swastika, "which , like th e image of the Fuhrer, becomes a
switching station for personal and national identities." 24 This thesis maintains, that in th e practice
of design, it is imperative to be aware of how powerfully th e language of symbols can serve in
defming and constructing national and organisational identities, and how th ey can enhance or
annul that identity. For once strongly identified with , as exemplified by th e swastika, that image
and its associated credibility can be hard to erase. They work, hence th eir legacy. One only has
to compare, perh aps unfairly, th e symbol above with the logo of th e Tourism Board to determine
which is th e m ore memorable. 1l1is argum ent though it might be provocative is mean t to be so
for, as designers, we can learn, even from th ose examples th at are historically the most
contentious.

2.4 S y m b o I a n d L a n g u a g e

"Look: through the rip in

JJ!}

cape you can see a verJJtiiion tattoo on JJJY stomach.
It is the second rymbol, Beth. "

jorge luis Borges. labyrinths

As this study is concerned with th e m ean ing and app rehension of symbols, as on e of th e key tools
in th e language of visual communication design, it follows th at tl1 eir usage according to semiotic
theory n eeds to be considered. One of th e bones of contention that this inves tigation has with
th eory, is tlut it is just th at - th eory, m ost of which has been written in terms o f linguistics and
literary criticism, with very little comment made as to how that th eory might apply to the practice
of design. It is acknowledged that th eory has resulted from th e analysis of th e spoken and written
word, or text, and its application and use in society but in th e field of visual communication
22
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design, and for th e designer or student of design, the transformation of theory into practice is n ot
so evident. 25

For th e purposes of this stud y, language is approached from the view of communication through
visual representation. In linguistics it is the semiotic function of language to convey information,
direction s, beliefs, values, concepts, descriptions, rhetoric, discourse, all the con stituent elem ents
that make up th e spoken word, both analytical and metaphorical, through a highly organised
syntactical structure. That structure is then organised according to a set of grammatical and
linguistic rules. In th e case of visual language the seman tic function of images to represent the
above is organised according to colour, shape, form and line which may be deftn ed as visual
discourse, as in the case of advertising, or visual rhetoric, as in th e branding
of cultural or organisational identity or product. A case in point is the logo
of Fernmark Gold. 111e semantic structure of this logo privileges, that is it
gives special preference to, the discourse of classicism, tradition, premium
quality and status through the use of the colours gold and black, and by
Image 13. Logo of fernmark Gold

2.J R h e

t

th e selection of sans-serif type with its "pure" reduced forms.

oric

Rh etorically, it visibly delineates th e statem ent or claim, suggested by the iconic fern and sansserif typography as th e hallmark of assay, or quality, that New Zealand wool is marked by the
standard of excellence. Subsequent to this, it is proposed that in terms of branding identity, the
visual "I am", it is symbols, rather than signs, which are the main communicative element within
this semantic structure. As an organisation or company is concerned with th e visual promotion of
its iden tity, or in onto logical terms, beingness, it is the symbol, as object, which subsumes th e
equivalence of that culture's subj ectivity. 111e individual logo, as a semantic praxis, is not
contextualised as syn ta.x with th e focus on the interaction between th e subj ect /object, but
represents a concentrated visual precis of the particular expression, activity and attitude that is
th e hallmark of an enterprise, organisation or culture. 111e symbol/logo is the visible I am.
25

T he study by Per Mollerup into the semiotic structure and organisation of trademarks succinctly pos itions
the formulation and organisation of trademarks within semio tic theory.
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2.6 S e m i o t i c T h e o r y

Current literature on semiotic th eory sugges ts th at m ost of the emphasis is placed on the
referential functi on of signs and of the function of th e subj ect and th e obj ect within th e theories
around language and speech . Discussion on th e use of symbols as a language, with th e exception
of Easterby and Zwaga (1984) and An ceschi (1996) is almost n on evident. 26 Sebeok (1994, 28)
writes that Peirce (1867) defin ed symbo ls in th eir respective relation ship to their obj ect as
possessing an "imputed quality" which, he furth er defin ed as " ... 'laws', meaning convention s,
habits, or natural dispositions o f its interpretant or of th e field of th e interpretant." 27 H e goes on
to defin e th e symbol as being different from th e sign in th at th e symbol is connected between its
signifier and den otata only through convention . 111ese conventions are th e m eans by which the
properties assign ed to th at symbol act as th e "pro postional fun ction" of that designatum, or
distinctive mark of name or offic e. It is th ese historical conventions, or traditions, that Sebeok,
as well as Barth es (1988, 185) surmise have resulted in the symbol being neglected in th eoretical
terms .28 Th e n eglect is du e to th e continuing perception th at symbols are too laden with m eaning,
or too gen eralised, or in effect redundant to be valid and hence have becom e marginalised. It was
th ese issues that this th esis sought to examine as it is self evident that symbols are the
predominant semantic device in d1 e structuring o f identity in visual communication design.
Th e n ot inconsiderable costs involved in d1 e con stru ction of this language can range from th e
paltry, $35.00 (Anlerican) stated by Goldman an d Papson (1998, 17) as the paym ent fo r th e
29

symbol/logo to th e alledged $30,000 (New Zealand) for th e symbol/ logo of Te Papa.

ike

In this

sense they should no t be relegated, as Sebeok would have d1 em, to a subspecies of the dominant
gen era signs. Th eir purpose, as h eraldic devices, is very different from th e written word.
H owever he does defer that,

26
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"A number of important symbol subspecies - whose semiotic import, however, has seldom been
properly analysed - are in more or less common use, at least in contemporary E nglish. Such
subordinate terms , with increasing intension, include: allegory, badge, brand, device ..."30

Sebeok also criticises as h yperbo le th e claim made by White that "Th e symbol is the universe of
humanity ... the key to this world and th e means of participation in it is - th e symbol." 31 This may
indeed be a grand and idealistic statement, one which is open to th e question of reification but,
in visual communication, symbols are integral to th e rh etoric of design as it relates to human
expression. As a rider to this, Barnard and Marcel (1984, 38,39) express the view that" ... few
forms of expression can match th e communicative power and f1exibihty of natural language ..."
but can that natural language be universally comprehen ded?·32 The an swer is no, as any person
who has visited a foreign country has found out to th eir sense of alienation. It can therefore be
argued that th e performance of linguisticallanguage contain s th e same problems th at are levelled
at the use of symbolism.

Just to what degree of alienation with respect to the perception and understanding of commonly
used icon and symbols as used in New Zealand was one of th e key predicates that this research
study set out to m easure. If th ey were n ot recognised as having particular significance they could
then be described as alienating in terms of th eir communicative capacity.

2.7 S y m b o I 5

,

C onvent io n

5 ,

and Im put ed C har act er

There are two points outlin ed by semiotic th eory th at n eed to be considered h ere in connection
with th e symbol as it is used to brand id entity. One, is th e notion of "imputed quality" and the
oth er, is the associated designation of convention - this being th e m ost contentious. Th ese
semiotic definitions, as they app ly to this study, will be considered according to th e practice of
visual communication design rath er than social th eory.

30
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What is meant by "imputed quality" within th e context of visual communication design? It is n o
doubt, as is described by th e designers quo ted in th e introduction and th ose interviewed, those
attributes that are ascribed as signifying th e essence or spirit o f an organisation's identity, or
product, or functi on . To quote Petet (1991 ,9) " ... th e quality that makes a mark most memorable
and magical is th e m ost difficult and elusive o f all." 33 These som ewhat ind efmabl e abstractions are
hard to qualify but n eed to be if that symbol is to be recogn ised as having any worth. In an
interview with Cassels (1999) sh e makes th e point th at if th e organisation or the product do not
have integrity th e logo itself will n o t have validity. 34 Once these subjective values, such as spirit,
security and integrity; togeth er with ideas, such as m otion, or stability are recognised that image
can th en be identified by, or be said to possess th ese qualities, or have them ascribed to it. In the
practice of design th ese emo tional values and cognitive attributes are given visual expression by
the formal properties of colour, shape, line, abstraction and figuration. They are integral to the
operation of th e logo and, if well considered, com e to function as an aide-memoire, a mnemonic of
that organisation or enterpris e's activity, as has been identified by th e previous example of the
swastika in the introduction. Perhaps th e logo of the Life Flight, an organisation which performs
a highly specialised service will serve to highlight th ese points.

Structurally this logo is th e synthesis of several symbo ls figuring th e colour
red, th e reversed ou t cross and the four diametrically opposed arms in th e
shape of wings / hands. At its core it incorp orates on e of the "great
Image. 14. Tne logo of Life flight

anthropological symbols", th e cross, flanked by an abstract representation of

th e physical properties of aviation technology. Th e conn oted qualities and inferences that are
summarised by th ese abstract shapes and colour are: support, service, rescue, aid, assistance,
cooperation, as well as th e attributions o f m otion, mobility and technology. 35 The implication
being that th e imputed attributes signified by this symbol combine to identify th e humanist
integrity of that company with its associated operation of helicopter-assisted rescue. This logo, or
figure, or device, is an example of what Anceschi describes as "l!isib!e metaphor'. 36 It is one small
image, loaded with m eaning which , in th e language of pictorial symbolism, has the po tential to
33
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umber 3,

speak straight to th e subcon scio us mind . 11n t is th e symb ol's intend ed purpose, as it applies to
logos, th at th ey are immediately recognisable. It remain s to be seen th ough wheth er th ese
attributes can b e interpreted by th e viewer and wheth er symbols do indeed warrant the defmition
o f being universal and transparent. In this case An ceschi's claim th at th e world is o ptical and
visual but n o t visible is an o th er way o f stating th e sam e concern. Th ese statem ents address th e
issues outlin ed in th e research ques tion s (seep 3) into representation and m eanin g in terms o f
semio tic function .

2.8 C o n v e n t i o n s

Symb ols, as th ey functi on in th e form o f logos, are with o ut
do ubt designed according to sp ecific con ventions, which in th e
case o f design , h ave to do with th e orientation o f th e
organ isation , enterprise or product within th e local or global
community. For a symb o l to b e recognised as po tentially
con veying m eaning, o r significance, convention s are required.
Con vention s arc defin ed as laws, th e purpose o f which is to
provide a fram ework o r fi eld of limitation , wh ereby on e thing
con fo rms to ano th er. T h ey may be defin ed by culture,
lifestyle, con servatism , tradition , fas hion , cutting edge,
sophistication , an d so fo rth. Th e exampl e sh own illustrates th e
complexity to which symbols can be con structed acco rding to
Image I5. Freemasons' first Degree Board, 1819

th e con vention s and representational m ode o f a particular
philosophical practice. Th e implication is that language is a
learnt code wheth er it b e con structed o rally or graphically.

In th e field o f visual communication design symbo ls provide a structural set fro m which logos are
constructed. By this, con vention, as it is used in design is defin ed according to its legim ate formal
function o f co mmunication , on e th at does n o t n ecessarily equate with tradition but m oves with
the "field o f th e interpretent." Or to quo te Lee (1964, 79) "Th e symbol is n o t a thing, but that it
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is rath er a point in a creative process, th at of symbolisation ... ". 37 Symbols th en are reappraised
according to th e narrative or myth of tha t particular culture as conven tions themselves change.
1l1is lin k th en allows for a greater receptivity between the symbol, the denotative, and th e
perceived connoted mean ing. To illustrate th is point a comparison will be made between the logo
of th e New Zealand In surance Company with that of "Buy N .z. Made".

~A.n

appraisal o f th e design elem en ts used in th ese two examples informs us as to how th e kiwi has

been stylistically represented in accordance with the particular eth os of th e period in which it was
formulated. Th e parameters of th e logo of th e New Zealan d In surance Compan y are defm ed by a
figurative representation which is in sympathy with the colonialist
discourse of th e late 1800's and o f a period which favoured mimetic
representation rath er th an abstraction . What is indicative o f this design
is th e iconic privilege given to th e kiwi and th e tree fern as symbolising
New Zealand's uniqueness and natural heritage. This is myth in th e
Image 16. New lea/and lnsuf"ilnce Company window tmsfer

making, a narrative which was to provide th e dominant

fram ework for th e branding of New Z ealand's identity. Once the
co des o f th at narrati ve have been recognised th ey can be reduced to
th eir essence and still maintain th eir in tegrity as in th e example of the
"Buy N.Z. Made" logo. Here th e imagery has been reduced to
abstract form and encoded with th e heraldic colours of th e New
Image 17. "Buy N.l Hade "

Zealand en sign . Th e kiwi being unique stands independent o f o th er
supp orting devices . T his is a visual example of what Sebeok (1994,35)
defin es as "increasing intension" whereby allegory resolves into
brand. 38

37
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2. 9 S y m b o I s , S e m i o t i c s a n d I n f o r m a t i o n

Barnard and Marcel (1984, 38) make th e comment th at,

"Visual representation in symbolic or pictographic fom1 can obviously serve many functions.
It may, for example, be considered both as a tool for thought and as a form of communication.
As a form of communication, it must convey inforo1ation as clearly as poss ible. In this respect

symbolic and pictographic representations must fulfil l at least some of the communicative
properties and functions of language. "39

This of course is an ideal proposition and on e that is mos t necessary
in th e visual depiction o f in formation p ertaining to signage for road
users, manual and technical operation s, public directions such as are
found in airports, railway station s, fl ow charts and so on. H ere signs
and symbols, as th ey o perate as indexical devices and pictograms,
perform th e dominant function of directional stimuli. In this
Image 18. Public toilet sign

instance th e over riding imperative is that of m a.ximum legibility and

readibility in th e op eration of th e m essage. One does n o t wan t to b e mistaken, for example, as to
what an indexical sign such as an c:> might m ean wh en driving o r when operating machinery.
H ere th e inherent and ideal aim of th e communication is to elicit an immediate respons e.
Comprehensible simplicity, in terms of meaning, is th e universal aim of information design a
solution, which it is argued, differs from th e use o f symb o ls in th e branding o f identity.
Wh at is meant by this is that in regard to information design th e symbol or sign must b e visual,
visible and legible. In this field of design symbo ls and signs operate as figures of stimulus rath er
than as a figures of m etaph or and rh eto ric. The prescriptive function of th e symbol in this area
is to visibly and clearly explain, direct, instruct, or incite to action, rath er than to allude, to infer,
to suggest, to connote as it is with branding. While th ere might be similar semantic concerns in
using symbols to effectively co mmunicate as simply as p ossible th e intended m essage of
signification o r identification , through placem ent, size, colour and form, th e inherent meaning of
th e logo works on quite another level. Its function is to represent th e structure of th e philosophy,
th e ideology, of th e organisation. As such th e symbo l is figuratively m ore auton om ous
39
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con sequently its m eaning is less overt and what m eaning th ere is, is conferred upon it through
repeated association with its image and th at supp orted b y context.

Th e reception o f th e symbol is n ot with out problem s, particularly wh en it is abstract and devoid
o f an y clues as to its m eaning. As Barn ard an d Marcel (1984, 42) claim th e referent can b ecome
ambiguous or lose its meaning wh en th e situation al context is lacking (a claim th at this research
study examined) . Yet, as th ey explain furth er, th e main obj ective of th e use of symb ols is "to
con vey information independ ently o f specific languages." 40 Jn this regard th e symbol does n ot
have to fo llow th e syntactical structure and grammatical rules o f what th ey describe as natural
language. What is m eant by natural language is not elab orated on ald1 ough th e inference, n o
doubt, is being made to human language, as defin ed b y Saussure (1994, 150- 152). 41 It could b e
argued d1at natural language is in fact pictorial ratl1 er than sp oken and th at b o th referential
systems are habitually learnt or acquired. As a con sequen ce language canno t be presumed to b e
n atural it is in fact cultural. Subsequent to this d1 e perceived interpretation, th ey sugges t, is
dependent on "pre-existing kn owledge, situational kn owledge and inference" which can b e defm ed
as con vention s.

Th e semantic con cern s o f referen ce and in struction are highlighted b y Barnard and Marcel as th e
attempt to compreh en d th e "relationships between d1 e requirem ents of a communicative pro cess
on th e on e hand an d th e con straints imposed by th e res tricted fram ework on th e oth er." 42 In this
instance n atural language provides d1 e basis fo r th eir suggestion that symbols, at least, perform
to a degree th at is in accordance with cognitive perception an d compreh ension. E ssentially the
difference b etween th e use o f symb olic language in in fo rmation design an d logo design is that in
instruction and in fo rmation th e concern s o f equating or substituting d1 e written word with th e
appropriate symbol is most n ecessary but in th e case of logo design it th e essential or core
concept or th eme th at is being portrayed i11 toto. Th erefore, as alluded to above, th e language o f
symbo lism in design as a mean s o f communication is n ot with out problem s for th e designer.
H owever, this must n ot be taken as an excuse to circumvent th e problems inh erent in th e us e o f
40
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symbolism. It is argued that it is important that designers and organisation s comprehend the
multidimensional issues in volved in th e communication, function, and image to be communicated
through qualitative and quantitative research rath er than depending wholly on th e conventional
intuitive decision of th e designer.

This research study into th e representation, meaning and app rehension of symbol/logos and
icons used in New Zealand is regard ed to be opportun e as it highlights th e assumptions made by
designers dut th e m essage inh erent in th e design is recognisably perceived and understood by the
recipients. It also examin es th e original proposition which ques tions th e effectiveness of symbols
as transparent and recognisable vehicles o f id entity. It validates this claim by examining the
perception of certain symbol/logos and icons as definitive brands in terms of th eir significance
and visual m eaning. These views and the elicited results gath ered from user participation will be
developed in the following chapters.
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3 SYMBOLS, STRUCTURAL I SM AND DECONSTRUCTION

"...and this time it vanished quite siou;{y, beginning tvith the end if the tail, and ending with the grin,
tvhich remained some time qfter the rest if it had gone. "

Lewis Carroll. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

This quote, from what is arguably one of th e m os t decon structionist texts, is used to illustrate the
idea that symbols as th ey are used in th e branding o f identity represent th e core concept of the
designatum, th e nam e of th e "thing" in a single form. H owever, that representation can also be
elusive and ambiguous. That logos are a visual praxis of symbolic fo rm, designed for a particular
functi on, m ost obviously as a communicative device, brings to mind th e m odernist dictum that
form follows function . Th e function of language, wheth er it be transcribed into linguistic,
pictorial, musical or symbolic form, is to communicate. This communication takes place in what
Sturrock (1979, 12) describes as "th e Symbolic ord er" .43 In this instance symbols are th e outer
visual representative form or figure, success ful or o th erwise, of an idealised, or abstract, concept,
belief, or convention . In h er review of th e analysis and compilation ofWittgen stein's
philosophical remarks by Nedo, Schwemer-Scheddin qu o tes Nedo as saying "Many people believe
that graphics are som ething different from letters and symbols. But an image is just as much an
individual symbol as a letter." 44 Linguisticall y this is so, however, it is argued that n o letter, with
th e exception of th e letter

X ,

can maximise th e significance of its m essage to th e effect that a

visual symbol, once learnt, can. This letter which has its origins in th e Hebrew letter

tav has been used as th e sign ifying mark fo r th ose who had no t aquired the skills of
Image 19. Tar

literacy, who were n o t learn ed in reading and writing. Consequently it has come to
be regard ed as a pejorative signifier, particularl y by th ose whose culture
is oral. For example, it is ques tionable wheth er th e two words "Jo lly
Roger" would have had th e sam e import, psychologically, as the black
en sign surmo unted by th e skull and cross bones when it was raised into
view. T he inh erent m eanings o f death and danger imparted by such an
object was and still is visibly evident and un ambiguous.

Image 10. The jolly Roger

43
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According to Sturrock, the pos tstructuralist icono clas t an d individualist, Barth es, derid ed any form
of essentialist and th erefore formalist unity, mos t n o tably expressed in design terms by the
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pedagogical th eories o f th e Bauhaus. Th e th eories established
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by th e Bauh aus as th eir corps d'eJpn't, or in contemporary
parlance, mission statement, were formalised by resolving all
concepts an d figu rations to th e common denomination of the
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th ose elem entary fo rms with th e primary colours red, yellow
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and blue. This, it can be argued, is th e use o f symbolism
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carried to its nth degree, one which has a certain seductiveness
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Image 21. Questionnaire designed by Wmily Kandinsky

but which is ultimately bound to stasis, to redundancy, in that
th ere is n o room fo r a more organic or individualised
expression. Sturrock states this as

"A more considerable loss of individuality is incurred when the Symbolic order to which we yield
is not d1e prin1ary language as such, but the secondary one of literature, or of discourse in general,
where further, frequendy severe, restrictions by way of conventions are placed on us to prevent us
using language wid1 d1e freedom we might like'' 45

As a theoretical and design discourse th e dogma o f th e Bauh aus serves as an expression of
essentialism so abhorred by Barth es . Th e essentially determinist philosophy by which this
m ovem ent sought to enlighten society with "good design " was formed on th e idealistic, and
perhaps romantic predicate that people recogn ise, sub consciously, certain gestalts and so identify
with th eir expression th ereby resulting in trans ubstan tiation through design . This is th e use of
symbo ls in their purist and m ost abstract sense, an d it is this very redundancy o f meaning that the
poststructuralists sought to call into question, as well as th e n otion that th ere is a perceived totality
of meaning (a concept which will be examin ed in m ore depth in chapter six). The consideration
of structuralist and poststructuralist m ovem ents highlights th e relationship of th ese th eories with
th e use o f symbolism in design . For th e poststructualists the transmitted meaning of symbols and
signs involved an unlimited semiosis through what Barth es describes as th e infmitely "polysemic

45
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sign". 46 As a con sequence it was deem ed n ecessary to resort to th e surrounding context, in which
th e sign or symbol was sited, for meaning to be legible. This is no doubt so particularly in the
establishment of th e symbol as th e device of identification. O nce th at essential organisational
m ode has been defin ed, established and learn ed th en th e assumed integrity of that symbolic
expression is able to be autonomous, to stan d alone. Th e contemporary
symbol which m os t represents this con cept, in th e branding of identity,
is th e classic example of th e Nike swash. This symbol is design as obj ect
Image 22. The !oto of Nike

which like th e cross, or th e crescent can be said, if we take McKeon's

definiti on, to function as the "immediate bonds by which men are conscious of being joined to
each oth er" .47 In making reference to th e statem ent of perceived totality above, this logo, like th e
golden arch es of McDonalds, has evolved to become on e of th e universally recognised identifiers
within th e modem mythic lexicon. In this sen se it has, like its od1 er American counterpart,
become a most econ omical symbol.

Bardl es observed th at d1 e object, like th e sign, "is at th e intersection o f two coordinates, two
definiti ons." 48 According to him, on e coordin ate is symbolic in th at it has m etaph orical depth by
which "it refers to a signified", or rath er a single signified. Th e second coordinate he describes as
being within th e criteria of classification in th at it exists wid1in an ord er, a structure, a hierarch y,
hen ce symbolic ord er. By positioning this
descrip tion within th e context of visual
communication we can see how symbols, as
obj ects, are used to defin e th e myth or narrative
of th at culture, which is in itself a structure, a
hierarch y. An example o f one o f the dominant
symbols of th e Western wo rld, the logo o f th e
Red Cross, as used in this contemporary design
Image 13. fostcarrl for the Rerl Cross Kosoro Refucee Appeal
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This image realises Barth es' definition o f coordinates
whereby th e universal symbo l of the cross, in this
in stance, m etaph orically deno tes the Christ, as the single
signified, within the superstructure o f the meta-narrative,
or symbolic order of Christianity. It is arguably one of
the mos t perceptibly dominant symbols o f the Western
world, even with out the fram ework of religion, and in
cultural terms conno tes, symbolically, th e associated
qualities o f compassion, sacrifice, suffering, humanity and
caring which resolve into various mo des of action,
identification and exchange. In this case it can be argued
Image 24. Crucifixion by Grunewald

that th e symbol o f the cross auth enticates reality, both

mystically and physically, and symbolises th e inn er psych ological response at which this message is
aimed. In this example th e figure of th e cross can, in An ceschi's terms, be said to have resolved
all referential meaning into abstract form whereb y all extran eous and excessive imagery has been
dissolved, or abstracted. It is an example o f what Felix Guattari, as described by Anceschi (1992,
4) defines as "elem ents of diagrammatic effici ency" wh ereby content becomes stimuli, which is
exactly the intended purpose of th e logo, albeit in th e example used, sited within the pictorial
context of a specific event. 49

3.1 S t r u c t u r a I is m an d t h e S y m b o I as Logo

"She ought to knou; her u;qy to the ticket-office, even if she doesn't knou; her alphabet!"
Lewis Carroll. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

Structuralism, th e theoretical m odel of social interaction and exchange examined and defmed by
the French anthropo logist Levi-Strauss, is proposed as th e conceptual paradigm by which
symbols, as a language, are universally used to brand identity. This is due to the fact that
organisations, institutions, enterprises, and corp oration s exist as social structures within a wider
cultural framework and are continually in volved in th e process of con structing th eir own "kinship"
49
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myths or narratives . Sperber explain s Levi-Strauss' innovative theory in this way " ... he has
attempted to show th at th e first (human nature) lies behind th e second (cultural variety) as a
unified, abstract structure governing concrete, observable variations." 50 Th ese social interactions
of exchange involve the use o f symbols which, in th e case of structuralism, are regarded n ot as
being fixed and universal, as is th e case with modernist discourse, but are dependent for m eaning
upon th e context in which d1 ey are framed. According to structuralist dl eory spoken language is
held to be a code which , by its structure, determines dle content of th e message to be
communicated to the recipient wid1in dl e ord er of dle social netwo rk. Munz (1973, 14) writes
dlat for Levi-Strauss, "language is a meth od of exchanging information" and that "since all social
and cultural relations are forms of exchange, they are forms of language." 51 Th ese concepts can
be applied equally to the use of d1 e symbol in th e construction of dl e logo in that dl e logo's
structural form is determined by th e cultural or conceptual eth os of th e organisation which could
be said to have its own particular ges talt. In d1 e case of logo design dlis concept o f language is
resolved into visible form. It can be argued dl at, visuall y and symbo lically, it functions as an
elem ent in d1e rh etoric ratified by dut organisation as part of its own conceptualisation.

In th e fi eld of design dl e language of symbolism is continually adapting to and being reassembled
into useful form, although dlis statement needs to be qualified by th e adjunct, ideally.
Each organisation or corp oration will, out of necessity, frame its identity according to its own
particular persp ective and use and promo te th ose images d1 at bes t suit its purpose for recognition.
What is significant for Cassels, in dlis design process, is dl at it is important to look "at the
compan y, how d1 ey want to be seen, what it is dlat th ey stand for, where are th ey going, what is
th e flavour of dlat compan y". It is essential th at th e "style of dl e mark" takes into account not
only "the core personality of the company", which might be framed by symbolic reference to
n ostalgia, ideas, digital, low key, high tech, but also th e historical considerations based on previous
logos. 5 2 This process of adap tation could be liken ed to dl e concept of bn'co!age. Th e term, coined
by Levi-Strauss, which compares the eclectic activity of dl e human mind with that of a bricoleur,
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a man who collects odd items and assembles th em into a more or less useful obj ect, seems self
evident in this pluralistic millenia! period. In th e structuring of identity, symbols, are in effect
being readapted and, in som e cases, appropriated with all th e attendant cultural problems resulting
from that perceived possession . H owever, for a symbo l, to serve as being proof of identity, of
value, of significan t worth, in this contractual relation ship, it must be able to refl ect som e
recognisable quali ty. T o illustrate this point, th ough, th e logo designed by Gavin Bradley and Len
Ch eeseman of Saatchi and Saatchi forTe Papa will be discussed.

T11 e development o f this symbol, which can also be read as an indexical sign,

•

Image 25. Logo of Te Papa

serves as a telling example o f th e difficulties in evolving a n ew mark for a n ew
institution th at does no t have his torical precedence, at least within New
Zealand. T he associated problems were brought to the fo re in G aylene
Preston's documentary on th e making ofTe Papa, "Getting to Our Place".

Th e foo tage of the designers and th e members of th e board proved to be m ost illuminating as to
how both parties reacted to th e process and responded to th e designs. What seem ed to be m ost
evident, in this portrayal of m yth making, was th at th e board itself did no t seem to have
a unified and concretely developed no tion of the museum's identity. Nor, it seem ed, did they
even have an idea of th e audience at which th e logo was aimed. Out of th e seven ty to eighty
designs conceived for presentation the painterly cross, focused on by the documentary, brought
significant response from th e board, significant in terms o f this th esis. Len Cheeseman is quo ted
as saying of this design "See what you can in it." This o ffhand statem ent hardly equates with th e
design ers' claim that there was a need for an id entity th at would work and have integrity in the
marketplace. Th e response from th e board when presented with this design was a resounding
silence, which th en instigated a search fo r m eaning. This search to "See what you can in it"
happened to reso lve into a figurative description of th e potential logo, rath er than an
identification with th e key con cept behind th e image, th at of "soaring". Ano th er revealing
comment made by a board m ember was th at, for h er, brands were considered to be hard-edged,
like McDonalds . A contrary view provided by a kaumatua on th e significance, for him, of the
painterly cross design will be discussed in th e fo llowing section . Such is th e problem when the
symbol carries th e burden of being all things to all people.
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3.2 D e c o n s t r u c t i o n -- A g e n t P r o v o c a t e u r

Cassels describes th e process of establishing and developing identity, within th e contemporary
context of New Zealand design, as th e owning of stories which, in tum, become th e ideaological
coin of own ers hip. 5 ·~ 1his raises complex issues if th ere are di fferent perception s of th at identity
and how it sh ould be formed. To return to th e scenario above th e kaumatua, Apirana Mahutia,
h eld that th e x was a failed brand sign and he is qu o ted as having said th at, for him, it stood for
th e "E nglish symbol of failure." Significantly, tl1 e res ponse of Bradley to this dissenting opinion,
was that he could no t compreh end how this symbol, th e painted cross, cam e to be regarded as
being so contentious. Any designer aware of th e issues in contemporary social and linguistic
th eory will kn ow th at th e x signifies negation and th erefore den otes symbolic marginalisation .
On e only has to refer to ilie allegory of Cain and Abel in Gen esis chapter four to recognise how
the significance of iliis narrative has been semiotically disseminated. Th e referential context
which, in this case, has been defin ed by cultural convention results in th e symbol, in iliis myth, as
being imparted with a very different meaning altogeth er. To this effect Bhabha (1997, 44) quotes
ili e comment made by Fanon th at "\XIh at is often called th e black soul is a white man's artefact."54

This ili esis puts forward ili e argument th at while deconstruction, as a linguistic and social ilieory,
has served to expose th e legitimacy and sanction o f th e "Logos", and its usage and representation
as an instrument of power, it does no t necessarily provide an adequate answer for th ose
organisational sys tems tlut require a more formal m ode of expression . Th e agenda of
deconstruction, it is argued, does no t always serve th e purpose of logo
design, al th ough it has certainl y fun ction ed effectively in th e oili er areas
o f graphic design, m ost no tably th ose con cern ed with typograph y and
layo ut, a movemen t which has rapidly evolved into style. A stylistic
interpretation which in th e example illustrated conforms to and
legitimises a new set of rul es . Th e intention of this study is n o t to
provide an eitl1 er/or argu ment but rath er to sugges t iliat in selecting th e
essential componen ts fo r th e design solution decon struction is on e o f
Image 26. Poster. fuse
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D . Cassels, Head Designer, Siren (1999). Personal communication.
BHABHA, Homi K. The Location of Culture. London and New York, Routledge, 1994. p 44.
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th e conceptual tools used in th e design process to defin e identity. Th e logo th en, not only adapts
to th e present m om ent, as in th e example of th e N ike swash, but also looks back to the attendant
associations within historical tradition.

Norris (1991 , 3) states th at according to th e structuralist dispensation language, traditionally as
text, functi ons as th e "bearer of stable (if complicated) meanings ... "55 By this "structures of
meaning correspond to som e deep-laid men tal 'set' or pattern of mind which determines the limits
of intelligibility. "56 Wh at has been discovered, through analysing th e fmdin gs into th e
apprehension of m eaning of symbols, is that there are no ticeably quantifiable clusters of
perception, despite racial, gender and age differences. This would resonate with Norris' analysis
of Levi-Strauss which determin es that th ere exists a commonality in th e interpretation
of th ematic content beneath th e manifold surface expression. But this could also indicate that
perception and recognition of meaning is based on learnt kn owledge gained through association.

For Norris, structure is regard ed as "a totalising ord er o f th ought."57 Th e question that n eeds to
be asked in relation to this is, is this n ecessaril y detrimental? Surely this depends on the
circumstance and th e context for, as has been discussed previously, th e language of symbolism is
m ost effective as a vehicle o f meaning wh en it has a particular structure to adh ere to for its
m eaning. This, h owever, is dependent on th e efficacy o f th at structure for th e purport o f the
symbol/logo can be perceived in a way altogether different from the original intention. Cassels
describes it this way, "Often th e logo is no t going to help th e compan y if it is a sick company with
bad management and over priced products, all th ose associations go into it as well, it is a symbol
of what is actually going on within th e compan y or pro duct."58

Earlier in this chapter it was m entioned th at symbols, as logos, operate as rh etorical devices in the
practice of visual communication. This is in accord with th e view, held by Norris, that
structuralism is syn on ym ous with rh etoric while deconstruction is synonymous with "the concept

dialectic." 59 Th e m eaning inferred by this statement is th at th e principle of dialectic embraces
55
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differen ce, regionalism, individuality, locality, in
o th er words, no t th e standard. Th e example of
th e identity created for th e New Zealand
Fes tival 2000 serves to illustrate these points.
As an image it is a somewhat awkward
synth esis of an icon, th e epon ymous kiwi, with
a rath er dubiously attached tail comprised of
Image 27. Tne lea/and festival 2000 Icon

nikau fronds. T11 e intention behind this image

is to suggest, whether successfully or not, individuality, locality and creativity. The nikau ferns
making reference to Wellington 's Civic Square, synon ym ous with culture and th e kiwi den oting
both national and cultural identity.

Wh at significance th en does this have for th e practice of design? Argum ent would suggest that
while the constitution of th e logo requires a symbolic structure to be effective as an emblem of
status and power, deconstruction, provides th e m eans wh ereby corporate narratives are vivified.
It is a th eory th at is formed on th e premise th at m eaning is n ot defin ed in accordance to an

obj ective "set" or fixed pattern, it is n ot stable, rath er it is subj ect to variance of reading depending
on th e circumstan ce. Norris describ es it in th ese terms,

"Metaphor and symbol would then corres pond to the mauvaiJjou of accepting human nature as
something fixed and self-determined, its meaning given in advance, D econstruction would set itself
to prove, in the contrary, that meaning is produced Oike Sartrian authenticity) only d1rough a
constant self-critique which always deftn d1e sense o f achieved identity." 60

It is argued that to fo llow any one th eory could res ult in an equally self-determined dead end.
On e which leads to stas is and th e oth er to disintegration . Both theoretical principles have validity
in the con struction and branding o f identity, an d even m ore so in this pluralistic m om ent. Both
have significance in apprehending th e h ermen eutic m eanings of symbo lism as it figures in design,
and which will be described in detail in th e following chapters.

1991. p 50.
Ibid., p 104.
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4.

RES EA RC H D ES IG N

"... the lottery is an interpolation

if chance in the order if the world and that to accept errors

is not to contradict chance: it is to corroborate it."

Jorge Luis Borges. Labyrinths

In introducing this chapter reference is made to th e issues regarding th e meaning and
apprehension of symbols that have been explored in th e previous chapters while focusing on their
communicative function as key signifiers of identity. An identity which is shaped by the
constitution of d1 e organisation or company, and which, as symbol/logo conforms to and is, as
defin ed by Peirce in Sebeok (1994) bound by convention. 61 Those conventions, or laws, of
representation and interpretation are determined by society, culture, gender, ethnicity and age.
Th e corollary to this is that the ostensible meaning, th e purport, of the symbol/logo while visual
is not always evident, or legible, or transparent. The inference being dut the symbol canno t be
relied upon for its meaning to be definitive, it is dependent on chance, up on association and upon
con text. But should dut con text, the supporting signifiers, which in this research is taken to be
th e identifying typography, th e n omen, be removed how recognisable is that m eaning?

The view that paradoxically contends with d1 e mutability of meaning is that symbols, as th ey are
used in th e branding of identity are vehicles, conveyors of significance, invested with what Cato
(1991, 23) describes as the "in effable-spirit" or essence. 62 This indefmable quality is that

"something" which might m ean all things to all people but which also runs d1e risk of being
rand om in its association with its referent, the referent being th e obj ect to which th e symbol
alludes. Th ese issues were raised in chapter two (seep 10).

While th e previous chapters focus primarily on literary and theoretical analysis d1 ey remain
secondary to d1 e main concerns of this research which uses qualitative and interpretive med1 o ds
to investigate th e symbolic properties and worthiness of commonly used logos and icons in New
Zealand. Barth es (seep 1) proposes that symbolism, bod1 visual and verbal, has been examined in
d1e past with particular reference to its use in the practice of art, but he questions our propensity
to study it today. T11e issue that h e raises is fundamental to d1is research and has ramifications not
61
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only for the professional practice of design but also for design education and all organisations and
enterprises that depend on th em. 63

Prosser writes that "We use images [symbols / icons] n o t only as representations o f the objective
world but also to communicate our deepes t feelings ".64 lf communication is regarded as central to
a culture, and it would seem that much of that communication in our culture is primarily visual,
it follows that th e efficacy of that transaction should be able to be m easured. The formal testing
of commonly used symbols / logos/icons would evaluate what Prosser describes as the issues of
" 'representation', 'trustworthin ess', 'interpretation', 'refl exivity' that are central to th e qualitative
research enterp rise ... " as it applies to this study. 65 To fram e th ese issues within th e context of this
research the question s presrib ed in th e introduction are res tated.
1. how effectively and to what degree do symbo ls communicate th eir intended m eaning?

2. how does that communication differ in mean ing from its original intention?
3. to what degree are th e results tran sparent or ambiguous?
4. do men and women perceive symbols differentl y?
J. how do design criteria such as shape, colour, as well as figurative representation or

abstraction assist in visual apprehen sion ?
6. to what extent is this symbolic /visual language a learnt code?
1. is illustrative representation favoured over abstraction?

rTh e resulting evidence, which is ackn owledged to be limited du e to th e systematic sampling of th e
questionnaire respondents, will at least be comparatively indicative of th e degree to which the
designed symbols/logos represent th e intended m eaning of th e organisation or company.
The response collection elicited by th e survey is aimed at answering the divergent views regarding
th e use and m eaning of symbols which have been discovered in the reading o f th e literature.
Th e areas of divergence that tend to emerge and wh ich provide alternative interpretations,
dependent on th e perspective of th e author, as to the effectiveness of the symbol/logo are:
63
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•
•

on the on e hand, that th e logo, as symbol, icon or image, is immediately identifiable
on th e other, that symbols are unstable bearers of meaning and only meaningful when sited in
context

From this it could be assumed th at if a symbol or icon, as logo, is designed to signify particular
imputed qualities th ese could be intuitively identified while at th e sam e time allowing for
a certain degree of ambiguity or misap prehension. Prosser contends that

" ... images are, by their nature, ambiguous and do not in themselves convey meanings which are
supplied serendipitaly by those who perceive them; contextual and reflexive data which are central
to the interpretation of images is insufficiently presented ; and analys is of images raises complex
methodological and tl1eoretical issues'' 66

While his argument applies mainly to th e anthropological, and ethn ographical documenting
of data through th e visual and time based media of film, video and photography th e issues raised
resonate with th ose in this study. Th ese issues provided th e th eoretical fram ework for th e
following research design which is primarily hermeneutic and qualitative but which also sets out to
m easure that response as to th e efficacy of symbo ls and icons as conveyors of m eaning.

4. 1 Research Context

This resarch is position ed within th e Interpretive or H erm eneutic tradition of Communication
Th eory which, along with the Critical, Sociocultural and Phenomenological traditions, seeks to
examin e th e meaning and interpretation of signs, symbols, language and communication through a
variety of interactive and empathic means. Consequently the variables selected for this research,
which in Quantitative Analysis are taken as the concrete m easurem ents to determine an inference
in support of a hypo tl1 esis, cannot be said to be conclusively or statistically true, ili ey are indicative
of a pattern of association. In ili e "social domain" language and communication are considered to
be contingent on and coloured by the association wiili multivalent variables which continuously
affect interpretation so iliat, according to G riffm (2000, 482) "reality is a conferred status."67
66
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Given th e nature of th e research proposition and th e complexity of the variables that would have
been involved in determining th e research objectively, this interpretive model was considered to
be th e most appropriate for th e research study und ertaken. It also supports the subjective
involvem ent in th e design process and th e manner in which the attributes were ascribed.

4.2 S e I e c t i o n o f S y m b o I s , I m a g e s an d I c o n s f o r t h e S t u d y

Th e symbol/logos and icons that are widely represented in New Zealand design and which were
selected to be analysed in terms of th eir communicative capacity were:
Icons

•

the silver fem / fem leaf

•

th e kiwi

Logos

•
•
•

Life Flight
Fusion Insurance Services
Trilogy Computer Services

•
•
•

Learning Media
Te Papa
Air New Zealand

1l1e original intention was to focus the research on five key symbols that have preeminence in th e
branding o f New Zealand identity. H owever, it was decided to incorporate those symbols, such
as th e logo for Trilogy Computer Services, that are purely abstrac t, graphic representations, but
which are still widely recognised by th e community. It was considered that the degree of visible
meaning, in terms of conceptual significance, would be m ore ambiguous when th e typography
identifying th e organisation, compan y, or enterprise was rem oved. The purpose behind this was
to test wheth er symbols, in th eir m ost abstract and pure fo rm and devoid of o th er contextual
signifiers, which poststructuralist thinking claims enhances interpretation, could indeed be
perceived as having recognisable m eaning. O r, could th ey be recognised as having increasing
intension or conceptual significance. These issues being reflected in research question three.
Indeed on e of th e participants commented on th e difficulty of identifying certain symbols/logos
as possessing th e attributes and concepts that were attributed to them.
The McGraw- Hill Cos., L1c., 2001. p 482.
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T o link th ese ideas with th e issues o f representation , co mmunication, perception, and ambiguity
highlighted b y th e research question s th ose symbo l/ logos, icon s and images that were ch osen to
b e evaluated in this stud y were selected for th e following reason s.
1.

formal and abstract pro perties of sh ape, colo ur, and fo rm

n. pictorial and figurative representation with an emph asis on realism
Ill.

indigen o us cultural association

IV.

historical aftlliation

v. degree o f familiarity

T h e kiw i and silver fe m / femleaf are in dubitabl y New Z ealand's m ost
recognised iconic sign ifiers having continuing histo rical and
contemp orary sign ifican ce in th e branding an d promo tion o f cultural and
national identity. T o evaluate th eir representation in terms o f illustrative
Image 28. The All Black flag

or ab stract figuration eight images of th e silver fem / femleaf and ten
images o f th e kiwi were selected. Several o f th e depicted images o f the
kiwi and th e silver fern / fern leaf, such as th e logo o f Kiw i lager, are n o
longer in use but it was decided to include th em as th ey fo rm a valid link

Image 29. The logo of Kiwi lager

in th e historical developm ent o f d1 e design of New Z ealand's cultural
identity, and h ow d1 at identity has been brand ed. Th eir inclusion was
also to determin e how a trad ition al an d histo rical, picto rial representation
p erformed wh en placed in conjunction with a m ore formalised, abstract,
and contemp o rary resolution. Furth er to this, th ese icons were selected
to discover wh eth er th ey continue to h ave ongoing validity, or
refl exivity, as symb o lic vehicles as exemplified by th e use o f th e
R.N. Z. A. F. kiwi in th e roundellogo .68

Image 30. The logo for the R. N. l A. f.

68

Anecdotal comments regarding this logo observe it to be a kiwi in a bullseye, with all the associated
connotations of being a sitting duck for target practice.
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4.2.1 C o n t em p o r a r y S y m b o 1/ Logo s

Th e six contemporary symbol/logos that were selected for evaluation were:

Lifeflight

Air New Zealand

Fusion Insurance Services

Learning Media Ltd .

Te Papa

Trilogy Computer Services

4. 2.1.1 A p p I i c at i o n of C o n s e n t for t h e U s e of Logo s

As this investigation centres on th e logos from som e of th e larges t corporations in

ew Zealand,

it was imperative to gain consent from th em for th e inclusion o f th eir logos in this study.
Inititally, contact was made by phone in ord er to introduce th e area of interest in volved in the
res earch , and to seek permission to use th at company's! organisation's logo . Contact with Trilogy
Computer Services, Kiwi Mail, and th e New Zealan d Wool G roup was made in pers on . This
preliminary contact was followed up by written letters which were requested by Life Flight,
Te Papa, Air New Zealan d, and Learning Media Ltd., stating th e intentions and concerns of th e
res earch. Th e content of th e letters outlined th e intend ed aims embo died in the inves tigation
while clearly stipulating that th e logo was to be used, expressedly, for th e purpose of research
alon e and no oth er. Following this a copy o f th e questionnaire, including th e res earch statement,
was sent to th ose who requested to see th e design and content of th e questionnaire before
consenting to approve th e inclusion o f th eir compan y or organisation's logo in the research
process. Those companies/ organisations tin t reques ted this information were: Life Flight,
36

Te Papa, Air New Zealand, Fusion Insurance Services, Learning Media Ltd., and th e New Zealand
Wool Group. Air New Zealand, T e Papa, and Learning Media Ltd., were th e m ost chary
regarding th eir "property", although Learning Media Ltd. has since changed its identity.

What was of interest during this process was th e profound, almost hermetic, sense of ownership
that some organisations, notably T e Papa and Air New Zealand, h eld towards th eir logos.
While other companies, such as the New Zealand Wool Group, and surprisingly th e defence
ministry, the R. N. Z. A. F., made access to d1 eir logos m ore readil y available. Overall, th ose that
were contacted expressed interest in d1 e research, and most particularly asked to be informed as to
how their logos performed as a communicative vehicle of identity.

4.3 M e t h o d o I o g y

As th e focus of d1is research study is on the use of symbolism and d1 e communication of its
ontology, its beingn ess, or sense of "I'n ess ", bodl interpretive and qualitative med1 ods were used
to determine the various views widl which it was perceived . The qualitative m ethod is one which
has been used by "th e human disciplin es" to observe and interpret dl e mores, traditions, rites,
narratives, myd1 s, customs and habits of d1 e human race in gen eral and in particular. 69 According
to Den zin and Lincoln (1994) this meth o d, like its subj ect matter, is multifarious and multivalent
in its attempts to discover how people make sense of or interpret phenomena. They claim that
the "modernist or golden age (1950 - 1970) " of dlis m edl odology was impinged on by
" ... h ermen eutics, structuralism, semiotics, cultural studies, and feminism." 70 The persp ectives of
hermeneutics, structuralism, semiotics, culture and feminism, as gender, have bearing on this study
in dlat dl e logo is dl e symbolic vehicle in d1 e branding mydl. In order to test dl e proposition
which questions wheth er symbols, as logos, ideally represent d1 e core concept of an organisation
or corporation, with reliability and validity, it was decided to formulate a reseach design that was
comprised of three parts:

69

1.

questionnaire

11.

focus group, and
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70
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III.

key informant interviews

Th ese m eth ods taking into acco unt th e n eed, in terms of qualitative research, to survey a range of
views that reflect a more comprehensive understanding of the problem . Or as D enzin and
Lincoln suggest "Th e combination of multiple methods, empirical materials, persp ectives and
observers in a single stud y is best understood, th en, as a strategy that adds rigor, breadth, and
depth to any in ves tigation." 7 1 Th ese research m eth ods combin e to form a "triangulation" that was
considered to be th e m ost effective way to collect data th at was both reliable and valid to support
th e hypothesis. It lessen s th e degree of specificity or bias which would otherwise be the case if
only one process was used to gath er inform ation . These issues have been raised in th e
introduction (see pp 4-5) .

4.4 Q u e s t i o n n a i r e D e s i g n

If, as this thesis suggests, symbolism is regarded in visual communication design as both a visible
and visual language, and that its semantic function is, to a degree, syn on ym ous with linguistics
d1 en th e m eanings communicated by it should be ab le to be apprehended. To test this th eory
a nine page questionnaire was designed as part of this investigation to ascertain whether the core
concepts conveyed were perceived to be visibly transparent or ambiguous. The questionnaire
used a seven point scale to evaluate th e perception and preferential ranking of two icons, and six
symbol/ logos commonly used in New Zealand. Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1996, 465)
describe the use of th e Likert scale as an effective means of determining th e attitudes of the
respond en ts to th e "items" compiled by th e researcher.72 These "items ... express a wide range of
attitudes, from extremely positive to extrem ely negative" requiring th e respondent to measure one
attitude against an o th er?' N umerical values are accord ed to each attitude to position th e relative
nature of th e response in terms o f "favourabl eness or unfavourablen ess ". 74 By incorp orating this
scale into the questionnaire it enabled the interpretative responses of the participants to be
quanitified according to degree of attitude, or preference, rath er than being fixed as an either/ or
71Ib·d
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answer. Th e questionnaire wh ich was developed and used in th e survey is attach ed to the end of
th is chapter, see pp 56-64.

Th e questionnaire was designed in response to a subjective reading to evaluate th e deno tative and
connotative meanings, th e imputed qualities, or attributes, expressed by th e symbol/logo and
icon . Th ese attributes, being regard ed as th e essence or spirit, are conveyed by th e symbol in its
linguistic functi on as th e referent through th e design elem ents of figurative shape, lin e and colour.
Th e degree to which these symbols, icons and images were judged to be eith er effective, or
successful, or significant in terms of th eir referential function was also evaluated using th e Likert
seven point scale. This m eth od which is both reflexive and representative (in qualitative terms)
links th e relationship between th e image with its inh erent attributes so that th e interpreted results
can be quantified and indicate patterns of response.

4.4.1 C h o i c e o f A s c r i b e d A

t t

ribut e s

To test th e referential validity of th e symbol, as logo, as an ideal signifier of th e core concepts of
an organisation or company certain qualities, or attributes, were ascribed to each icon and
symbol/logo to be evaluated. Consequent to th e implementation of th e interpretive strategy the
selection o f th ese attributes was made subjectively and was predicated by an interes t in discovering
whether that subjective response to th e symbol/ logo resonated with th e findin gs of the
respondents. Rath er than be constrained by any corporate bias as to th e inherent message behind
th ese contemporary commercial symbol/logos, a subj ective interpretation was made of each and
th ose attributes that best repres ented th e symbol/logo were ascribed to each. Because the
symbol/logos of Life Flight, Fusion Insurance Services, and Trilogy Computer Services, share
similar formal design properties as well as similar functi ons at th e conceptual level, some of these
attributes were assigned to m ore than on e symbol/logo. The attributes that were interpreted as
belonging to th e commercial symbol/logos as part of this study signify bo th the designated
deno tatives, th e functions or services, as well as th e connotations sugges ted by th e experiential
activites of that company or organisation. This analysis and interpretation was similarly carried
out for the icons of th e silver fem /femleaf and th e kiwi.
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4.4.2 Attributes

Each symbol/logo and icon was accorded a list of attributes which were to be identified and
evaluated by th e participants as to th eir degree of connotation. For example the attributes that
were ascribed to th e fern leaf were: unique, dean and gree11, historicity, growth and expamion, superior quality

and excellence, and significance. Th ese attributes took into account th e historical usage of th e femleaf
in visual communication design as well as its contemporary associations with th e promo tion of
excellence and achievement. A list of th ose attributes foll ows.

4.4. 2. 1 L i s t o f A s c r i b e d A t t r i b u t e s

The attributes ascribed to th e silver fem/femleaf were:

unique and clean and green
history and gro1vth and expansion
quality and excellence and rymbolic significance
indigenous culture and local and global identity

Th e attributes ascribed to th e kiwi were:

unique and strength and stabili(y
rymbolic significance and tradition
indi1;iduality and stamina and endurance
R N. Z. A. F. iconic rymbol and mltural and national identity

Th e attributes ascribed to Life Flight were:

rescue and cooperation
aviation and strength and stability
trust and rymbolic communicative ability
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Th e attributes ascrib ed to Fusion Insurance Services were:
integration and care management
health services and financial securi(y
cooperaLion and symbolic communicatil)e abilif:J

Th e attributes ascribed to T ril ogy Computer Services were:
it!formation systems and digital engineering
computer services an d strength and Jecurzry
cjynamism and symbolic communicati/)e abiliry

4.J S c a I e o f P r e f e r e n c e

Th e attributes that were assigned to each icon and symbol/logo were rated using the Likert seven
point scale with th e most preferred descriptors, such as "extremely significant" and "extremely
insignificant", at eith er end of th e scale. This mo del regard ed as th e m ost effective way of eliciting
th e preferences of th e participants as to how th ey rated or indeed recognised th e qualitative
properties and concepts conn oted by th e symbols, icon s an d images represented. TI1ese
preferences were th en able to be quantified, or ran ked accordingly as detailed in chapter five.
Th e Likert seven point scale was constructed using bo th numerals and verbal qualifiers.
For example: 1 extrem ely effective
2 very effective
3 effective
4 indifferent
5 in effective
6 very ineffective
7 extremely in effective

Th e selected verbal qualifiers were applied to determine how "significant or insignificant";
"effective or ineffective"; "success ful or un success ful" ; "appro priate or inappropriate"; "highly or
poorly"; "strongly or weakly"; "evident or obscure" th e icons, an d symbol/logos were as
conveyors of m eaning.
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4. 6 Q u e s t i o n n a i r e F o r m a t

The questionnaire consisted of three parts:

Part 1 focused on the interpretation and evaluation of the icons of the silver fem / femleaf and the
kiwi in terms o f their validity as cultural and national signifiers. It can be argued that as icons their
meaning as referential signifiers is, as alluded to (see p. 4) a learnt code that has been reinforced by
their traditionally historical associations with d1e land and th e people. The denotative and
connotative meanings of d1ese icons is also informed by figurative representation which,
historically, has been literal and has evolved into abstraction. To evaluate this eight images of the
silver fem / femleaf and ten images of d1 e kiwi were used to determine the preference for the
illustrative over d1 e abstract. The depicted images made use of both con temporary and historic
designs.

Part 2 centred on d1e analysis of three out of th e six corporate symbol/logos. These featured the
logos of Life Flight, Fusion Insurance Services, and Trilogy Computer Services. The first question
evaluated the ability of the participants to id en tify d1e designatum, th e core service, or the
industry/ organisation that the logo den oted. The fo llowing questions evaluated the attitudes of
the participants in their perception and recognition of th e attributes connoted by the
symbol/logos. These questions were designed to gather data to show the effectiveness and
intention behind the communication.

Part 3 included a section requesting participants to associate th e depicted symbol/logos wiili a list
of services or functions. Th e services or functions that were listed were:
research
food
healili
sport
engmeenng
travel
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education
finance
msurance
sc1ence
commerce

This list incorporated those products and services for which the logos
had been design ed as well as those th at th e logos could also be said to
den o te. For example th e logo of th e National Library, designed to
Image 31. T!Je loj o of t!Je National Library

represent an open ed book, could also be said to make inference to the
military through its chevron shape, as well as alluding to engineering
and science. From this it can be inferred th at while certain logos such
as th e Air

Image 31. T!Je loto of Air New lea/and

ew Zealand koru are immediately recognisable through

th eir exposure o th ers, such as th e logo of Learning Media Ltd., are
n o t so widely kn own . Therefore it became of interes t to discover
whether th e reading of such abstract symbo l/ logos could be

Image Jl T!Je loto of Learnint 11edia

identified as belonging to other services and if so how man y.
And, to what degree th at interpretation was different from th e
intended function.

Th e logo for th e National Library was n o t included in the evaluation but was used as an example
to illustrate how a symbol/logo might signify o th er den otations. In other words how one symbol
could be read as signifying, or standing for, m ore th an one service or product. Th e category
"don't kn ow" was also included rather than th e participants second guess their responses .

4. 7 T r i a I I i n g t h e Q u e s t i o n n a i r e

Prior to proceeding with th e ques tionnaire survey a pilot study was conducted as a precursor to
th e main research. Th e questionnaire was given to ten participants who had been selected
according to their age, gender, employm ent status and ethnicity, to test th e appropriateness and
clarity of the design. This group included three students in year on e of Massey University's Sch ool
of D esign programme, a second year design student, a participant who was unemployed (at the
time of th e test) two participants currently employed, and three who were retired, although
in volved in various areas o f interest. Of th ese one is currently undertaking a Masters in Classics,
on e is involved in th e study and collecting of micro-minerals, and on e whose interests are in the
area of military history.
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Th e questionnaire was supp orted by a coverin g statem ent outlining th e topic and the objective of
the research. In addition to this a section was included reques ting the participants to identify their
age group, ethnicity / nationality, employm ent status or activity, and gender, so as to be able to
quantify the dem ographic mix of th ose surveyed. Personal details such as nam es, contact
numbers and addresses were n ot as ked to be supplied.

Th e participants were as ked to fill in th e questionnaire and to make an y recommendations
towards improving th e format o f th e design, th e clarity of th e instruction s, th e content of the
questions, and the images of th e symbol/ logos and icons. O ne participant asked about the
inclusion o f a m ixed race group but it was decided th at this could be signified from selecting m ore
than on e of th e ethnic groupings . For example by choosing Mao ri and Pakeha/European.
TI1 e following figure represents th e dem ographic makeup of this gro up.

PILOT STUDY
categories
age
~0 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
50 - 60
60 - 70
70 - 80
ethnicity
Asian
Pakeha /European
Maori
Pacific Islander
fi~ld. or a_
ctiyity ~ '·<~}:.
education
unemployed
comn1erce
science I technology
public service
retired

male
A

)~(

••
••

A

'~'

~

f,( (,<

••••

., :;~.
J

))
)

.....

1( '{~ )~

'·'

Fig I. Details of the 10 participantJ who took part in the pilot uudy
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female

••

From this trial and th e discussions fo llowing four ammendments were incorporated into th e
design. Th ese were:
1.

to alter th e ethnic / nationality groupings from Asian, Indian, Pakeha, Maori, Pacific
Islander and European to th at o f Asian, Maori, Pakeha/European and Pacific Islander.

n. th e request to carefull y inves tigate bo th th e images an d th e verbal content of the
questionnaire by making som e of images an d in stru ction s clearer.
Ill .

to redesign th e layout of th e questionnaire so th at all th e qu estions fall on the same page
as th e symbol/ logo .

IV .

to simplify the wording of th e topic of th e research on th e cover paper from: rymbo/ism

and communication: an investigation into the meaning if rymbols in NeJ/J Zealand to the evaluation o/
rymbo!s i11 fogo desig11.

Apart from this th e comments on th e design were th at it was clear and th e in structions were easily
compreh ended. Th e results o f th e pilo t study confirmed the effectiven ess o f th e design in that all
th e questionnaires were success full y an swered according to th e instruction s and with out
confusion . This being done th e survey of th e 50 participants was carried out.

4.8 Q u e s t i o n n a i r e P a r t i c i p an t s S u r v e y e d

Th e following figures summarise th e participants gender, age, ethnicity and activity.
Th e participants surveyed were systematically rath er than randomly selected, as th e selection was
made through association and therefore cann o t be said to be statistically pulled. (This and other
issues regarding th e research m eth odology will be discussed in th e section titled "Limitations of
th e Research Project"). While th e dem ographic makeup of this survey group tends to represent
th e attitudinal respon ses of m ore wom en than men th e results of th e findings, which are detailed
in chapter five and commented on in chapter six, seem to indicate that th ere is a bias in
preference, albeit a min or on e, according to gender.
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e-ender

male

female
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Fig 2. Represen14tion of gender of tile SO participants
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Th e demographic obj ective was to select a range o f participan ts th at would represent, as fairly as
possible, a cross section of the population for th e stud y. So as to be in accord with th e
parameters outlined by the research question s it was decided to evaluate th e responses of both
groups as to h ow d1 ey perceived and apprehended th e m eaning of th e symbols / logos and icons.
And also to determin e whether th ere was a significant preference for d1 e abstract over th e
figurative by eith er gender. Initially fri ends, family an d n eighbours con stituted the core group.
Other participants were recruited from d1 ose conn ected wid1 th e core gro up eid1er through
business association s or d1rough famil y contac t. This was necessary in order to incorporate a
wider cultural diversity. This endeavo ur was n ot entirely success ful wid1 th e ethnic and gender
based group, E uropean female, dominating in terms of numbers. As a result the gender mix of
the survey group comprised 20 m en and 30 women as th e figure above illustrates. What was
successful was th at when approach ed all participan ts, bar one, agreed to taking part in the survey.

ae-e

20 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
so - 60
60 -70
70 - 80
Fig 1 Represent4tion of age of the SO participants
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It was decided to survey th ose aged between 20 - 80. Apart from establishing boundaries for
d1 e survey, it was felt d1 at th ose aged 20 - 30 are o f the gen eration that is m ost permeated
by symbolism as branding, while th ose aged 70 - 80 could be said to have a more traditional
appreciation o f th e symbol. H owever, finding potential participan ts in d1 e age brackets of 60- 80
proved to be difficult. In design education m ost stud ents fall into th e 20 - 30 group. For them
d1 e language o f symbolism as it applies to design and th e branding o f identity is an integral
compon ent of d1 at learning wid1 resultan t ramifications for outside practice.
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ethnicity
Asian

Maori
Pakeha / European
Pacific Islander
Arabic

female

male
\
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fig 4. Reprmntlhon of et!Jnicity of the SO participants

In addition to this it was felt to be important to include in the survey th e views of th ose wh o were
immigrants or non residents, and wh o would perh aps provide an altern ate reading of the symbol/
logos and icons under investigation, apart from th ose who claim New Zealand nationality.
~Th e

intention behind this was to test th e claim that "th e logo ideally offers immediate

recognition". 75 Th e immigrant and n on resident group were predominantly represented by th e
ethnic group Asian, as th ese participants were from th e Philippin es and India, but also included in
this group was an Iraqi and an American . 10% of th e participan ts were Pacific Islander, this
etl1nic group now constituting a sizable portion of New Zealand's diverse population. Of the 50
participants wh o took part in this questionnaire 3 are resident in Auckland, 2 are resident in th e
Wairarapa and th e remainder are resident in Wellington.

field or activity
education
unemployed
commerce

science / technology
public service
retired
fig 5. Representltion of occupation or field of actirity
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Participants were asked what fi eld of employment or activity th ey were involved in for th e reason
that during th e course of th eir employment th ey would invariably come into contact with symbol/
logos . The categories: education, un employed, commerce, science/ technology, public service, and
retired, were selected for reasons of th eir gen erality an d able, because of this, to incorporate
various defmitions of activity under that umbrella such as in fo rmation techn ology. In addition the

73

PED E RSEN, B. Martin ed ., G raphis Logo 1. Zurich, G raphic Press Co., 1991. Inside cover.
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symbol/logos that form the visual aspect of this res earch are represented by the categories:
education, commerce, science/technology, and public service listed in the figure above.
The premise is that these should be able to be recognised and assessed by the participants.

field or activity other than
S£eCified
mother
cons ultancy
graphic design
horticulture
manu factoring
unidentified
office administration
media

male

\

,~

,'(

'

,.!

Fig 6. Representiltion of other occupations or fields of actirity

female
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•••
•

..
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The areas of activity or field of employment that were n o t incorporated by the categories listed
were ab le to be identified by the participant by a space left for this purpose. The reason given for
this was that the questionnaire be inclusive rather than excluding th ose who were either care givers
or occupied in other areas. It is argued that these participants would also come into contact with
the symbol/logos represented if no t necessarily directly in terms of field of employment or
activity. Otherwise th e design would be what Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1996, 182)
describe as an incomplete frame wh ich would th erefore lead to invalid findings. 76

4.8.1

P roce dure

All participants were either contacted initially by phone or by a person who was already involved
as a participant in the questionnaire survey. It was emph asised to each po tential participant that
the research was part of a thesis in design investigating the representation, perception and
understanding of certain commonly used symbol/logos and icons in

ew Zealand design, and

that at no time was any personal information requested of them od1er than those categories listed

76

FRANKFORT-NACHMJAS, Chava and NACHMIAS, David. Research Methods in the Social Sciences.
Fifth ed. Great Britain, Amold, 1996, p 182.
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in th e covering statem ent. If th ose as ked to take part in the questionnaire survey felt, for
whatever reason, th at th ey could not do so th en th eir view was respected.

4.9 Key I n f o r m ant I n t e r vi e w s

D enzin and Lincoln make th e comment dnt "Q ualitative researchers stress th e socially
constructed nature of reality, th e intimate relationship between th e research er and what is studied,
and d1 e situational constraints th at shape inquiry." 77 An y stud y th at proposes to investigate th e
final output of a process, in this case th e fin al design s of commonly used logos and icons, also
needs to examin e th e views of th ose wh o are in volved with th at process at its inception . As has
been discussed in th e introduction (see pp. 2-3) th e language of symbolism, as used in identity
design, in volves a two way contract between th e designer and the public with communication
being th e intended aim. An aim which, it is sugges ted, is one th at is often taken for granted. 78
But what do designers th emselves d1ink about th e use o f symbolism? How important a tool is it
for them in the construction and branding o f an identi ty? As d1 ey perform a significant role in
this interaction th eir views cannot be precluded in d1is research . To discover just what views were
held about th e use o f symbolism in d1 e prac tice of design interviews were conducted with two
designers and one communications con sultan t.

Th e design ers and consultant were contacted by ph on e to determin e whether they were willing to
be key informants in this research. As wid1 d1 e participants in volved in th e questionnaire, the
statem ent outlining th e parameters of th e content o f th e research, as well as the obj ectives, was
discussed with each subject. Furili er discussion focused on th e ques tions which would be put to
them in the interview. Th e communications consultant had already participated in th e
questionnaire and expressed her desire to be part of a m ore in depth discussion as to her views of
the use o f symbo lism in h er fi eld o f expertis e.

77

D E ZI , N omnn K. and LINCOLN, Yvonna S., eds., Handbook of Qualitative Research. Thousand
Oaks, London, N ew Delhi, Sage Publications, 1994. p 4.
78
ln the interview with Arnold Hill it was mentioned that at a hui, held in Rotorua in 1998, the femleaf was
presented as being the symbol or icon for all New Zealanders . This statement brought a considerable
amount of comment from Maori in that they did not recognise the femleaf as significantly representing

them.
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As stated th ose selected to be interviewed are employed in different activities within the
profession of visual communication design. The decision to make the selection accordingly was
informed by the consideration that these subjects would best provide an overvie1v of those involved
in design practice, as well as in th e construction of identity, which involves not only formal
practice but also th eoretical and conceptual components. As the construction of identity is, at
times, intimately connected with cultural roots (as illumin ed by Gaylene Preston in the
documented formati on ofTe Papa) it was considered important to discuss these issues as well.
Of these three key informants one has a background in th e formal practice of design and the
application of that design to various organisations; one, being Maori, is specifically informed by
the issues of whakapapa and the use of symbolism in contemporary Maori design; and one uses her
background in poststructuralist literary th eory in establishing branding and identity through visual
and verbal symbolism. The three interviewees were:
•

Deidre Cassels, H ead Designer of the Wellington based design group Siren.

•
•

Stephanie Pietkiewicz, Communications Consultant for various corp orates .
Arnold Hill, Freelance Designer working specifically for Maori .

The interview with the key informants was conducted on an informal basis that was structured
around the following questions:
1. How important is the use of symbolism for you as a designer?

2. What factors do you consider to be th e most relevan t in th e creation of a logo design?

By factors I mean the formal design properties that comprise the physical structure of
the logo, as well as the inherent concepts which are suggested by the concrete form of
that abstract or figurative symbol.

3. How relevant to you is semiotic th eory in contemporary design practice? In other words
is your design solution dependent on kn owing and analysing th e operation of signs and
symbols and their referential function, or are your solution s driven by intuition?
4. Do you think that symbolic language can function independently, as in the case of the

Nike swash, or does it require additional support for comprehension?
5. H ow significant is the issue of th e appropriation of cultural symbolism?

The questions were conceived in recognition of th e fact that designers are one of the partners in
the eternal triangle of design. While some of th ese questions were formulated to support the key
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research questions as to th e use of design criteria, abstrac tion an d figuration, in making th e
apprehended m essage tran sparent or ambiguous, th ey were also designed to provide an oth er fac et
to th e study. It is pres upp osed that semiotic th eory as well as th e concepts involved in
structuralism and deconstructionism have inform ed design but to what extent th ey are considered
and intentionally used by th e key informants warran ted questioning. That is, did th ey approach
design from an intuitive level of awareness or did th ey in corporate semio tic an d critical th eory into
the fmal solution . All th e interviews were recorded an d th e content was th en transcribed.
The outcomes of th ese findings will be discussed in greater length in chapter six.

4.10 F o c u s G r o u p

Kru eger (1994, p 29) states that focus groups are a usefu l compon ent of qualitative research in
gath ering information regarding th e perception s, feelings an d respon ses of a group of individuals
towards a particular research problem. 79 H e suggests th at when used before th e quantitative
procedures th ey can assist in es tablishing th e fram ework fo r the questions supp orting th e
quantitative analysis. As used afterwards focus gro ups can be useful in illuminating the problems
with th e verbal content of th e questionnaire and th e quan titative procedure. As this m eth odology
applies to this study it was decided to conduct a focus gro up at th e end of th e questionnaire
survey to elicit furth er respon ses to th e m ean ing of symbolism in design. Th e purpose was to add
another dimen sion to substantiate the fmdin gs th at were th e result of th e questionnaire and,
to assess wheth er th ose findings into th e m eaning of symbolism were commen surate with th e
perceptions of the participants in th e focus gro up.

Th e criteria used to select each participan t were:

•
•
•

79

interest and kn owledge of design
age of participant and kn owledge of symbol/ logos through access to th e m edia
cultural association

KRUEGER, Richard. Focus G roups. A Practical Guid e for Applied Research . Sage Publications Inc.,
Thousand Oaks, London, New Delhi, 1994. p 29 .
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4.10.1 Focus Group Participan t s

The group was made up of seven individuals from different backgrounds, ethnicity, age,
occupation and gender. Each participant was approached eith er in person or contacted by ph one
and in vited to be part of this group. An outlin e of th e research question, th e in ves tigation into
the representation, m eaning and apprehension of symbols, and an explanation of the reason for
the study were discussed with each individual as well indicating th e length of time that the
discussion would take. It was made clear to each participant th at the aim of this part
of th e research was to discover individual perception s and attitudinal responses to th e meanings
of th e icons and symbol/logos presented to th e group. The individuals approached were free
to decide to participate or not, and no duress was placed on those wh o selected not to take part.
One participant had taken part in th e pilo t stud y but had no knowledge of the symbol/ logos
and icons that were to be th e focal point in this gro up discussion .

Th e initial intention was to include in th e focus group a similar demographic makeup consistent
with th e survey group involved in th e questionnaire so as to corroborate th ose fmdings with the
attitudes o f the focus group. This was n ot entirely success ful and was affected by the logistical
problems of gathering a group o f individuals togeth er at th e sam e time for a specific purpose.
On e po tential participant, a Phillipina, who had taken part in th e questionnaire and had expressed
a desire to be furth er involved was un able to do so due to family commitments .

The focus gro up consisted of four men and three women.
Of th e four men two were fourth year Industrial D esign students,
one was a retired gen eral praction er, and on e a practicing artist.
One participant was eighty, two participants were in th eir thirties
and one was in his twenties. All male participants were European
Image 34. focus group participan/J

in ethnicity. The female component included three women:

a Flamenco dancer and dance teach er, an ESOL secondary sch ool teach er, and a housewife.
Of th ese two were in th eir forti es and on e was in her fifti es. The ethnic m ix o f the female
participants consisted of two E uropean and one Vietnamese.
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4.10.2 S y m b o 1/1 o go s and Icons Presented for Discussion

The focus group was presented with eight symbol/logos and two icons to discover h ow
effectively these signified th eir intended m eaning; to ascertain how transparent or ambiguous that
meaning was; to veri fy the use of design elem ents and th eir relationship with visible meaning.
The symbol/ logos and icon s, apart from th e Swastika and th e logo o f th e Aquatic Centre, were
the same images used in parts on e, two and three of th e ques tionnaire. Th ese were:

•
•

th e logo of th e Black Ferns

•
•

th e logo of Life Flight

th e logo of th e R.N .Z.A.F .

the logo of Fusion Insurance Services

•
•
•
•

th e logo of Trilogy Computer Services
th e logo of Learning Media Ltd.
th e logo ofTe Papa
th e koru of Air New Zealand

Th e logo of the Aquatic Cen tre was included in this part of the
research as th e design o f th is symbol/ logo is atypical of the
m ore traditional symbo l/ logos used in this study. It equates
Image 35. The logo for the Aquatic Centre

more with th e symbol/logo of Te Papa as being suggestive of
experiential activity.

4.1 0.3 P r o c e d u r e

Th e focus group was conducted at th e Willis street campus of Massey University's Basic Design
programme as it afforded a suitable venue for th e group to be held as well as providing adequate
space for th e sequential display o f all the images for discussion . Separate images of the two icons
and the six symbol/ logos were printed onto A4 sheets and mounted side by side on a display
board. This was to generate discussion by focusing on th e symbol/logos shared properties as well
as assessing them individually in relation to th eir signifying capacity.

Th e aims of the research , that is th e investigation into th e representation, meaning and
appreh ension of symbols as used in contemporary New Zealand design, were introduced verbally.
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The proposition put to the group was that symbol/logos as th ey are used in th e branding of
identity ideally represent the core concept of an organisation or company but, if the identifying
typography and th e situational context is eliminated what significance could they then be said to
possess. It was explained that what was required from th e discussion were individual responses to
th e images displayed which would th en suggest wheth er symbol/logos and icons were eith er
effective and transparent or ambiguous conveyors of meaning.

4.1 0.4 D i r e c t e d Q u e s t i o n s I P r o m p t s

While th e focus group was structured so that comments were kept directed to th e image under
discussion th e participants were at liberty to express th eir individual views and thoughts . In order
that th e focus of th e discussion was maintain ed participants were asked to consider th e images
according to th e following ques tions:

•

what are th e meanings suggested by th e configuration of th e design elements of colour, line,
shape of this symbol/ logo?

•

from those inferred meanings what company or organisation is identified by this
symbol/logo?

•
•

in your opinion do you think that this is a successful symbol/logo/icon ?
th e koru of Air New Zealand signifies travel, what o th er function could it represent?

Notes from th e comments arising during th e discussion into the perceived meanings and
suggested connotations of th e symbol/logos and icon s were taken. These have been included in
detail in chapter six as part of th e data analysis and to substantiate the fmdings of the
questionnaire survey.

4.11 Limitations of the Research Project

This section addresses some of th e limitations in th e research design and the methodology used to
test th e proposition. It can be argued th at th e attributes ascribed to the symbol/ logos and icons
are overly deterministic and th erefore th e findin gs, according to quantitative analysis lack objective
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rigour and are n ot conclusive. On e solution to this wo uld have been to have used the focus group
at th e beginning of th e research to generate discussion as to what th e symbol/logos and icon s
might suggest in terms of m eaning. Ano th er option, on e which was considered, would have been
to have initially trialled a list o f attributes with a population sample, and asked th ose respondents
to correlate th ose words with th e images o f th e symbol/ logos an d icon s. Th e argument made to
th ese valid objection s is th at it can be claimed th at all interpretation o f language, whether it be
visual or verbal, is subj ective. G iven this, it was of interest in fo rmulating th e proposition behind
the research, and as a design er of th at process, to interpret th e symbol/logos and icons
subjectively and th en to discover wh eth er th at interpretation resonated with the respondents.
The application of th e Likert m odel was th en used to quanitfy th ose interpretations so that that
h ermeneutic analysis could be substantiated and th e patterns of perception could be ascertained.

It is acknowledged th at m eaning according to poststructuralist thin king is contingent on context
and that th erefore th ere are man y variables which can colour the reading. H owever it was o f
interes t to find out wheth er the symbol/ logo/icon was in an y way margin alised as a referent when
th e context, th e typ ograph y, was removed. O r wheth er mean ing could be appreh ended through
the elements of shape, colour, lin e and form which comprise th e key syntactical compon ents of
th e designer.

Alth ough th ese limitations are seen to be part of th e research design and while th e data collected
can be judged to be tentative and indicative, and cann o t be argued to be statistically valid, it does
provide an insight into the way in which th ese symbol/logos and icon s, which are so much taken
for granted, are perceived. Th e research m ed1 od while gen eralised n everth eless opens up the
subject for a m ore in depd1 investigation into the specificity of symbols/icons and th e variables
impinging on th eir representation and m eaning.
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R ese ar c h S tu dy Questionnair e

As a lecturer in D esign, at Massey University, Wellington, I am in vo lved in study and res earch
towards a Master of D esign. The topic of my research is: rymbolism and communication: an investigation

into the meaning qf rymbols in Ne1v Zealand. 1l1is questionnaire has been designed to investigate the
m eaning of symbolism as used in contemporary New Zealand design. The focus is centred on
logos that are both figurative and abstract. 1l1e obj ective is to assess whether the communication
of intended meanings can be demonstrably iden tified.

As a participant in this study could you please answer th e following by placing a tick in th e
appropriate box provided.

I . Please indicate your age from one of th e following age groups.

20-30

30-40

50-60

40-50

60-70

70- 80

2. Please indicate your nationality from on e of th e following groups.

Asian

P acific
I slande r

P akeha
E u ropean

Maori

If you do not iden tify with any of th e above please write you r nationality in the space below.

3. Please indicate which of th e following fields or activities you are in volved in.
E ducation

Unemployed

Com me rce

Science
Tech nology

P u blic Service

Retired

If none of the above could yo u please write in th e space below which area you are involved in.

4. Please circle whether yo u are Male or
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Female.

The femleaf has hi'storical[y been associ'ated wi'th a range ofproducts and sporti'ng acti'vi'ti'es.
The followi'ng questi'ons are desi'gned to evaluate the way i'n which thi's symbol
communi'cates certai'n ideas. Please study the z'mage carefully and put a tick i'n the box of
the word/phrase that you are most i'n agreement with.
(Please try not to ti'ck "i'ndifferent" ifyou can help it.)

I. H ow do yo u think/feel that th e silver fern communicates New Zealand as being un ique.
E xtremely
Effe ctivel y

Very
Effecti vely

E ffectively

Indifferent

Ineffectively

Very
Ineffectively

Extremely
Ineffectively_

2. How would you rate th e fern leaf as portraying New Zealand and its products as being clean
and green.
Extremely
Successful

Very
Success ful

Success ful

Indifferent

Unsuccessful

Very
Unsuccess ful

Extremely
Unsuccessful

3. How would you associate th e silver fern with New Zealan d's historical ties to the land.
Extremely
Significant

Very
Significant

Significant

Indifferent

Insignificant

Very
Insignificant

Extremely
lnsignifican t

4. How effective or in effective is th e fernleaf at communicating th e ideas of growth

and expansion .
Extremely
E ffective

Very
E ffec tive

Effec tive

Indifferent

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

Extremely
Ineffective

5. How would you rate the fern leaf as conveying th e ideas of superior quality and excellence.
Extremely
Highly

Very
Highly

I-:lighly

Indifferent

Low

Very
Low

Extremely
Low

6. H ow would you rate th e fem leaf in terms of its significance as a symbol.
Extremely
Significant
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Very
Significant

Significant

Indifferent

Insignificant

Very
Insigni ficant

Extremely
Insignificant

7. To what degree do you associate the fern leaf with th e indigen ous culture of New Zealand.

Extremely
Significant

Very
Significant

Significan t

Indifferent

Insignificant

Very
lnsigni fican t

Extremely
Insignificant

8. H ow would you rate the femleaf as a trademark for promoting New Zealand's cultural and

national identity both locally and globally.
Extremely
Highly

Very
Highly

Highly

Indifferent

Poorly

Very
Poor

Extremely
Poor

9. Please rank the following 8 logos/images according to your preference in the box provided.

1 = th e most preferred. 8

= the leas t preferred.

Tourisn1
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The

ki'wz~

as an i'con, has been used to symboli'se N ew Z ealand's i'denti'ty for many years.

Thefollowi'ng questi'ons are desi'gned to evaluate the way i'n whi'ch tht"s symbol is percei'ved.
Please study the i'mage carefully and put a ti'ck i'n the box of
the word/phrase that you are most i'n agreement with.
(Please try not to ti'ck "i'ndtlferent" ifyou can help it.)

I . H ow would you rate th e kiwi as communicating th e idea of New Zealand and its products as

being unique.
E xtrem ely
Appro priate

Very
Appropriate

Appro pri ate

Indiffe re n t

In app ropriate

Very
ln~<212_ri a te

E xtremely
In a_l)_l)f<212_riate

2. H ow would you rate this icon 's capacity to promote th e ideas of strength an d stability.
Extrem ely
Highly

Very
Highly

H ighl y

Indi ffere nt

Poo rl y

Very
Poorly

E xtremely
Poorly

Very
Insigrufi cant

E xtremely
Insigruficant

Very
P oorly

E xtremely
P oorly

3. How would you rate th e kiwi in terms of its sign ificance as a symbol.
Ex tre mely
Significan t

Very
Significant

Significan t

Indiffe re nt

In significan t

4. H ow would you rate this symbol as being associated with tradition.

E xtrem ely
Highly

Very
Highly

I-Lghl y

Ind1 ffe ren t

Poorly

5. H ow does th e symbol of th e kiwi communicate th e id ea of individuality.

Extrem ely
E ffectively

Very
E ffectively

E ffec tively

Indi ffe re n t

Ine ffective ly

Very
Ineffectively_

Extremely
Ineffective!Y_

6. H ow would you rate this symbol as signifying stamina and endurance.
Ex tremely
App ropriate
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Very
Appro pri ate

Appropriate

Indlffe ren t

Inappropri ate

Very
In 3]_:>£r<212_ri a te

E xtremely
ln3]_:>£ropriate

7. How would you rate th e kiwi as an icon of th e Royal New Zealan d Airforce.
Extremely
Appropriate

Very
Appropriate

App ropriate

Indifferent

In appropriate

Very
Inappropriate

Extremely
Inapp rop riate

8. H ow would you rate th e kiwi's effectiven ess in prom o ting New Zealan d's cultural and national
identity.
Extremely
E ffective

Very
E ffec ti ve

Effective

Indifferent

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

Extremely
Ineffective

9. Please rank th e following 10 images/logos according to your preference in th e box provided.
1 = your most preferred. 10 = your least preferred.

·' 7
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This logo has been designedfor an organisation involved in a particular type of rescue service.
Thefollowz'ng questz'ons are desz'gned to evaluate the way this logo i's percez'ved.
Please study the logo carefully and put a tick z'n the box of the word/phrase thatyou
are most z'n agreement with.
(Please try not to tick "z'ndffferent" ifyou can help z't.)

I . What type of rescue service do you think that this logo represents.

Mountain
Rescue

Aviation
Rescue

Ambulance
Service

Marine
Rescue

Earthquake
Rescue

Industrial
Safe ty

Very
Ineffectively

Extremely
Ineffectively

Weakly

Very
Weakly

Extremely
Weakly

Insignificant

Very
Insignificant

Extremely
Insigni ficant

Fire Service

2. How would you rate this logo at expressing the idea of rescue.
Extremely
Effectively

Very
Effectively

Effectively

lndi ffe rent

lne ffec ti vely

3. How does this logo convey the concept of cooperation.
Extremely
Strongly

Very
Srongly

Strongly

Indifferent

4. How would you rate this logo as signifying aviation.
Extremely
Significan t

Very
Significant

Significant

Indifferent

5. To what degree are th e qualities of strength and stability evident in this logo .
Extremely
Evident

Very
Evident

Evident

Indifferent

Obscure

Very
Obscure

&rtremely
Obscure

Very
Weakly

Extremely
Weakly

6. To what degree is the concept of trust portrayed by this logo.
Extremely
Strongl y

Very
Strongly

Strongly

I ndi ffe rent

Weakly

7. How wo uld you rate this symbol as communicating all the ideas above.
Extremel y
Appropriate
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Very
App ropriate

Appropriate

lndifferen t

Inappropriate

Very
Inappropriate

Extremely
Inappropriate

This logo has been designed as an integrated identijjlforcerlain organisations.
The following questions are designed to evaluate the way this logo is perceived.
Please study the logo carefully and put a tick in the box of the word/phrase
that you are most in agreement with.
(Please try not to tick "indifferent" ifyou can help it.)

I . Which of the following industries/ organisations do you think that this logo represents.

Inform ation
Technology

Aviation

Health

In surance

Education

E ngineering

Commerce

Very
Inappropriate

E xtremely
Inappropriate

2. How would you rate this logo as signi fying the idea of integration.
Extremely
Appropri ate

Very
Appropriate

Appropri ate

Indifferent

In appropri ate

3. To what degree does this logo sugges t th e concept of care mangement.
Extremely
Strongly

Very
Strongly

Strongly

I ndi fferen t

Weakly

Very
Weakly

Extremely
Weakly

4. To what degree would you associate this symbo l with health services.
E xtremely
Strongly

Ve ry
Strongly

Strongly

Indifferent

Weakly

Very
Weakly

E xtremely
Weakly

5. H ow would you rate this logo at communicating th e concept o f fmancial security.
E xtremely
E ffective

Very
E ffective

E ffective

Indifferent

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

E xtremely
Ineffective

6. H ow would you rate this logo as expressing th e idea of co-operation .
E xtremely
Appropri ate

Very
Appropriate

Appropriate

Indifferent

In appropri ate

Very
Inappropriate

E xtremely
Inappropriate

7. H ow would you rate this symbol as communicating all th e ideas above.
E xtremely
Highl y
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Very
Highly

Highly

1ndi fferen t

Poorly

Very
Poorly

E xtremely
Poorl y

This logo has been designedfor a company that

z~·

involved with a particular technology.

The following questions are designed to evaluate the way this logo is perr:eived.
Please !>tuqy the logo carefully and put a tick in the box of the word/phrase
that you are most in agreement with.
(Please try not to tzck "indifferent" ifyou can help it.)

I . Which o f th e following industries/ o rganisation s do you thin k th at this logo represents.

Information
Technology

Aviation

1-Iealth

In surance

E ducation

E ngineering

Commerce

2. H ow would yo u rate this logo as sign ifying the idea of information systems.
Extremely
Appropri ate

Very
Appropriate

Appropri ate

Indifferent

Inappropriate

Very

Extremely

In~r~ri ate

In~ropri ate

3. To what degree does this logo sugges t th e concep t of digital engineering.
Extremely
Strongl y

Very
Strongly

Strongly

Indifferent

Weakly

Very
Weakly

Extremely
Weakly

4. To w hat degree would you asso ciate this symb ol with computer services .
Extremely
Strongly

Very
Strongly

Strongly

Indifferent

Weakly

Very
Weakly

Extremely
Weakly

5. H ow would you rate this logo at co mmunicating the concep ts of strength and security.
Extremely
E ffective

Very
E ffective

E ffective

Indifferent

Ineffective

Very
Ineffective

Extremely
Ineffective

Very
Poorly

Extremely
Poorly_

6. H ow would you rate this logo as expressing th e idea o f dynamism.
Extremely
Highly

Very
Highly

Highly

Indifferent

Poorly

7. H ow would you rate this symb ol as communicating all th e ideas above.
Extremely
Appropri ate
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Very
Appropriate

Appropri ate

Indifferent

In appropri ate

Very

Extremely

In ap_Qr~ri ate

In~r~riate

A

library
research
food
health
finance
insurance
sport
engineering
travel
education
science
commerce
don't know

B

• •

c

D

~

F

E

•
'

G

.£!..
~

¥
./

I

./
•

./
I
I

----

--

--------

I

--

----

These logos have been designed for particular companies or organisations to represent their products or services.
For the 6logos shown above (A-F) please tick the fun ctions or services you think the image represents.
For example ifyou think that the logo "G" symbolises science, research and travel, you would tick the appropriate columns as shown.
Ifyou do not know please place a tick in the box labelled "don't know".
(Please try not to tick "don't know" ifyou can help it.)
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J. R E S E A R C H F I N D I N G S

"Throughout the earth there are ancientforms, forms incorruptible and eternal,·
at!)

one if them could be the rymbol I sought."

Jorge Luis Borges. Labyrinths

This chapter begins by restating th e claim made, in chapter two, by McKeon (see p 8) that the
functi on of symbols is to signify a token of identity within a contractual relationship between two
parties.80 What is implied by this claim is th at th ere is an unmistakable recognition by the recipient
of the inherent meaning, the import, that is being both denoted and connoted by the symbol.
An interesting observation, in this regard, was mad e by Cassels that "Often the logo is not going

to help the compan y if it is a sick compan y with bad managem ent and over-priced products, those
associations go into it [the logo] as well. It is only a symbol of what is actually going on within the
company or product." 81 This claim brings us back to th e key statement that this thesis is founded
on which is, can rymbols, as logos, be said to ideal!J represent the core concept if an organisation or compaf!J?
The primary focus being that the perception and apprehension o f symbols has been and still is
regarded as arbitrary due to the claim made by Peirce (seep 14) that meaning is defmed by
convention 82 •

While it is recognised that the use of symbolism is m ost effective as a communicative tool when
it has undergone a developmental period in which it has been supported by additional visual,
rh etorical devices, this does no t suggest that certain forms cannot be recognised or valued as
expressing specific inherent qualities or attributes. This is born e out by th e results of the
questionnaire survey which are o ffered as evidence to supp ort th e argument that while the
discernment of particular imputed qualities can be read to a degree th e meaning of symbol/logos
is not altogether transparent. This, despite th e symbol/logos under discussion being removed
from their surrounding context and typographic identifiers. The reading o f the imputed qualities
which have been ascribed to, and are said to be possessed by that shape or form, have been
measured by quantitative method although, it must be added, th ose interpretations cannot be
80

BRYSON, L. FINKELSTEIN, L. MACIVER, R. M. McKEON, R. eds., Symbols and Values: An Initial
Study. New York, Cooper Square Pub., L1c., 1964. p 21.
81
D . Cassels, Head Designer, Siren (1999). Personal communication.
82
SEBEOK, Thomas A. An Introduction to Semiotics. Toronto and Buffalo, University of Toronto Press,
1994, p 28.
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deemed to be conclusive. Th e degree of transparency in interpretation which is suggested by this
is summed up by Kress and van Leeuwen (1996, p 32) who state th at "Visual communication is
always coded. It seems transparent onl y because we know th e code already, at least passively - but
with out kn owing what it is we kn ow ... ".83 As the choice of icons and symbol/ logos for this study
has been mention ed in chapter four (see pp. 34- 36) th e reader is referred back to this section for
the discussion on that selection.

5.1 F i n d i n g s o f t h e U s e o f t h e S y m b o I I L o g o I I c o n I I m a g e

The questionnaire surveyed contemporary and historical images of two New Zealand icons, th e
silver fern / fern leaf, and th e kiwi. This, as has been discussed in chapter four, was to test the
validity and appropriaten ess of th ese icon s as signifiers of nationalistic identity. In addition six
contemporary symbol/logos were chosen for their graphic resonance with elem ents used in Maori
design as well as with the abstract forms of n eoplatonism, th e circle, th e square, and th e triangle,
that have informed m odernism. Th ese contemporary logos can be described by th e m odernist
ethos that form follows function while also alluding to certain states or experiences that are m ore
subjective and intuitive. In this sense th ey function as gestalts.

Th e foll owing tables represent the attitudinal responses relating to th e perception and preference
of the attributes for th e icons and the symbol/ logos under dis cussion. These results are of the
survey group inclusive of age, ethnicity, gender and employm en t status. No t all fmdings are
representative of the entire survey group as some of th e questionnaires were not answered in fu ll.
H owever out of th e 50 participants surveyed this accounts for only one person (2%).

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 summarise th e findin gs for:
•

th e evaluation in preference for th e attributes of th e silver fern / fernleaf

•

th e preferred ranked order of th e visual representation of th e silver fern / fernleaf

•

the evaluation in preference for th e attributes of th e kiwi

•

th e preferred ranked ord er of th e visual representation of th e kiwi
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Table I
Combined responses of 50 participants indicating the evaluation of the attributes assigned to d1e silver
fem/femleaf

I . unique
very
ineffectively

extremely
ineffectively

4

1

8

2

0
0

indifferent

unsuccessful

very successfu l

extremely
unsuccessfu l

1
2

4

44

0
0

1
2

very significant

significant

indifferent

insignificant

very
in significant

extremely
insignificant

16
32

22
44

3
6

6
12

0
0

1
2

very effective

effective

indifferent

ineffective

very ineffective

extremely
ineffective

10

20
40

4

12

8

24

2
4

1
2

highly

indifferent

low

very low

extremely
low

13
26

15
30

5
10

12

24

1
2

1
2

very significant

signiflca.nt

indifferent

insignificant

very
insignificant

extremely
insignificant

20
40

11

1

22

2

.3
6

0
0

0
0

very significant

significan t

indifferent

lnsignificant

very
insignificant

extreme ly
insignificant

15
30

17
34

3
6

7
14

2
4

1
2

very significant

significan t

indifferent

insignificant

very
insignificant

extremely
insignifican t

16
32

17
34

2
4

3
6

0
0

0
0

Qualifier

extremely
effec tively

very effectively

effectively

"n"

3

23
46

%
6
2. clean and green
extremely
Qualifier

indifferent

ineffectively

18

1

36

2

very successfu l

successfu l

17
34

22

successfu l

"n"

3

6
%
3. historical ties to the land
extremely
Qualifier

8

significant

"n"

3

6
%
4. growth and expansion
extremely
Qualifier
effective

"n"

2

4
20
%
5. superior <1 uality and excellence
extremely highly
very highly
Qualifier

"n"

3
6
%
6. symbolic significance
extremely
Qualifier
significant

"n"

15

30
%
7. indigenous c ulture
extremely
Qualifier
sip;nificant

"n"

5

10
%
8. local and global identity
ex"tremely
Qualifier
significant

"n"
%

11
22

J.2 T h e S i I v e r f e r n I F e r n I e a f

The findings indicate that the silver fem/femleaf is recognised as having a high level of referential
status, if not to to an extremely high degree overall. Of the 50 participants surveyed 88% judged
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this icon to be "effective" in connoting the attribute unique. It was similarly, and perhaps
unsurprisingly, rated by 84% of the participants as "successfully" conveying the attributes clean and

green. This pattern of response and appreciation was also found for the nationalistic concept of
historical ties to the land. From th e elicited responses 82% of th ose surveyed indicate a recognition
between th e form of th e silver fern /fernleaf and th e inherent meaning of this attribution.
While these evaluations privileged th e icon of the silver fern / fernleaf the preference for the
attribute of superior quality and excellence was held in less regard.

62% of th ose surveyed rated this

attribute as being evident while 28% did not. 10% of the respondents remained "indifferent".
These findin gs were similarly accorded for the attributes gron;th and expansion. Of the fifty 64%
perceived this icon as expressing th ese attributes with any degree of "effectiveness".
This perception was n ot shared, however, by 30% o f th e respondents who found this icon to be
"in effective" in its referential function where this attribution was concerned. 8% were
"indifferent" in th eir response. While th e silver fern/fernleaf was not significantly valued in
communicating either superior quality and excellence or gro1vth and expansion it was perceived m ore
positively in connoting symbolic significance. Of those surveyed 92% rated this icon as possessing a
high level of validity. 74% of the participants rated this icon and the associated attribution with

indigenous culture as being "significant" . By comparison 88% rated the fernleaf as a privileged
trademark in the promotion of New Zealand's cultural and national identity both locally and
globally.

Ine silver fern/fernleaf is regarded, for the most part, as a successful vehicle in connoting the
attributes assigned it as part of this survey. It could be judged th en to have a significant status as
a primary iconic iden tifier in the mythology of New Zealand. Th e findings validate th e use of icon
of the silver fern/fernleaf as an ontological signifier of identi ty which is no doubt due to its
significant visual presence with various products, services and activities. The associated meanings
derived from it can be said to be part of the symbolic/visual language, th e learnt code, used to
defme New Zealand's myth ology. H owever, it is curious to find that while th e silver fern / fernleaf
is regarded as a symbol of significance this appreciation does not translate across to the attributes
o f superior quality and excellence. The inference drawn from this response is that the silver
fern /fernleaf is perceived as marginally effective as a signifier in this regard, th e communication
differing from its original intention. 1l1erefore the m eaning can be said to be ambiguous.
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J. 2.1 V i s u a I R e p r e s e n t a t i o n a n d A p p r e c i a t i o n

Further to the questionnaire survey on the history, uniqueness, quality and culture of the silver
fern / fernleaf participants were also asked to rank th e following images, used by various
organisations, of the silver fern / fernleaf according to visual preference . This was to determine
wh ich of the depicted forms of visual representation was regarded as being the most effective.
For this purpose eight images of the fernleaf were nominally selected ranging from illustrative,
pictorial, representation of the late nineteenth century, and photographs, through to
contemporary, stylised, graphic expression. Accordingly an eight point rank order of 1 - 8 was
used with 1 signifying th e best, or most preferred, and 8 signifying the worst, or least preferred of the
eight image. Participants were asked to compare th ese depicted images and rank them in terms of
their preferred visual representation. T11ese preferences are detailed on page 68. The logos/
images have been arranged from top to bottom in th e same sequential order as they were
presented in the questionnaire.

One of th e areas of interest in forming the research was whether there would be a predisposition
towards the abstract or th e figurative as regards graphic representation . This was the reason for
the formulation of this particular piece of research. What the results show without any doubt is
that there has indeed been a shift away from th e historical illustrative portrayal of this icon to the
most preferred abstract graphic solution as exemplified by th e logo of the Black Ferns. That this
stylised representation of the fern is privileged by the participants attests to the influence of
modernism over historicism.

Th e results validate the statement made by th e designers in th e introduction (see p. 4) that the
symbol/logo expresses th e core essence of d1 e "thing" that it is designed to portray. As it applies
in this instance th e core essence of d1e silver fern /fernl eaf's ph ysicality is realised by the figurative
aspects of the design. It is argued then that the simplicity of the abstract solution, rather than the
embellishment of detail, assists in th e identification and reading of d1e silver fern / fernleaf with the
consequence that it becomes a recognisable mark. The recognition given this icon is no doubt
due to the high level of visual exposure wid1 which it has been graphically represented over time.
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Table 2
Combined responses of 50 participants indicating the ranked o rder of the silver fem / femleaf according
to preference

Q ualifier

most prefirred

Ranking

least preferred

I

2

Image

\:
·· '

•

4

5

6

7

8

"n"

7

3

2

3

4

4

12

13

%

14%

6%

4%

6%

8%

8%

24%

26%

6

l1

5

5

9

7

4

1

12%

22%

10%

10%

18%

14%

8%

2%

"nu
%

"n"

3

1

0

3

8

15

12

7

%

6%

2%

0

6%

16%

30%

24%

14%

~

"n"

3

9

7

12

7

7

2

1

%

6%

18%

14%

24%

14%

14%

4%

2%

~

"n"

3

3

7

3

4

3

8

18

6%

6%

14%

6%

8%

6%

16%

36%

""" a~·

"
,
!I

Tourism
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3

Participant N umber and Percen tage

%

"n"

6

7

6

3

10

7

4

5

%

12%

14%

12%

6%

20%

14%

8%

10%

"n"

5

9

11

12

5

5

2

0

10%

18%

22%

24%

10%

10%

4%

0

15

6

9

7

1

5

5

1

30%

12%

18%

14%

2%

10%

10%

2%

0

/o

"n"
0

/o

J.2.2 0 r d e r of V i s u a I P r e f e r e n c e f o r t h e S i I v e r F e r n I F e r n I e a f

If we could make th e assumption th at th e criterion fo r 1 - 4 is defin ed as "favo urable" and that

5 - 8 is defin ed as "unfavourable" th e results are as fo llows . Th e logo of th e Black Ferns was
ranked "favourably" by 74% of th e participants. 1l1e black and white logo o f th e New Zealand
T ourism Board was ranked similarly. Next in terms o f ran ked order was th e black and white logo
of Wools of New Zealand with 62% of th e participan ts rating th is representation as "favourable".
For 54% th eir preference was for th e ph otographic image of th e silver fern . O f the eight images
surveyed those that were th e mos t preferred are:
1.

the logo of th e Black Ferns (74%)

11 .

th e black and white logo of the New Zealand Tourism Board (74%)

Ill .

th e black and white logo of Wools of New Zealand (62%)

IV .

a photograph of th e silver fern (54%)

Conversely those images of th e silver fern / fernleaf that were ranked as "unfavourable" when
combining th e respon ses from 5 - 8 were found to be th e fo llowing. Th e logo for Fernmark
G old was ranked by 84% o f th e participants as "un favo urable". 66% ranked the image of Neil
D awson's Fern ball as not being "favourable" and 64% o f th e participan ts judged th e lithographic
illustration in a similar fashion . 52% rated th e green an d blue logo of th e New Zealand T ourism
Board as "unfavourable". Of th e eight images surveyed th ose that were the least preferred are:
v

the blue and green logo of th e New Zealand Tourism Board (52%)

VI

th e lith ographic illustration featuring d1 e tree fern (64%)

vn Neil D awson's fernball (66%)
viii th e logo of Fern mark Gold (84%)

1l1ese results of d1 ese fmdings and th eir conn ection wid1 d1 e research questions will be discussed
in greater detail in chapter six.
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J.3 The Kiwi

The icon \vhich has come to have syn on ym ous status with th e silver fem / femleaf in th e symbolic
myth ology of N ew Zealand is th at of th e kiwi. It is th e nationalistic "pet" name that New
Zealanders, in general, have chosen to identify th emselves by. It was noted in the focus group
that it is quite extrao rdin ary that New Zealanders, as a people, identify th emselves with a
marginalised avian species that is teetering on th e bord ers of extinction. Alth ough ecologically
endangered the kiwi is making a resurgence in a form that is regard ed as bo th questionable, and
controversial. It is a form that has been described as genetically mo dified. True to deconstructed
postmodem fashi on th e contemporary version o f th e kiwi, th e logo o f New Zealand Festival
2000, n ow sports th e palm fronds of th e N ikau for tail feath ers. H owever it is read this hybrid
icon has certainly breath ed life into an o th erwise conservative form. But, fashion aside, how have
th e m ore acceptable graphic forms of th e kiwi been apprehended regarding the communication of
certain attributes .

T11 e attributes th at were ch osen for this study were n ot based on an y prior research but rather a
subjective, holistic, and popular interpretation of this icon. This perceived interpretation taking
into con sideration th e historical and traditional use o f th e kiwi as an heraldic emblem in the
promo tion of New Zealand's national identity. As a consequence the accepted literal and
m etaph orical m eanings imparted to th e kiwi are able to be quantified in terms of their validity,
th eir significance. Th e following table presents th ese fmdin gs.
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Table 3
Combined responses of 50 participants indicating the evaluation o f the attributes assigned to the kiwi as
an ICOn

I. unique
Qualifier

extremely
appro priate

"n"
19
38
%
2. strength and stability
extremely h ighly
QuaLfier
3
6
%
3. symbolic significance
extrem ely
Q ualifier

"n"

very app rop riate

app ro priate

indiffere nt

inapp ro p riate

very
inappropriate

extremely
inappropriate

19
38

9
18

1
2

0
0

1
2

1
2

very highly

highly

indi fferent

poo rly

very poo rly

extremely
poorly

7

14
28

3
6

15

14

30

3
6

4
8

very significant

significant

indifferent

insignifi cant

very
insignificant

extremely
insigni£icant

sign i£ica11t

"n"

22

%

44

16
32

8
16

1
2

2
4

1
2

0
0

extremely high ly

ve ry highly

highly

indiffere nt

poorly

very poorly

ell.'trem ely
poorly

7

8
16

19
38

4
6

10
20

2
4

1
2

very effec tively

effectively

indifferent

ineffectively

very
ineffectively

e>.' tremely
ineffectively

13

l

2

1
2

very
inapprop riate

extremely
inapproriate

5

10

3
6

very
inappropriate

extJemely
inappropriate

5

9
18

4. t raditio n
Q uaLfier

"n"
%
5. individuali y
Q ualifier

"n"

14
ex1Iemely
effectively

22

26

14
28

2
4

8
16

extre mely
ap p ropriate

ve ry app ro priate

app ro p riate

indi fferent

inap p ro p riate

16
32

3
6

13
26

appro p riate

indi ffere nt

inapp rop ria te

13

26

3
6

11
22

10

effective

indiffe rent

ine ffec tive

very ineffec tive

extremely
ineffective

13
26

2
4

1
2

1
2

2

11

%
6. stamina and endur ance
Q ualifier

un"
0
10
0
20
%
7. icon of the Royal New Zealand A irforce
extJemcly
very appropriate
Q uaLfier
app ro p riate

"n"

3
5
6
10
%
8. cultural a nd national identity
ex tremely
very effec tive
Q ualifier
effective

"n"
%

17

14

34

28

4

Adding th e fmdin gs o f th e preferred end o f th e scale ("extrem ely appropriate" to "appropriate")
together resulted in 94% o f th e respondents valuing the icon of the kiwi as an "appropriate"
vehicle for communicating the attribute unique. In conn oting th e attributes strength and stability 28%
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rated the capacity o f this icon as "high". This result was mitigated by the views of 44% of th e
respondents who rated th e significance of these attributes as "poor". 6% were "indifferent".
As an icon having rymbolic significance th e kiwi was rated by 92% as being preferred to a high
degree. It was perceived to be less successful in its association with the attribute tradition. 68% of
the participants rated th e icon of the kiwi "highly" with this attribute compared with 26% who
rated it as being "poor" . 8% were "indifferent" . 76% of those surveyed regarded the icon of the
kiwi as "effectively" conveying th e attribute individuality. Which can be construed as a curious
result given that individuality and uniqueness could be regard ed as synonymous descriptors.84 52% of
th ose surveyed rated the kiwi as being "approp riate" in signifying th e attributes stamina and

endurance. The perception of 42% was that it was "inappropriate" which would suggest th at this
icon is a marginal or ambiguous conveyor of meaning in this regard . 6% were indifferent. Given
this result it is not surprising that the preferences for th e kiwi's role as an icon of the R.N.Z.A.F.
should be as they are. Th e results show that 42% rated th e kiwi as an "appropriate" icon of the
R.N.Z.A.F. However this preference was mitigated by 50% who judged it to be "inappropriate".
If th e fmdings of th e last two attributes sugges t that this icon is perceived to be marginal in that
the responses to it are ambivalent it is still perceived to be effective in "promoting New Zealand's
cultural and national identity." Of th e 50 participants surveyed for this study 88% rated the kiwi
as being strongly associated with this function.

Th e results indicate th at in terms of symbolic significance th e kiwi is an identifiable conveyor or
meaning and that th ose meanings are able to be percieved. A similar conclusion to those of the
silver fern / fernleaf is drawn with th e suggestion that th e reading and preference of the associated
attributes is informed by historical, cultural and social convention. Those conventions, or the way
in which we defin e ourselves, comprises th e learnt code. That learnt code having been gen erated
from the accumulated emotional, psych ological, historical and conceptual perceptions arising from
th e interaction with this icon . Those variables forming th e various parameters of th e reception
context which have impact on th e specificity of this icon.

84

The definition is that that which marks a "thing" as individual and unique are those qualities that set is apart
fom1 all other "d1ings ".
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5.3.1 Vi s u a I R e p r e s e n tat i o n an d A p p r e c i at i o n of t h e K i w i

In addition to th e interpretation and evaluation of th e attributes listed (see pp 72-73) participants
were asked to ran k contemporary and historical images of th e kiwi in order o f preference.
As with th e stud y of th e silver fern / fernleaf th is was to ascertain whether there was a preference
for th e m odernist abstract and stylised image over th e illustrative an d more pictorially realised
mode of representation. Stylistically design is shaped by th e th eories surrounding it at the time of
its conceptual development, modernism for one having cast its long shadow over the design of
th e graphic solution s represented. As nationalistic and cultural signifiers icons are configured
according to th ose design convention s which, at th eir incep tion, require supp orting imagery for
th e establishment of m eaning and once learnt require less. It has been said that a picture contains
a th ousand words and by exten sion an abstract version o f th e same image can be said to
figuratively represent a visual precis of th ose same wo rds.

For this part o f th e study ten images o f th e kiwi were chosen th at best represented th e historical
and contemporary use of the kiwi in design. Included in this selection were images that were
pho tographic and realistic, earlier historical representation s, through to contemporary mo dernist
stylisation. Th e reason being th at, at this present m om ent in

ew Zealand design, historically

retro images th at signify identity and place are as prevalent as modernist contemporary solutions.
These images were n ot presented in th e ques tionnaire in the historical ord er in which th ey were
designed, instead the ord er of presentation was rand om .

A ran k order of 1 to 10 was used with 1 sign ifying th e best, or most priferred, and 10 signifying the
worst, or feast priferred. Participants were asked to compare th e depicted images of the kiwi and
rank them in terms of visual preference. For the purpose of this analysis the logos/ images have
been arranged from top to bottom in th e sam e sequential order as th ey were presented in the
questionnaire. Th ese preferences are represented in th e following table.
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Table 4
Combined responses of 50 participants indicating the ranked order of the kiwi according to preference

Qualifier

most preferred

Ranking

I

least preferred

2

3

Image

0

76

8

10%

2
4%

9

10

11

5

22%

10%

14
28%

1
2%

2
4%

10%

2
4%

"n"

5

%

10%

2
4%

6
12%

2
4%

10%

2
4%

10
20%

6
12%

6
12%

10%

3

6%

6
12%

4
8%

4
8%

6
12%

6
12%

4
8%

2
4%

7

3

14%

6%

2
4%

1
2%

0
0

2
4%

1
2%

5

3

10%

6%

0
0

4
8%

8
16%

5

11

10%

22%

4
8%

5

5

7

10%

10%

14%

12
24%

5

5

"n"

7

o;o

14%

8
16%

"n"

1
2%

5

11

10%

22%

10
20%

10
20%

%

"n"

11

%

22%

10
20%

6
12%

6
12%

10%

~

"n"

1
2%

1
2%

4
8%

4
8%

10%

1)}

"n"

3

%

6%

2
4%

4
8%

2
4%

10%

....,... XL _ .

7

6

2
4%

%

,.

5

Participant Number and Percentage
un"

..

4

%

5

5

5

5

5

6
12%

"n"

9

7

5

9

7

18%

14%

10%

4
8%

3

%

6%

18%

14%

4
8%

2
4%

0
0

®

"n"
%

2
4%

1
2%

6
12%

8
16%

6
12%

5

4
8%

5

10%

10%

4
8%

8
16%

~

"n"

10
20%

11

2
4%

2
4%

3

9

22%

6%

18%

3
6%

4
8%

4
8%

2%

%

1

J. 3.2 0 r d e r o f V i s u a I P r e f e r e n c e o f t h e K i w i

From th e evidence presented in th e previous table 76% of th e participants ranked the image
of th e "Buy N .Z. Made" kiwi as th e m ost preferred . Th e percentage of participants who valued
th e image of th e kiwi in th e Well Made New Zealand logo to talled 74%. Th e third preferred
representation was th e stylised kiwi cropped from th e logo of th e New Zealand Lawn T ennis
Association. 56% of th e respondents ranked this image as preferable. Summarising the fmdings
of th e 50 participants from "favourable" (1 - 5) end of th e ten point scale indicates that th e
abstract and stylised images of the kiwi th at rank highest, or that are m os t appreciated are:
1.

"Buy N .Z. Made" (76%)

11 .

Well Made New Zealand (74%)

lll .

Th e kiwi cropped from th e logo of th e

ew Zealand Lawn Tennis Association (56%)

H owever, the abstract and stylised representation of th e kiwi was n ot privileged over th e
illustrative. In adding th e findings from th e "favourable" end of the scale (1 - 5) together both
images of the kiwi were found to rate equall y with 56% o f th e respondents favouring this form of
expression . 40% considered the lith ographic image of th e kiwi to be "favourable". Of the three
images th at fall into this category, th e lith ograph from Th e London Illustrated

ews, th e

ew

Zealand Insurance Compan y Ltd ., and Kiwi Boot Polish, th ose that were rated m ost highly are:
IV .

v.
VI.

ew Zealand Insurance Compan y Ltd. (56%)
Kiwi Boot Polish (56%)
The Lond on Illustrated

ews (40%)

The images that were rated between 6 - 10 include:

vii th e pho tographic image of th e kiwi (60%)
viii the logo of New Zealand Lager (66%)
ix th e logo of Kiwi Mail (68%)
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What th e fmdin gs indicate is that none of th ese images are significantly privileged in any way
to th e detriment of th e o th ers. While a preference has been indicated by the survey group for one
form of representation of the kiwi over another it is not to a marked degree. The image o f th e
kiwi that is preferred overall is that of "Buy N .Z. Made". Further discussion relating to these
preferences will be made in chapter six.

5.4 L o g o s i n C o m m o n U s a g e

Th e inves tigation into th e kiwi and tl1e silver fem /femleaf was not only to evaluate wh ether th ey
could be identified as possessing particular attributes but also to determine whether they
maintained a degree of recognised value as icons. No t only are these important considerations in
th e development and establishment o f identity within th e culture of th e national myth but they
also pertain to th e corporate arena as well. This is where th e apprehension of th e symbol is even
more challenged and which according to communications consultant, Pietkiewicz, is tl1 e result of
an even more unconscious process on th e part of th e recipient. In her view the resp onsibility for
m eaning is "the onus" of the corp oration or product, a view th at contends with poststructuralist
opinion. Pietkiewicz defmes it this way,

"- .. most consumers don't actually do that active analys is of what the message is trying to present
to them and so the corporation, or the product, or whatever has to be much more intelligent in
order to convey those patterns of meaning through reinforcing symbolism whether that symbolism
is visual or verbal. "85

5.4.1 Com par at i v e Eva I u at ion of Three Logos in Common Us age

To extend the test into the communicative effectiven ess of symbols, three corporate
symbol/ logos were evaluated using th e same meth odology by which tl1 e icons had been rated.
The objective was to discover and identify th eir degree of meaning or communicative capacity
which would answer tl1 e issues of transparency or ambiguity, and perceived meaning or
apprehension, stated in ili e res earch qu es tions. Th e symbol/ logos that are included are the
85

S. Pietkiewicz, Communications Counsel, From Saying to Singing (1999) Personal communication.
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identifying marks of the companies Trilogy Computer Services, Life Fligh t, and Fusion Insurance
Services. While Fusion Insuran ce Services and their combined products have been recently
promoted through the media that of Trilogy, and Life Flight have n ot.86 Only in th e latter part of
1999 has the profile of Life Flight been m ore visually apparent. Th e abstract and stylistic manner
in which th ese contemporary symbol/logos are depicted equates them visually with the true
representation of symbols. Th eir geometric form makes reference to th e Platonic solids of the
circle, the square and th e triangle. Because of this th ey could be described as signifying in a
manner which is more ambiguous than transparent in that these forms, bar on e, do not possess
physical properties which are equivalent to the ob ject that they represent.

As each symbol/logo has been designed to encode th e summative activities or services of that
organisation, or company, these identifiers, along with o th er suggested services were selected to
test the denotative capacity of that form. In addition each symbol/logo was assigned a list of
attributes such as: strength and stability, cooperation, trust, rescue, integration, care management, health services,
and financial security, for example, th at were suggested by the nature of that organisation in order to
test the transparency or ambiguity in terms of recognised meaning. (For the list of attributes
ascribed to each symbol/logo see pp 40-41).

o t only were these attributes defmed according to

this criteria but th ey were also suggested by th e forms of th e symbol/ logos themselves. The
reason behind the selection of these descriptors was to ascertain whether an independent and
subjective reading would have similar correlations with th ose surveyed

Of th e 50 participants comprising th e survey group on ly one pers on (2%) chose not to fill in the
section testing th e attributes and services for all three symbol/logos. As for the symbol/logo of
Life Flight 4% of th e participants stated that they could not decide which of the services it
represented. These fmdings are presented in th e following tables in which the display of the
content is commensurate with th e content and context of the questionnaire. The symbol/logo
presented first is that of Life Flight followed by Fusion Insurance Services and then by the
symbol/logo for Trilogy Computer Services.

86

Although it must be added that since the tin1e when this study was initiated there has been a televised
campaign for funding which has perhaps raised the proftle of this organisation although it is argued that
even the message behind this advertisement is not clear.
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Table 5
Combined responses of 50 participants indicating the degree of perception and meaning of the
function/services and attributes of the Life Flight symbol / logo

~
1. ~ervice
Identifier

_,.,

-mountain rescue

aviation rescue

2
4

31
62

0
0

extremely
effective ly

very effec tively

fire service

earthquake
rescue

industrial
safety

5

tO

2
4

0
0

7
14

effectively

indiftere nt

ineffectively

very
ineffectively

'
extremely
effective ly

8
16

17
34

0
0

15
30

5
10

5
10

vety strongly

strongly

indifterent

weakly

very weakly

extremely
weakly

6
12

23
46

l

2

11
22

0
0

3
6

SCIVICC

"n"
%
2. rescue ,
Qualifier

"''

'•

0
"n"
0
%
3. cooperationextremely
Qualifier

-~

strongly

"n"
%
4~ aviation
Qualifier

"n"

1
2

,,

':,''''~-"'

"

significant

indifferent

insignificant

very
insignificant

extremely
insignificant

4

9
18

20
40

1

2

11
22

1
2

2
4

vcty evident

evident

indiffere nt

o bscure

very obscure

extremely
obscure

2
4

5
10

21
42

0
0

15

30

3
6

2
4

extremely
strongly

ve•y stro ng ly

strongly

indiflerent

weakly

very weakly

extremely
weakJ_y_

17
34

2
4

14
28

2
4
:£'

2
4

appropriate

indiftere nt

inappropriate

very
inappropriate

extremely
inappropriate

21
42

4
8

9
18

2
4

2
4

-

'"'

6. trust
QuaJifier

-'

"n"
0
11
0
%
22
7. SYmbolic communication
extremely
very appropriate
QuaJifier
appropriate

"n"
%

80

_,,

very significant

evident

o;o

-'

extremely
significa.nt

8
%
5. strength and stability
extremely
Q ualifier

"n"

't'', -'"

'-

manne rescue

ambulan ce

2
4

6

u

9

- ,/t/

~;e~,

'''%,_

<<: ~-

J.J P e r c e i v e d M e a n i n g o f t h e L o g o f o r L i f e F I i g h t

Of th e 50 responden ts 62% associated this symbol/ logo with th e service of aviation rescue, a
perception that was also validated by th e focus group which regard ed it, figuratively, as the most
identifiable referent. The attributes that were assigned to th e symbol/logo of Life Flight are
recognised if, it must be added, to not an extremely significant degree. While 50% of th e
respondents rated this symbol/logo as "effectively" expressing th e concept of rescue 50% equally
felt that this service was "ineffectively" communicated. 60% considered that the attribute of

cooperation was "strongly" conveyed compared with 28% who rated this symbol/logo as being weak.

66% rated it as signifying aviation to a "significant" degree wh ile 28% of the resp ondents judged it
as "insignificant". The attributes of strength and stability were rated by 56% of the participants
as being "evident" compared with 40% who rated th em as being "obscure". 56% of the survey
group considered th e attribute of tmst to be "strongly" possessed by this symbol/logo while 36%
rated it as "weak" . In terms o f signifying symbolic communication 58% rated it as "appropriate" and

26% considered this symbol/logo to be "inappropriate". Th e ord er of perceived function is:
I.

aviation (66%)

II .

cooperation (60%)

Ill.

symbolic communication (58%)

IV.

strength and stability (56%)

v.

trust (56%)

VI.

rescue (50%)

Th e fmdings sugges t, from the survey into th e representation and meaning of the symbol/logo of
Life Flight, that th e inh erent attributes that are perceived to be symbolised by it can be said to
have been apprehended but on ly to a degree. Both den o tative and conno tative aspec ts of its
symbolism are recognised with th e deno tative functi on being more perceived. In this sense the
symbol/logo of Life Flight is an effective referent. O nly in conno ting th e attribute rescue could its
meaning be described as being ambiguous.
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Table 6
Combined responses of 50 partic ipan ts indicating the degree of perception and meaning o f the
functio n /services and a ttributes of the symbol/ logo for Fusion Insurance Services

~
Identifier

--

,~

I. industries/organisations
aviation

health

msuran ce

education

engineering

comm~rce

0
0

16
32

9

18

7
14

10
20

12

very appropriate

appropriate

indifferent

inappropriate

very
inappropriate

extremely
inapp ropriate

17
34

18
36

2
4

4
8

1
2

0
0

very strongly

strongly

indifferent

weakly

very weakly

extremely
weakly

9

l3
26

I

18

2

36

2
4

3
6

i.ofoonalio n

techno logy

"n"

%
2. integration
Qualifier

5

10
extremely
appropria te

"n"

6
12
%
3. care management
extreme ly
Qualifier

'

·-

strongly

1
2
%
4. health services
extremely
Qualifier

18

'

I

o;o

2

indifferent

weakly

very weakly

8
16

10
20

1
2

18
36

4

6

8

12

very effective

effective

indiffcrrnt

ineffective

very inc ffective

extremely
ineffective

effective

%
6. cooperation
Qualifier

I

9

2

18

13
26

4
8

16
32

5
lO

10

cxlrcmcly
appropriate

very appropriate

appropriate

i.ndifieccnt

inappropriate

very
inappropriate

extremely
inappmriatc

16
32

2
4

3
6

0
0

2
4

5

i

"n"
6
12
%
7. symbolic communication
extremely highly
Q ualifier

82

extremely
weakly

strongly

- .,

5. financial security
extremely
Q ualifier
"n"

,,,

very strongly

stco ngly

"n"

- _, -

_-; _,_

.--

"nil

6

"n "

I

%

2

19
38

-"'-·c

.,,,

very highly

highly

indifferent

poorly

very poorly

extremely
poorly

8
16

14
28

3

17
34

1
2

4

6

8

J.6 P e r c e i v e d M e an i n g o f t h e L o g o f o r F u s i o n I n s u r an c e S e r v i c e s

Th ese evaluations indicate th at in its denotative capacity the symbol/ logo for Fusion Insurance
Services is perceived as signifying four organ isational services. 32% of the respondents recognised
it as representing health, 20% associated it with engineering, 18% with insurance and 14% selected this
symbol/logo as den oting education. Of th e 50 participants surveyed 4% selected more than on e
service and 4% were undecided as to th e industry or organisation that this symbol/logo
represented.

82% of th e respondents rated this symbol/logo as "appropriate" while only 10% rated it as being
"inappropriate" in conveying th e attribute integration. Th e results for th e attribute of care

management reflect a different pattern of association . While 46% of th ose surveyed rated this
symbol/logo as "strongly" conveying this attribute 46% did not. This resonates with the analysis
of th e ftndings for th e variable rescue (seep 80) an d would seem to support th e argument (outlined
in chapter two) that there is an element of ambiguity in th e perception of this symbol/logo with
this denotation. 38% rated th e attribute of health services as being "strongly" associated with this
symbol/logo wh ile 56% considered this attribution to be "weak". 46% of th e respondents judged
th e symbol/logo of Fusion Insurance Services to be "effective" in communicating th e attribute o f

financial security. However, th e remaining 52% rated this symbol/logo as "ineffective" in this
capacity. 82% rated th e association of this symbol/logo with the attribute cooperation as
"appropriate" compared with 10%. 4% were "indifferent" . The capacity of this symbol/logo to
communicate, symbolically, all of th e attributes was rated "highly" by 46% of th e respondents
compared with 44% who judged it "poorly". Th e order of perceived function is:
I.

integration (82%)

11 .

cooperatio11 (82%)

Ill .

care management (46%)

iv. financial security (46%)
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v.

rymbolic communication (46%)

VI.

health services (38%)

Table 7
Combined responses of 50 participants indicating d1c degree of perception and meaning of ilie
functions /services and attributes of d1e symbol/logo for Trilogy Computer Services

,

~
I. industries/organisations
in focmalion
Identifier

,,
:aviation

hea ltJ,

u1surance

~d u ca tion

engineering

commerce

0
0

0
0

3
6

1

2

18
36

14

techno logy

"n"

%

18
36

2. information systems
extreme ly
Qualifier

<_,,
very appropriate

appropriate

indifferent

inappropriate

very
inappropriate

extremely
inappropriate

6
12

17
34

4
8

15
30

3
6

4

very strongly

strongly

indifferen t

weakly

very weakly

e><'tremely
weakly

1
2

19
38

4
8

19
38

2
4

3
6

very strongly

strongly

indifferent

weakly

very weakly

e"-tremely
weakly

7
14

15
30

1
2

16
32

4
8

5
10
._,,

vety effective

effec tive

indifferent

ineffective

very ineffective

extremely
ineffective

appropriate

"n"
%

0
0

3. digital en~ ineering
extremely
Q uaLfie r

7

2

stro ngly

"n"

0

0
%
4. computer services
extremely
Qualifie r
stro ngly

"n"
1
2
%
5. strength and security
extremely
Q uaLfie r
effective

"n"

"

.,.

%

0
0

7
14

26
52

2
4

9
18

2
4

1
2

6. dynamism
Qualifier

extremely highly

very high ly

highly

indiffere nt

poorly

very poorly

extremely
poody

"n"

1

20
40

15

1

2

4
8

4

o; o

8

30

2

3
6

appropria te

indiffere nt

inapp ropria te

very
inapp ropriate

e"'tremely
inappropriate

2S
50

2
4

13
26

3
6

3
6

~-

7. symbolic communication
extremely
very ap propriate
Q uaLfier

- ~?

appropriate

"n"

%

84

0
0

1
2

J. 7 P e r c e i v e d M e a n i n g o f t h e L o g o f o r T r i I o g y C o m p u t e r S e r v i c e s

Of the industries/ organisations that th e form of th e symbol/ logo of Trilogy Computer Services
might den ote 36% of th e 50 respondents considered it to represent equally ir!formation technology
and engineering. In evaluating th e attributes ascribed to this symbol/logo th e results show that
while 46% of th e respondents rated this symbol/logo as "appropriate" in signifying ir!formation

rystems 40 % judged it "inappropriate". 10% were "indifferent". 40% rated the attribute of digital
engineering as being "strongly" sugges ted by this symbol/logo. Correspondingly 48% rated this
attribution as "weak" . 44% "strongly" associated the symbol/ logo of Trilogy Computer Services
with the attribute co-mputer services while 50% of th e responden ts judged this association as "weak".
68% rated this symbol/logo as "effective" in communicating the attributes strength and securiry, only

24% judged it to be "ineffective". The attribute of rfynamism was rated by 50% of th e respondents
as being "highly" expressed. For 38% this expression was judged to be "poorly" conveyed by this
symbol. 52% rated its capacity for rymbo!ic comnumication as "appropriate" while 38% judged this
capacity as "inappropriate". Th e order of perceived function is:
1.

strength and securiry (68%)

11 .

rymbo!ic commtmication (52%)

111.

rfynamism (50%)

1v.

iriformation rystems (46%)

v. co-mputer services (44%)
VI.

digital engineering (40%)

Th e results of these fmdings indicate that the shape and colour of these graphic representation s
have a certain resonance with some attributes more than others. Th ose attributes which are
perceived as m ore recognisable are those which equate with the emotive, experiential and
suggested aspects alluded to by th e service rather than th e service as an overall concept. There is
a perceived recognition between shape and attribution th at can be demonstrably iden tified which
lin ks these findin gs with the question raised as to whether design criteria such as shape, colour, as
well as figurative representation assist in visual apprehension. The results would suggest, that
despite th e communicative tendency for symbols to be ambiguous, m ost of the time m eaning can
be apprehended, even if subconsciously. 1l1is links back to th e comments made by Kress and van
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Leeuwen (1996, 32) that perceived meaning in th e language of visual communication is dependent
on a learnt code even if th at code has been absorbed "passively" so that we kn ow "but with out
kn owing what it is th at we kn ow ...". 87 Historicall y this is how th e symbol has been designed to
perform.

J.8 G e n d e r C o m p a r i s o n o f A s s o c i at e d P e r c e p t i o n

As an extension to th e previous analysis of th ese three symbol/logos, three oth er contemporary
and commonly used symbol/logos were added to furth er in ves tigate the gen eral apprehension of
meaning on a relative basis. Th ese were th e logos of Te Papa and Air New Zealand, as well as th e
logo of Learning Media. The intention was to determin e what oth er services th ese six symbol/
logos could be said to represent apart from th eir designed purpose. Th e findings referred to by
Barnard and Marcel (1984, 50) o f Provin s, Stockbridge, Forrest an d Anderson (1957) and Davis

(1961) are that certain shapes in th eir most abstrac t fo rm allude to particular classifications of
suggested meaning.88 In conn ection with this stud y it has been fo und that it is th e conn otative
functi on of the symbol/logo and its imputed attributes rath er th an th e deno tative which is the
most apprehended. Because o f this perception of sugges ted meaning it is argued th at
symbol/logos which share similar formal properties, be th ey organic or inorganic, could be
perceived as referents fo r more than one designatum.

1l1e services, functi ons and activities selected for identification was determin ed by th ose that the
symbol/logos represented den o te as well as th ose that are suggested by th e formal properties of
th eir design and colour. As has been mention ed (seep. 43) the symbol/logo of th e National
Library by its chevron shape makes reference to an open ed book as well as alluding to the military.

In addition to this was th e question as to wheth er th ere was a recognised gender preference in th e
association of these symbol/ logos with a particular function or service. In oth er words was th ere
a bias in th e perception and interpretation by males an d females of the inherent meaning that
87

KRESS, G . and VAN LEEUWEN, T. The G rammar o f Vis ual D es ign. London, Routledge, 1996. p 32.
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th ese symbol/logos denote. Th e deno tation implied by th e con struction and integration of th e
design elements of colour, shape, and axial configuration which operate graphically as a mode of
representation. Th ese modes of representation having th e potential for more than on e meaning
depending on th e subj ective evaluation of th e viewer. The following tables represent th ese
fmdin gs.
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Table 8
The comparative responses of 20 men and 30 women on the services / functions of six contemporary
symbol/ logos .

service / function

library
"n" women
% women
"n" men
0
/o men
research

1
2
1
2

"n" women
%women
"n" men
0
/o men
food

5
10
0
0

"n" women
% women
"n" men
0
/o men
health
"n" women
% wom en
"n" men
% men
finance

3
6
0
0

5
10
4
8

I

~

13

26
11
22

-

0 .•.
0
0
:

14
28
11
22

6
12
4
8

14

9
18
5
10

28
9
18

c

·;·

0 )>.•

o.,,_ "·
0
0
'

2
4
0
0

1
2
2
4

0
0
2
4

·.

2

1
2
1
2

~:

-

4
2
4

13
26
9

18

1
2
2
4

15
30
10
20

5
10
3

6

"4
·8
4
8

1
2

2
4
4
8

7
14
8
16

0

5

0
2
4

io

"a" women
% women

4
8

7

4

men

8

14
8
16

0
0
2

·5

"n" n1en

2
4
4
8

3

6

0

5

14
8
16

0

to·

2
4

4
8

0
0

,

-z-

•·

-0
0 ·
2
4

-

4

{"

,, 4

·c-.

7

..

;,; 2

..

5
10

-

2

4 .

.

4
8
4
8

/o

0

·'

"n" women
% women

0

.

6

1
2
0
0

% men
sport

L!..

~

12
5
10

•in" women
%women
"n" men
% men
insurance

"n" men
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0

CA
.,._., ~

·',;

4
8

10·
4
8

:·:

.,.

2

" it

2
4

: '~ 2 .,.~ 4

2
4

.4.

-

,_

Table 9
TI1e comparative responses of 20 men and 30 women on the services / fimctions of s ix contemporary
symbol / logos .

service / fun ction
engineering
"n" women
% women
"n" men

% men
travel

0
5
10
6
12

..

1(£.
~,

~

I

~

2
4
1
2

-

~

3
6
2
4

·2
4
3
6

19
38
18
36

14
1
2
1
2

3

3

6
1
2

6
2
4

29
58
16
32
0
0'
2
4

5
10
7

"n" women
% women

11
22

"n" men
0
/o men

18

0
0
0
0

"n" women
% wowen
"n" men
% men
science

2
4
1
2

4
8
4
8

14
28
6
12

19
38
14
28

'18
36
10
20

"n" women
% women

4
8
6
12

16
32
22

6
12
4
8

16
32
6
12

2
4
4
8

1
2
0
0

11
22
5
10

4
8
3
6

2
4
0
0

6
12
2
4

"n" women
% women

2

"n" m en

1
2

2
4
1
2

1
2
1
2

0
0
1
2

'1
2
2
4

9

e

'"

-~

?

education

"n" men

% men
commerce

.
11

.

.,

0

0
0
0
.~

"n'' women
% women
"n" men

% men
don't know

0

/o men
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4

'~

3
6
4
8

.

·o ""

'
:.

.0 ,
0
0

~

J.8.1

Comparison of Response s

What becomes apparent when comparing th e results of th e responses presented in the previous
tables is that th ere do es seem to be a marginal difference in th e perceived association of the
represented symbol/logos with various functions or services. Each symbol/logo that was used in
this part o f th e stud y will be comparatively analysed individually according to its order of
presentation. Only th ose denotative associations that have elicited th e most resp onses will be
ranked in the following tab les .

J.8. 2 C o m p a r i s o n o f C o r r e I at e d F u n c t i o n s an d S e r v i c e s

0
health
travel
engineering
sc ience
insurance

male

female

18%
18%
12%
12%
8%

26%
22%
10%
8%
8%

Fig 7. Percentage comparison of male and fem ale associations with the Life Flight logo.

From all the functions or services listed in th e ques tionnaire th ose perceived as being denoted by
this symbol/logo were th e service o f health, and th e services of travel and engineering. These were
identified by both m en and women as being th e primary designators signified by this symbol/
logo . Of the 30 women and 20 men surveyed 26% of th e wom en compared with 18% of the
men associated this logo with th e service health. 12% of th e m en associated it with the service of
engineering compared with 10% of the women. A result which sugges ts that in this instance there is
a gender difference in the perception of th e form of th e Life Flight logo, that form making
reference to machin ery. H owever 22% of women associated this symbol/ logo with the service of
travel, through the configuration of th e design elements which imply flight, compared to 18% of
men. 1l1e o th er areas of significance for bo th groups were: insurance, and science. 8% o f both men
and women made the association with th e service insurance, while 12% of men, compared with 8%
of women, connected this symbol/logo with th e service of science.
90
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~

m ale

fe male

engineering
science
research
commerce

36%
22%
22%
10%

38%
32%
28%
22%

~

Fig 8. Percentage comparison of male and female associations with the Trilogy Computer Services logo.

Th e service areas that were primarily perceived as being associated with this symbol were:

engineering, science and research. Of th ose surveyed 28% o f wo men and 22% of m en associated this
symbo l with research. Engineering was almost equally iden tified by 38% of wom en and 36% o f m en
as being significan tly expressed by this symbol/ logo. Corres pondingly 32% o f women compared
with 22% of men iden tified it with th e service of science. A findin g that suggests a difference in
perception, on e that has possibly been elicited du e to th e rationalist and functional form of th is
design. This logo was also ass ociated by wom en, if not significantly by m en, with th e service of

commerce.

~
health
finance
insurance
education
engineering

male

female

20%
16%
12%
12%
14%

30%
14%
14%
28%
10%

Fig 9. Percentage comparison of male and female associations with the Fusion Insurance Services logo.

T he areas that are perceived as being deno ted by this logo are: the services o f health and education,
with th e services of finance, and insurance, being secondary in meaning. Taking th e resp on ses for
the association s with health and finance first, th e results indicate that for th e service health 30% of
women and 20% of m en made th is th eir first preference. Significantly 28% o f women ass ociated
this symbol/logo with th e service of education compared with 12% of m en. A fmding which points
to a marked difference in response an d which is possibly du e to its n on-th reatening and inclusive
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form, as described by the focus group. The resp onses for the service offinance show that 16% of
men associated this symbol with this service compared with 14% of women. 14% of wom en
compared with 12% of men credited this symbol with the service of insurance. The oth er area that
featured in this survey was th e service of engineering with 14% of men making the connection
between this symbol/logo and this service. The fmdings would suggest that th e identification of
this symbol is known.

'

male

female

28%
22%
18%
12%

38%
26%
28%
32%

:;:;:;-'

education
library
research
science

Fig I 0. Percentage comparison of male and female associations with the Te Papa logo.

The services identified as symbolised by d1is symbol/ logo are: education, science, research and library.
Given that th e logo and the establishment of Te Papa, as an institution, has been well publicised it
is not surprising that the services it represents are well identifi ed. The survey results significantly
indicate a preference for the services tabulated. Of these education is ranked by 38% of wom en and
by 28% of men. 32% of women compared with 12% of men associated this symbol/ logo with

science. 28% of wom en compared to 18% o f men identified it with the service of research. The
results for library were more even in comparison with 26% of women and 22% of m en
considering that this symbol/logo represented this service. The fmdings of the responses to the
symbol/logo ofTe Papa, according to gender, suggest that women more than m en have been able
to deduce the core essence of the services that are signified by this symbol/logo.
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education
research
library
finance
commerce

male

female

20%
10%
10%
8%
4%

36%
18%
12%
10%
12%

Fig I I. Percentage comparison of male and female associations with the Learning Media logo.

The areas that are perceived as being den oted by this logo are: the services of education, research,
library and to a lesser degree th e services of.finance and commerce. These results show that this
symbol/ logo was ranked by 36% of women compared with 20% of men as representing the
service that it has been designed to deno te, namely education. This percep tion was substantiated by
th e focus group in which the suggestion was made that the in terlocking shape of this symbol/logo
was suggestive of shared communication and interaction which could be said to be expressed by
education. It was also accorded a higher rating by 18% of women compared with 10% of men for
den o ting research.

L!..

male

female

travel
sport

32%

58%
10%

commerce

8%

6%

'W"

Fig 12. Percentage comparison of male and female associations with the Air New Zealand logo.

Ine service that was predominantly perceived by tl1e respon dents as signified by this symbol/ logo
was that of traveL The o th er services th at were also selected as being den oted were sport and
commerce. It is n ot surprising th at such a well known symbol/logo should be associated
accordingly. Despite th e instructions in the questionnaire to make selections other than the
service or function that the symbol/logo signified most of th e res ponden ts made th e association
with the service traveL These findings would also indicate a bias in terms of choice with women
m ore than m en associating tl1is symbol/logo witl1 its denotative. However, it is interesting to
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n ote that neither gender equated th e symbol/ logo of Air New Zealand with its key function to be
more than 58% in th e case of women and 32% in the case of men. While women more than m en
identified this symbol/logo correctly th e results call into question th e inference that symbol/logos
are recognisably established semiotic elem ents in th e national psyche. However, this is not to
suggest that once th ey are established they are able to ac t as powerful mnemonic vehicles which
characterise th e graphic language of identity. It would be of interest to conduct a comparative
evaluation into th e m eaning of th e Pacific Wave, designed by th e London based design team
Davies / Baron as a supporting signifier to tl1 e koru. 1l1e reason given is that the conventions by
which the Pacific Wave has been defin ed and constructed possibly originate from a different
perception.

The conclusion that arises from these findings, gatl1ered from th e respondents in the systematic
sample, is that there is a recognised perception of the symbols, as logos, and th e designators, the
core services and functions, that th ey denote. In this case argument can be made that the
meaning behind these symbols has been apprehended even if those findings are indicative and
tentative rather than "true" according to quantative m eth odology. As th e results indicate, in terms
of gender, it is women rather than m en who have perceived and apprehended that meaning
correctly. This evidence will be supported by furtiler discussion incorporating comments from
th e focus group in th e following chapter.
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6.0

A N A LY S IS 0 F D A T A

"... no neJJJ tvork

rf art comes into existence {11;hether consciousfy or unconscious!Y) JJJithout an organic link

to what 1vent before."

Solzhenitsyn . The relentless cult of novelty and how it w recked the century, 1993.

This chapter discusses th e findin gs pres en ted in th e previous chap ter concerning the perception,
interpretation and significance of th e use of symbolism in th e branding of identity and its
ramifications for d1 e practice of design as well as design education. Th e structuralist and
deconstructionist th eories supporting the use of symbolism as a language have been discussed in
chapters two and d1ree, with th e sugges tion that th eory is all very well but for the practice and
business o f design d1ese th eories need to be tested. No t only are d1 e results of these findings of
merit for th ose intimately concern ed with th e design process but d1 ey are also of significance for
th e general public who are th e recipients of that communicative transaction. And it is ultimately
th e public, the end consumers of design who, through apprehending the m eaning of these
symbols, attribute to them d1 eir validity, th eir ongoing mean ing which can assume mythical
proportions.

What can be understood from this research as it applies to th e creation of identity within the
wider community, both local and global, as well as to th e practice of Design? Guba and Lincoln
write that "Human behaviour, unlike that of physical obj ects, cannot be understood without
reference to th e m eanings and purposes attached by human ac tors to th eir activities." 89
H owever, for th e purpose of d1is study symbols, as obj ects, are the outer manifestation of that
human activity. Even in their m ost abstract representation, such as the Nike swash, they are
objects of communication. In this sense symbols act, within th e fi eld o f graphic design, as visual
referents which repres ent th e denotative functi on of an organisation, as well as its connotative
qualities or attributes. Manning and Cullum-Swan (1994, 466) describe th e den o tative meaning to
be the connection that exists, m entally, between form and function. Connotative meaning is
defin ed as th ose attributes or qualities which are inferred by th e visual form of the symbol.
~These,

th ey suggest, can make reference to a higher level or "status" of m eaning which is

described as "mythical". Identity is symbolised by the logo as one of d1 e dominant signifiers in
89

GUBA, Egon G. and LINCOLN, Yvonna S. Competing Paradigms in Qualitative Research. in DENZIN,
Nom1an K. and LI1 COLN, Yvonna S. eds., Handbook of Qualitative Research. Thousand Oaks, London
and New Delhi, Sage Publications, Inc., 1994. p 106.
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th e interaction between th e abstract and th e material. That is, between the ideology surrounding
an organisation, or corp oration, or enterprise, its mythic structure, and its perceived function in
actual practice. In the case o f th e silverfem its asso ciation with the All Blacks awarded this icon
premium status, until recentl y, within th e con ventions of th e national cultural code.90

Anceschi (1996, 10) describes this pro duction of rep res entation as a "general principle" which, he
explains, is defin ed by E co as "ostentation". 9 1 This is th e gen eral principle wh ereby an obj ect,
symbol, or image, is differentiated in terms of status from an o th er. H e also likens this to Satre's
concept of reduction where "It is no t possible to sh ow th e entirety of th e object m eant for
representation. Wh eth er we kn ow it or n ot; and wheth er we intend it or not; a view is selected,
and an appearan ce isolated." 92 This id ea of redu ction, of man ipulated, or constructed, ostentation
is bes t illustrated by th e symbol of th e logo. In th e
example po rtrayed, th e revamping o f th e branding
o f th e logo o f Air New Zealand, an additional design
element th e "Pacific Wave" has been introduced by
the London based design team, D avies and Baron .
~lh e

reason th ey give for this is th at "Th e Koru

sho uld be seen as a precious jewel mark to be used
Image 36. The Pacific Wave

sparingly to in crease th e perceived value. "93

This is th e beginning in th e shift of th e signifier fro m one fo rm to an oth er which needs to be
question ed. Th e question concerning th e reali ty o f how tl1is selected view which has been defm ed
by the designers as deno ting New Zealand would be visually interpreted by the recipients.
Th e koru as it stands is already a privileged symbol, on e which could be said to be syn on ymous
in status to th ose icons represented in tl1is stud y, th e silver fem / femleaf and th e kiwi.

It can certainly be argued tlut an object (read symbol) n eith er is, or is n o t, depending on th e

context in which it is sited. This opinion (discussed in chap ter two) has defm ed th e nature of
symbols in their communication functi on with th e result th at th ey are determined as being
90

Not only is this icon the heraldic symbol o f the All Blacks but pervers ely it also decorates the black
jerseys of d1e seven's rugby team, d1e Kiwis.
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arbitrary. Th ey are said to derive th eir associated meanings from whatever con text, whether it be
social, cultural, behavioural, political, or id eological, that surrounds them and colours their sense
accordingly. Manning and Cullum-Swan (1994, 466) observe that th e conn ection between a sign,
and its meaning is "social and arbitrary, so that man y kinds of links can be argued to exist between
expression and content." 94 rl11 e inference th at is made from this dominant semiotic view is that
the inh erent symbolic meaning is dependent on th e perspective of th e recipient. Anceschi claims
that,

"For each of the clients or partners, however, every encowlter, every contact, every message
received from the firm represents d1e addition of a characteristic; a subde shading or a minute
bmsh s troke to d1e sender's interior portrait d1at they are building in ilieir minds. "95

This argument validates the position h eld by cultural groups towards th e use, and own ership, of
certain symbols even if that position is unappreciated by th ose of an o th er culture, for example,
the consequent debate arising from th e proposal for th e x as th e logo ofTe Papa (commented on
in chapter three) . This is where problems in perception arise particularl y when one cultural group
reifies the content o f a symbo l according to a different praxis than th at h eld by anoth er. 96
The symbol which historically carries th e greatest associated burden in this regard is the swastika.
For Maori D esign er, Hill, this is described as th e reification of th e JPairua,

" ... spiritually, d1e waima, always stays d1ere. So, whatever you do and how you apply dnt in terms
of abstraction, say of d1e kom, d1e wairua wiiliin d1at kom stays no matter how or where you apply
d1e symbol. So ilie patiki design has been created in d1e contemporary way but it still has ilie
mana, rl1e meaning, ilie korero, d1e speaking, d1e story."97
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6. 1 The Reading and In t erpreta t ion o f Two Icon s

Visual rh etoric is an integral tool in th e prom o tion o f identity, most particularly cultural identity.
Triggs (1995, 82) writes that th e art of verbal rhetoric is a form of oratory which favours emo tive
and persuasive argument delivered with a high degree of "organization and presentation ."98
Poggenpohl (1998, 222) cites Bon siepe as recontextualising this verbal form into two figurative
categories defin ed as syntactic and semantic. 99 'The "ryntactic" category is formu lated from the
organisation of design elements or, "formal visual construction". The "semantic" category is where
meaning or identification is particularised by a "person, place, thing or event." 100 In th e case of
visual rhetoric symbols, as logos, are th e singular or end point in that organisation and
presentation. They represent th e means whereby formal design elemen ts such as colour, shape,
lin e, image and typography, descibed by Moles (1989, 121) as "rymboi atoms (semes)" have been
selected and reduced to a single essence.101 The graphic essence represented, in this case, by the
symbol/logo "whose meaning is depen dent on the active participation of a reader." 102

To contextualise this th eory within th e findings of this study th e logo of Life Flight is used as an
example (see p 80). Despite th e incorp oration of four stylised hands suggesting wings into the
form of this logo th e key signifier rescue was interpreted as being ambiguous. This was not the
only symbol/logo which was weak in its referential capacity to convey certain concepts. The logo
of Fusion Insurance Services (seep 82) was equally ambiguous in denoting care management. Similar
ambiguities in perception were discovered for th e logo of Trilogy Computer Services (see p 84) in
representing it!formation rystems, digital engineen·ng and computer seroices. These services were not
successfully conveyed by the configuration of this design with th e consequence that they were n ot
perceived and apprehended to any significant degree. In this instance the symbol as logo cannot
be described as ideally representing th e core concept of the organisation, it remains ambiguous.
98
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While th ere were certain limitation s with the participan ts' receptivity to th e content of th e
questionnaire, on the whole ann ecdotal comment was that it engendered a great deal of th ought
and discussion. An individual comment fro m a participan t was to th e effect that the m eanings
of th e abstract symbol/ logos o f the three organisations of Life Flight, Fusion Insurance Services,
and Trilogy Computer Services were indeed diffi cult to ascertain. This supp orts the question, one
that this study sought to investigate, as to how effective symbols are as conveyors of identity; how
transparent is th eir meaning. Anoth er participant, ethnically Indian although resident of New
Zealand, th ought that she might n ot be able to comprehend th e content o f th e questionnaire and
as a consequence she might show her "igno rance". D espite this fear of being "ignorant", o f being
shown up, she agreed to take part. A n umber of unsolicited respon ses arising from informal
discussions were to th e effect that th e participants had n ever really con sidered the meaning of
symbols, th ey had taken them fo r gran ted, or n ot con sidered th em at all.

Th e comments made to th e effect that th e m eaning of symbo ls had n ot been considered, or that
th ey were taken for granted, raises issues for the designer, th e design educator, as well as th e
organisation, compan y or enterprise for whom th e symbol/logo is the identifying signifier.
Th ese iss ues and their potential solutions were id entified by communications consultant,
Stephanie Pietkiewicz (see chapter 5) as the "onus" of th e organisation or company. In the
practice of visual communication design th e respon sibility is to continue to develop
representational m odes th at have ongoing significan ce fo r th e world of th e customer.

Th e process by which certain symbo ls are privileged over o th ers is most certainly conn ected with
an evolving social perception from which all cultures can be said to draw th eir own myth ology.
In th e case of Jew Zealand, generally speaking, two icons have been accorded privileged status
over oth ers, fo r example th e kotuku, th e miha, th e cabbage tree, and th e spiral as th e main
identifiers of national identity. Th ese are th e ubiquitous silver fem / femleaf and the, n ow,
eco logically threatened kiwi.
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6.1.1

T h e S i I v e r Fe r n I F e r n I e a f

As has been described in chapter two th e silver fern
was launched on to the international scene as a
formative symbol for the putative All Blacks in the
late 1800s. Ever since that time it has embellished
the black jersey and has establish ed its place in the
visual iconography of New Zealand's identity.
What validity, what meaning, what privilege does this
icon have today, is its significance still relevant?
The supp orting evid ence indicates that this icon is
perceived to be highly regard ed in terms o f its
Image 37. The /90S All Blacks

rymbolic significance. Alth ough surprisingly, given this

finding, th e results for communicating th e mythical connotations of quality and excellence were
somewhat equivocal. It can only be surmised from this th at th e integrity of an icon is dependent
on whatever social, cultural, or political events are occuring at th e time in which that icon is the
maj or signifier. 103 This verifies th e question as to the degree by which representation and m eaning
are derived from learnt codes which, in the case of this icon, are informed and reinforced by
cultural and social convention.

Th e contemporary packaging o f Fernl eaf Semi-Soft Butter includes a quote from the 1920's
Minister in Charge of Publicity endorsing this icon as th e collective cultural symbolic identifier for
N.Z. butter. Should the silver fern/fernleaf continue to be acting as a hallmark signifier for
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Zealand's identity? Tne oth er fmdin gs of this study suggest th at it should. The association of the
silver fern / fernleaf with th e concept unique marks this icon as having a hidden meaning, that of
"belonging" in terms of its referential status; it is similarly regarded as a signifier of the qualities

clean and green. Con trarily, th ese descriptors conjure up th e symbolic colours of blue and green,
rath er th e black and white which seem to be th e m ore prevalent emblematic colours popularised
by th e media. The silver fern/fernleaf is highly rated in its effectiveness to represent New
103

F rom the televised advertising of the All Blacks at the moment it seems that this logo is about to be
superseded by the logo of Adidas which as an icon carries none of the symbolic connotations that the silver
fern evokes. The symbol/logo of Adidas was designed for a different purpose, namely as the mark of a
company, and as such is does not possess national and cultural significance.
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Zealand's ties to th e land and in conveying th e concept of historical significance. This, despite th e
botanical fact that ferns, and the tree fern , are not on ly endemic to these shores. It is also
similarly regard ed in its capacity to den ote local and glob/a! identity alth ough, in representing

indigenous culture, this icon is no t valued, by som e, to th e same degree. Th e suggestion derived from
th e evidence o f this study is that while this icon might display significant ethn ocentric associations,
in terms o f its symbolic pra.xis, it does n o t perfo rm th e same function for th e indigen ous people.
Th e inference being that th e symbolic hierarchical code differs. For example, Hill states that
wh en using symbolism in Maori design, "You have to kn ow what sort of design or symbol that
you use first such as th e koru. 1l1e koru is found in quite a lot of designs, Air New Zealand for
one, you can say th at it is a koru but Mao ri reckon th at it isn't."104

O ver all th e fmdin gs indicate th at this icon is alive and is regarded as having ongoing validity in
th e development of New Zealan d's myth ologic symbolism .
While it migh t n o t be recognised by al l ethnic groups as visibly
communicating th e concepts o f gr01vth and expansion (possibly
better expressed visuall y by th e spiral) th e silver fern / fern leaf
Image 38. The spiral of the National library

maintain s its privileged status within the visual rh etoric o f

ew

Zealand's symbolic language. Historicall y, th e silver fern / fern leaf has com e to be established as an
integral part of th e symbolic vern acular. This is being made ever more evident by its inclusion
in to various con temporary design forms

such as th e surface patterning on
T elecom's blue and yellow ph one box.
A so lution which imparts th e design with

an expression th at is more distinctly

ew

Zealand in fl avour than th e imperialistic
red box of th e dominions. Or, perhaps,
even more so th an th e predominant black
an d white image we have becom e so
accustomed to .

Images 39 and 40. HiJrotia/ 11tf co1ttmpon'T pim bow
104

A. Hill, D es igner in Maori Design (1999). Personal communication.
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6.1 .1.1 Pre f err e d I m a ge

The earlier illustratively realised represen tations of the silver fern / fernl eaf have given way to the
formalised, ordered, abstract form which, according to th e findings (see pp 68-70) and in answer
to th e question of figurative portrayal, is ranked as the m ost preferred image. While the colonial
illustration of th e tree fern is n ot preferred to any marked degree the photographic image of a
fernleaf is selected as having greater visual significance. The possible reason for this is that th e
participants are more attuned to this form of representation, due to familiarisation with
contemporary technology, than with a more figurative and traditional convention. Moreover, in
this instance, the photographic image manages to convey th e illusion of realism while alluding to
abstraction. It can be argued accordingly that it is more graphic in its simplicity which , does n ot
suggest d1 ough, th at a more illustrative solution is inappropriate. Whichever figurative solution is
used is dependent on the criteria for which d1 e logo is being designed. The contemporary logos
of th e New Zealand Tourism Board, and d1 e Black Ferns were similarly ranked in terms of
representational privilege with th e form of d1 e Black Fern s logo accorded the highest ranking.
1l1e least preferred image was dnt of Fern mark Gold. H owever, d1is could be due to the
limitations of reproducing this image for d1 e purposes of this survey rath er than its appearance in
reality. The same conclusion is drawn for d1 e image of Neil Dawson's fern ball.

The inference dnt can be made from d1ese results sugges ts dnt graphic simplicity as opposed to
complexity equates with impact or, what d1 e designers quoted in d1 e introduction, describe as
II

. . II
essence II or II spmt
. A s casse Is states,

"If I am designing a logo which might be a classic button logo that might be used on a package,
simplicity, the simpler d1e better. I actually prefer logos dnt are just black and white, and very
simple as a stan1p, a seal, a unique signature. To me logos are take away, take away, take away and
get it right back to the essence of what it is d1ey are about. "105

Hill concurs with d1is statement. For him

11
...

it is important to keep it [d1e design] simple, as in

th ose logos d1e fern, th e mighty tick [Nike]. That is th e same in Maori design wid1 the poutama,
d1 e patiki, or th e tukutuku. 11 106 It substantiates th e view that, despite th e edmic diversity o f d1e
105

D. Cassels, Head Designer, Siren (1999). Personal communication.
A. Hill, Designer, Maori Design (1999). Personal communication.
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participants surveyed, the inh erent meaning th at th e icon / symbol/logo possesses is able to be
apprehended and appreciated. Th is answers th e research question as to whether criteria such as
shape, colour, as well as figurative representation or abstraction assist in visual apprehension.

6.1. 2 T h e Kiwi

Tl1e o th er equally no table New Zealand icon is
the eponymous kiwi. This icon bro ught th e
immediate response from on e participant in th e
focus group th at no oth er nation refers to
themselves as a bird or o th er animal. Only
ew Zealanders refer to themselves as Kiwis.
Comments were also to the effect that the kiwi
was an endangered bird, precious, treasured, to
be treated with respect. Consequently, that the
majority of th e participants read this icon as
visibly expressing th e concept unique can hardly
be said to be unexpected. The kiwi has been
conferred a degree of mythical status in terms
of its rymbolic significance that is synonymous with
the silver fem / femleaf, and is also judged to be
highly significant in its capacity to den ote cultural
Image 41. Street performer Tim Denton New lea/and festiVii/1000

and national identity. Where the icon of the kiwi

is effectively marginal is in its capacity to communicate the idea of tradition, as well as the attributes
of strength and stability. \Xlhile th e findin gs for represen ting strength and stability are understandable,
given the kiwi's endangered status, the results are more curious for communicating the concept of

tradition. Somehow th e link between cultural and national identity in which there is an element o f
tradition is n ot made. Similarly in its role as an icon of th e R.N .Z.A.F. th e kiwi is accorded
doubtful value. This evidence suggests that, despite its aggressiven ess, the indubitable physical
reality is that th e kiwi is flightl ess and helpless in th e face of predators. In this case reality, n o
matter h ow unique, does n ot assist in the perception of this icon's referential status as an identifier
103

for a service of th e military. rn1 e paradox that this flightless, nocturnal
bird has been th e heraldic icon of th e R. .Z.A.F. is no less ironic when
compared with o th er similar m etaphoric, zoological, and mythical,
creatures such as th e lion of Scotland or th e dragon o f Wales, alth ough it
can be argued th at while th e lion of Scotland and th e dragon of Wales are
mythological creatures, th e kiwi is not.
Image 42. R.N.lA.f. Kiwis Flf sticker

6.1. 2. 1 P r e f e r r e d I m a g e

In this instance, tl1e ph otographic image of th e kiwi is n o t held to be as successful a
representation in comparison with th at of th e fern. This, it is suggested, could be due to the
selection of th e image rath er than to th e representative m eans of ph o tography per se. Of the logos
and images selected for this study in which th e kiwi was a major, if not the key figurative emblem,
two are chosen as th e most preferred. Th ese are th e logo of "Buy

.Z. Made" and the kiwi

cropped from th e logo of New Zealand Tennis Inc. Th e graphic forms of these kiwis are n o t
un alike in appearan ce and it could be said th at th e icon featured in th e "Buy

.Z. Made" logo is

figuratively a graphic extension of both New Zealand Tennis Inc. and th e logo of Well Made
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Zealand. It has captured th e essential form and characteristics of the kiwi which is th e intended
aim of logo design.

Alth ough th e evidence supports a preference for the depiction of th e kiwi in a more abstract and simplified form, the
traditional, illustrative solution is no t unappreciated. Of
th e logos/images surveyed in this stud y two fall into this
illustrative category. These are: Kiwi Boot Po lish and th e
formative logo of th e New Zealan d In surance Company. True
to earlier historical forms of cultural and national identity they
Image H Logo of tl!e New lea/and Insurance Companr

in cop orate supp orting elements, such as th e tree fern in the

case of the logo o f th e New Zealand Insurance Compan y, into th eir design. 107 Both th ese logos
107

The contemporary logo design of "New Zealand lnsurance"is primarily typographical but features the
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are historic and consequently have been designed in accordance with the more traditional style of
the period. Graphically, th ey are more elaborate compared with contemporary images such as
th e logo of Kiwi Mail. In this case th e m odernist ten et of less is more is
in valid. While this dictum might, with good reason, inform the practice of
information design it does not necessaril y follow through for the branding
of identity for th at image to be recognised as being valid.
Image 44. The

lof O of Kiwi

Hail

Th e evidential fmdings for th e contemporary logo Kiwi Mail tend to bear this out. This abstract
image provides th e m ost extreme solution n ext to th e awkward alliance of th e kiwi and femleaf
of the logo of Kiwi Lager. Similarly to th at logo it was rated by th e participants as the least
preferred. The traditional symbolic colours are read as fad colours while the tilted image adds
distortion to abstraction. A speedy flightless bird or a contorted envelope? Abstraction and
distortion are two different things; th e former seeks to maintain a degree of resemblance while
the latter aims to misrepresent. A comparison of tl1 e evid ence for til e designs of "Buy

.z.

Made" with that of Kiwi Mail indicates that there is a preference for the abstract over the
distorted. This evidence supports the view held by Cassels tilat,

"The phys ical structure of the logo is always good if it is contained in a circle, or a square,
or a rectangle or in a basic shape because you never know where it is going to be used and if it is
contained it can still keep its essence no matter where it is applied . Trends in logo design that rely
on trickery and whis ties and bells just don't work." 108

6.2 T h e R e ad in g of T h r e e C o n t e m p o r a r y S y m b o 1/ Logo s

If nationalistic icons are bound by social, historical and cultural convention the same parameters
can also be said to operate in the formation of corporate identity, although perhaps not to such
an entrenched degree. To test til e proposition that symbols, as logos, ideally represent tile core
concept of an organisation or company, and to discover whetil er symbols as a semantic device
were as transparent or ambiguous as th ey are contested to be, three commonly used logos were
femleaf in a supporting role.
108
D. Cassels, Head Designer, Siren (1999). Personal communication.
lOS

selected to be read. Th ese were picked at rand om, alth ough th e original intention was to select
those that shared a similar physical likeness to th e symbols identified as 'belonging" to
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Zealand. Although these contemporary logos are graphically reduced to their most abstract form
one, that of Lifef1igh t, retains elements of figurative representation.

Icons, it can be argued, are m ore culturally peculiar and th erefore m ore particular. The original
intention was to ascertain whether they still retain th eir significance as valid mythological
identifiers. Contrary to this belief symbols, as was disseminated by the to talising philosoph y and
practices of the Bauhaus, are maintain ed to be universal in meaning. If symbols are universal to
this extent th ey should then have th e capacity to be recognised as having meaning in the visual, if
prosaic, world of corporate id entity.

6.2.1 The E v a I u at i on of t h e L if e F I i g h t Logo

This logo is formed from the graphic synthesis of three component parts: th e figurative if stylised
hands, th e propeller, and th e symbolic colour red. As a design elem ent, colour is one of th e key
devices used in th e construction and establishment of identity. One of th e meanings that is

+

attributed to th e colour red in th e language of symbolism is that of action, in this case
aid . In this sense th e logo of Life Flight resonates, in a subliminal way, with the logo of
the Red Cross. No t only are th ere similarities through th e use of the primary colour

Image 45. The logo of tile Red Cross

red, but also through th e use of shape, in th at th e four hands can be

interpreted as a winged cross. A furth er, and possibly provocative, association can be made by
correlating th ese four hands with the shape of th e swastika. That is the
ursymbol, th e fylfot, as it was used in early Christianity and Eastern

m yticism before its spurious connections with aryan supremacy.
Images 46 and 47. SJmho/s of tile Sun Wheel and the Swastika

This abstruse conn ection was pointed out during the

focus group discussion where on e participant made d1 e observation that the symbol/ logo o f Life
Flight was a m odification of th e swastika. It was also perceived as being a "softened cross" and
representing "four circles inside a square". 109 These attitudinal responses substantiate the research

109

Focus group discussion March 2000.
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question that th e meaning o f visual language is a learnt code and as such achieves its own selfdetermination through visibility.

What is significant th ough is that th e eviden ce provided by the questionnaire
survey sugges ts th at th e association of th e symbo l's shape and colour with th e
concept o f aid was no t made, th ey were no t read to an y significant degree.
Image 48. The Life Flight logo

If th e case was oth erwis e th en a greater proportion than half of the

participants would have made th e connection between th e Life Flight logo and th e concept rescue.
As a corollary to this fmding, th e definiti on of ambiguity can be said to apply to this particular
aspect of ostentation. If this logo is ambiguous in this regard, its ability to strongly convey the
concept of cooperation is recognised. This seems to contradict th e finding above for surely th e idea
of rescue in volves th e idea of cooperation at d1 e conceptual level, as well as th e physical reality.
This is where th e intended meaning o f d1 e symbo l becom es elusive dlrough dle mitigation of on e
preference against ano th er. H owever, th e association o f this symbol as signifying th e service of

aviation was significantly identified by th e allusion to the propeller shape in th e centre of the logo.
But again this finding has to be qualified by dl e eviden ce which indicates th at this identification
was no t made to a highly preferred degree. So far dlis logo is read as possessing only two
attributes to any degree. Evidential analysis also indicates th at in its capacity to convey the
concepts of strength and stability, and trust dl e symbol o f dl e Life Flight logo cann ot be said to be
a markedly strong signifier. Taking dl ese fin dings into account it was surprising to discover dlat
this logo was rated as being success ful in its rymbolic communicative ability.

Th e representation of th e fmdings (see p 80) show a cautious reading o f this symbol/ logo with
dl e results being fairly evenly spread. While dl e evidence supports a certain degree of
appreh ension into dlis symbo l's meaning it is no t to dl e degree where it could be described as
immediately recognisable. 110 As dlis relates to th e research ques tion s it can be said of th e Life
Flight symbol/logo that its symbolic communication is not consonant with dl e original intention,
that th e perceived meanings are ambiguous rath er dlan tran sparent. In addition to this while dle
configuration of design elem ents allud e to dl e core activites signified by this logo th ey are n ot in
an y way made m ore overt. Contrary to dl ese findin gs th e fo cus gro up made m ore associations
110

Since commencing this stud y the services of the Life Flight Air Ambulance, and the Westpac Trust
Helicopter, have featured in televised advertisements. No doubt this will assist to raise the proftle of that
organisation and the logo identifying it accordingly.
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with the Life Flight symbol/logo that were synonymous with th e attributes ascribed to it in the
survey. Of the symbol/logos presented for reading it was the m os t apprehended in terms of
significance and meaning.

6. 2. 2 T h e E v a I u a t i o n o f t h e L o g o o f F u s i o n I n s u r a n c e S e r v i c e s

Similar to th e design of th e Life Flight logo in that it is suggestive of
m ovem ent, th e logo of Fusion Insurance Services is created from
Image 49. The fusion Insurance Semi:e logo

d1ree equal interlocking shapes . While the logo o f Life Flight

symbolises rotation, that o f Fusion Services is symbolic o f interaction . Linguistically the noun,
fusion, signifies coalition, at the conceptual level, as well as implying implosion and explosion.
The "essence", or purport, o f this coalition is graphically translated into the configuration of this
symbol which alludes to the alliance of th e three companies: Royal and SunAJliance, GMV
Associates, and South ern Cross Health care. Th e shape itself also makes reference to the spiral
form of the embryonic fern with all th e symbolic conno tations o f n ew growth, of inception, of
expansion. This meaning was perceived during th e focus group which engendered the statements
that it was "suggestive of th e koru, of a fern opening" and that it was "ancient, inclusive". 111
Th e use of this organic spiral shape is n o t unkn own in the
practice o f graphic design wid1 dle most ornate, and
d1 ematically beautiful, portrayal b eing represented in the
Boo k of K ells. This is th e logo, if it can be described as
such , of d1 e Chi Rho, XP. 1his pro totype of dle logo has
been, to frame it in th e context of the m os t mundan e
terms, designed in accord wid1 dl e myth ology o f the time,
one which was structured in sympathy with the
predominant spiritual rh etoric influencing design of that
time. The symbo l/ logo of Fusion Insurance Services is
equally resolved in th e aes th etic o f th e graphic vernacular
of dl e contemporary, secular world. To this degree it is
Image 50. The Chi Rho J!luminzted pzge from the Book of Kells
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Focus group discussion March 2000.
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supported by th e responses elicited during th e focus group which were that it suggested the
conno tations "sunlight and m ovem ent" and "unity". Equally, th e shape of this symbol/logo was
perceived by bo th men and women as "open ended" and "dynamic" with th e result that it was
identified as "n ot oppressive".

~n1 ese

deduced hidden m eanings answer th e question posed as to

whether the configuration of design criteria and abstrac tion assist in visual apprehension.

To answer th e research question as to how effectively and to what degree symbols, as logos,
communicate their intended meaning the typography designating their identity was removed.
If the os tensible m eaning of th e logo of Fusion Insurance Services is identified as the coalition of
services how, then, is that m eaning read and apprehended wh en the typographic designatum is
rem oved? For th e purposes of this survey coalition was redefined as integration. Th e evidence
presented (seep 83) indicates that this symbol is recogn ised in its capacity to denote the concept
o f integration to a significant degree. Of th ose surveyed, th e greater maj ority read th e shape of this
logo as graphically and conceptually conveying this core meaning. While the logo was strongly
identified within this representative capacity it failed in conveying th e concept of care management.
The results indicate that in this case th e symbol n eith er was or was not, by a preferential split
in terms of rated appreciation. Th e inference that was consequently sugges ted by these results
was that the meaning was n ot apprehended, it remained elusive, and at th e best ambiguous. The
logo was evenly m ore marginally regarded in denoting health services and financial security. The results
of the preferential ratings for both of th ese variables were basically synonymous and tended
significantly towards th e symbol being inappropriate and in effective in portraying these activites.
In tl1is sense it was n o t valued. If this logo has been found wan ting in symbolising the ideas of

care management, health services and financial securiry this is n o t so for th e concept of cooperation.
The evidential results are commensurable with tl1 ose for representing integration; which suggests
that th e figurative syntax of this symbol, on its own, is recognised as conveying certain attributes
with which it has been ascribed. But when it comes to alluding to particular functi ons that that
compan y can be said to be in volved in th e results tend to favour ambiguity.

~Th e

conclusion is that while this symbol figures highly in communicating the m ost obvious

concepts, th ose of integration and cooperation, it is militated against by th e other results. Quinn
(1994, 60) writes that "... normally the job of th e symbol is not to draw attention to itself but to
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th e message which it adoms ... ". 112 In this case the logo needs the additional support of other
visual material to raise the level of awareness and, to quote Cassels, "emo tional association." 113

6.2.3 T h e E v a I u at i o n o f t h e L o g o o f T r i I o g y C o m p u t e r S e r v i c e s

The symbol that characterises this logo is, like th at of Fusion
In surance Services, more purely abstract in configuration and
modernist in representation. T11e physical properties of its
shape make reference to the themes of classicism, to
symmetry, to geometry, to logic, and to ord er, rather than
alluding to organic naturalism. It seems to reson ate with th e
abstract forms of the Platonic solids, the elem ents of E uclid,
and the proportional geometric systems formulated from
them. It also seems emblematic of th e forms of engineering,
and possesses a Moebius m odality which seems appropriate
given that it has been designed for a computer services
company.
Image 51. PerspectiVil Corporum Regularium

Th e combination of th e colours grey and burgundy have the visual
effect of being more cerebral than the dynamic and primary red and
yellow featured in the previous two logos . Their coolness seems to
Image 52. Trilogy Computer Services logo

emphasise th e conservative, the technical, and are suggestive of

intellectual activity and enquiry, rather than symbo lising em otive or kinetic appeal. The outer
hexagonal shape symbolises balance while the inwardly pointing triangles allude to problem
solving and to systems networking. From this interpretation certain attributes were ascribed to
this symbol/logo to be ascertained and compared. Similarly to th e research questions used to
analyse th e previous two logos it was asked: could this symbol as an independent, abstract, form
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realise these ideas; is it transparent or ambiguous; does abstraction assist in th e apprehension of
m eaning; how is d1is symbol consonant wid1 or different to its orig1nal intended meaning.

From the evidence provided (see p 85) it appears d1at in denoting d1e concept of it!formation rystems
d1is symbol/ logo is regarded as ambiguous as d1ere was almos t a complete split in terms of
preference. The results proved to be similarly equivocal, if a little more weighted in favour of d1is
symbol being weak, when representing digital engineen'ng. The inference indicated by d1is is d1at
while similar symbols are used to represent engin eering in o d1 er areas d1is symbol/logo is no t
recognised as signifying d1 e referent digital engineering in d1is stud y. Similary d1 e function of computer

seroices was not judged to be strongly conveyed by d1is logo . However d1 e interpen etrating form
of d1is symbol was equated wid1 d1 e em otive associations of strength and security to a high er degree
d1an was m easured for d1 e logo of Life Flight.

Th e possible reasons g1ven for d1is identification are the choice of colour and d1 e hexagonal form
wid1 inwardly m oving triangles used in d1 e design of d1is symbol/logo. 1l1ese have d1 e visual
effect of signifying enclosure and stability. Tnese connotations are visibly reinforced by d1 e fact
that the graphic design of this symbol/ logo is constructed on a vertical / horizontal axis wid1 d1e
corresponding result d1at it is static in appearance. Conversely the symbol/logo of Life Flight is
m obile. Th e form is dominated by an axis but d1 at axis is aligned to d1 e diagonal rad1 er d1an to
right angled. The implem entation of d1 e diagonal a..xis in ili e synta.'< of design language has long
been associated wid1 dl e amplification of m ovem ent. Mobility and rotation are furd1 er reinforced
by d1 e intimation d1at d1is symbol is contained wid1in a circle, which in itself signifies unity and as
a con sequence cooperation. This interpretation of d1 e configuration of colour and shape was also
perceived during d1 e focus group wid1 comments to d1e effect d1 at d1is symbol/logo was
"robust", "industrial, fuctional and straightforward", dl at it was "binding like a lock and suggested
security". 114 Furd1er to d1is it was perceived as "violent and heavy", "internal and inward", and
d1at it was interpreted as "creative in d1 at it is suggestive of making som ed1ing", "like origami". 115

Th e inference seems to be d1at dl e m ore indeterminate d1 e function or service of an organisation
d1 e m ore difficult it is to make d1 e association between d1 e symbol/ logo and d1 e purport. Indeed
114
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it could be said of th e symbol/ logo of T ril ogy Computer Services that, stripped of its identifying
typograph y, it could be all things to all people, or equally no thing, depending on the context in
which it is sited. Two of the focus group participan ts validated this by commenting on how hard
they found it to attribute meaning to the symbols under discussion, particularly when th ose
symbols verged on pure abstraction. Th at is, th ose symbol/ logos which, graphically, are pure
sh ape rath er than th ose such as Life Flight which contain representational qualities. Alth ough this
is so, furth er investigation into th e correlation of th e fo rmal properties of the symbol/ logo with
certain attributes would probably result in an intuitive response regarding association. For
example, the correspondence of the circle, as a shape, with the imputed characteristics that allude
to unity, who len ess, completen ess, oneness.

6.3 S y m b o I i c C o r r e s p o n d e n c e s A c c o r d i n g to G end e r

In th e preceding paragraph it is m entioned that furth er inves tigation into th e m atching of symbols
with certain attributes would prove interesting in evaluating th e m eanings behind their graphic
form, whether th ey co uld be recognised as being visually consonan t with th e literal equivalent of
certain states, or connotations. Moles (1989, 119) observes that "O ur existence th en becomes
more and more symbolic because it is lived more and more in side an ideographic world where we
prepare our action s n ot with th e objects th emselves, bu t with th e signs that designate th em." 116
As part of this study the test, to discover how valid and effective certain contemporary
symbols/logos were as identifiers goes som e way towards this (see pp. 88-89) Of the designs
selected some, such as emblem of the national flag carrier, th e koru, are historically well known
whereas o thers, the logo for Learning Media for example, do not possess that same degree of
recognisable ostentation .

Taking th ese findings individually and comparatively, it was fo und that on th e wh ole similar
connections were made between bo th men and women regarding shape and function . Where this
tended to differ was in th e association s made between symbol and services for the Life Flight logo
(see p 90). While women regarded this symbol as potentially den oting all th e services categorised,
116
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men, perceived it oth erwis e. Contrary to women th ey omitted this symbol from signifying the
services of research, food, finance, and commerce. For both groups, however, th e services of health and

travel featured highl y, which tends to imply th at th e design elements of shape and colour used in
this logo are understood symbolically. In this instance there is, in Mole's terms, a correspondence
o f legibility between th e signifier and th e signified.

If the logo of Trilogy Computer Services (see p 91) was no t recognised as strongly signifying digital

engineering in a singular context, this interpretation altered when placed within this comparative
framework. For both genders this symbo l/ logo corresponded significantly with the designator

engineering. True to th e conservative nature of this design it was also read as signifying research,
science and to a greater degree for women, commerce. From this, inference can be made that
symbols/logos may fail to communicate th eir meaning in an individual setting, but when placed in
conjunction with other such abstract shapes th e perception of th eir m eaning alters. This fmding
follows the semiotic argument that context provides th e stimuli for content to be apprehended,
a view which will be discussed in th e chapter seven.

Although th e symbol/logo of Fusion Insurance Services (see p 91) was identified by women as
being correlated with all sevice categories, except that offood, th ose designators accorded the most
significance were health and education. Th e finding for health, similar to engineering for Trilogy
Computer Services, contradicts the data when the logo is read as a
stand alone. The fact th at it was also selected to represent education is
no t surprising given th at th e design, comprised of three interconn ecting shapes, has already been linked with th e connotative

cooperation. 1h e colour gold, a symbol of warmth and life, amplifies
and vivfi es th e message o f this visual component. Consequently it
has a similar resonance with th e historical use of co lour in the
language of symbolism. 1ne symbol/logo of Fusion Insurance
Services was n ot perceived by eith er men or women to represent th e
category of insurance to any sign ificant degree. The correlation with
Image 53. Splendour Solis

th e denotative health was similarly determined by the men, although

finance was selected as an identifier rath er than insurance. Curiously a small percentage of m en
linked the symbol/ logo of Fusion Insurance Services with food! This substantiates the question as
Ill

to whether men and women perceive symbols differently. In this case th e functionality of this
symbol/logo is perceived differently with women apprehending its meaning as consonant with
services that are interactive, social and nurturing compared to m en .

Th e categories with which th e symbol/logo of Te Papa has been identified is no doubt due to the
majority of th e survey group residing in Wellington. It is acknowledged that these fmdings could
be regarded as biased due to this factor. While these finding may be "true" of Wellington further
comparison of these results with another survey group from the South Island, for example, could
be used to validate the reliability of th e findings.

I

~

Image 54. Tile hgo of Te Papa

From th e services listed several were selected by both groups as signifying the
dominant designators for the symbol/ logo of Te Papa (seep 92). These were

library, research, educatio11 and, for women, science. The service category that was
primarily associated by both men and women wi th this symbol/logo above all

others was education. Although this symbol/logo was described by th e designer as implicitly
conno ting a cloud, a fish, Tongariro, which in his terms resonated with layers of meaning, it is in
effect a mark. Th e question is could those forms have been recognised independently and
without instruction ? They certainly were n ot perceived by the focus group when asked to see
what they could in it. The first comment made in relation to this symbol/ logo during the focus
group discussion was "Wh o does th at logo belong to?". 117 As mentioned in th e intro duction (see
p 2) th e fin gerprint signifies one of the earliest ur forms of identification
irregardless of gender, ethnicity, creed, age, or class, as th e record cover
design ed for th e rock gro up, Chicago, illustrates. The Vietnamese
participant in the focus gro up commented that the finger print was used in
Vietn am, where a number of the population are illiterate, as a form of
identification . In this sense it occupies a similar position to those symbols
Image 55. Record Corer

of abstrac t con figuration in that it is gen eric. Perhaps a better defmition

of this symbol is as a designator of experience, rather than signifying the naturalistic forms read
into its shape by the designer. By according it this definition the symbol/logo of T e Papa avails
itself to the activity of experience which is learnt through th e sense of touch . A suggestion which
resonates with a participant's observation that although it is suggestive of "multiple thoughts and
117
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association s I wouldn't associate it with a museum".118 'lhis woul d credit this symbol/ logo with
th e "ideoscenarios" th at Te Papa is end eavouring to exemplify th rough its educational experience.119

T h e symb o l/ logo of Learn ing Media (see p 93) was associated by bo th
m en and wom en as po tentiall y sign ifying all th e categorised designato rs
except, fo r m en , with th e service of insurance. Fo r bo th groups it was read
as signifying th e service o f education ab ove all oth ers. Secondary to this,
Image 56. The logo of Learning Herfia

for wom en , was its co rrelation with th e service of research. Th e inference

that can be m ade fro m this is th at it is a recognised logo, alth o ugh on e Maori resp ondent made
th e ob servation th at, for him, th e use o f Maori designs was oft en equated with education.
A furth er corollary can b e made by co mparing th ese En dings with th ose fo r th e symbol/logo o f

Fusion Insurance Services . An analysis of this symbol/logo suggested th at th e interacting shapes
alluded to cooperation and as a con sequence could be used to imply education substantiating th e
concept th at shap e and colour assist in perception. T h e sugges tion is th at this interpretation is in
acco rd with th e way in which th e symbol/logo of Learning Media is appreh ended. In this case
th e design is formed from two interlocking k01vhaiJvhai forming th e illusion o f perpetual
m ovem ent, this m ovem ent symbolically emphasising th e activities of interaction , dialogue,
co mmunication .120 These m eanings were p erceived by th e focus group wh o regarded this
symbol/ logo as symbolising th e interac tion b etween two cultures . Th e concept o f culture was
suggested by th e "greenstone" colour and by th e sh ape which , reminiscent of a "kno t fo r
shipping" signified "community" an d "interlinking". 121 H owever this symb ol/logo was also
p erceived as being "tight and closed with n o t a lo t of give" an d as n o t b eing "aesth etic" or
"dynamic" .122
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Th e fin al symbol/ logo to be analysed is th e ko ru o f Air New Zealand
(see p 93). G iven its high level of os tentation it is no t unexpected that
it is identified by bo th gro ups as signifying traveL It is acknowledged
th at this is a limitation with th is survey. Alth ough the ques tionnaire
requested th e participan ts to select designators o th er than that with
which this symbol was identified th e conscious link with travel was so
Image 57. The logo of Air New leahnd

dominant th at it subverted ch oice. This tendency was most evident in

the questionnaire results of th e female participants an d to a lesser degree with the men . Due to its
privileged status as a symbol of high pro fil e it is has com e to have achieved its greatest degree of
definition within th e learnt code o f New Zealand's symbo lic identity.

Of m ore significance, in terms of this study, are th e o th er correlations made by bo th groups
between the referent, the koru, and the designators, th e services . Travel aside, th e categories of

sport and commerce were identified as having th e next level of significance. Wom en, over m en,
chose the designator sportwhile bo th groups regarded this symbol/ logo as
denoting commen:e, if onl y marginall y. The connection with sport could be due
to the koru's visual similarity to th e N ike swash. Both forms incorporate
Image 58. The Nixe Swash

a diagonal axis sugges tive of speed, m ovem ent, and direction. The koru also

differs from the o th er symbol/logos surveyed in th at it is, like th e

ike logo, n ot an enclosed

fo rm. It is n o t centred so con sequently it is m oving. This idea was reinforced by comments
elcited during th e focus group discussion where th e Air New Zealand koru was described as an
"arrow" and suggested "th e idea o f flight an d th e movem ent of air over wings ". 123 More curious
is th e connection m ade with th e designator commerce. Th e interpretation put forward is that it is
the sugges tion o f m ovement in this form th at has resulted in this symbol/logo being a stand in for
this service.

6.4 The Effectiveness of the Use of Symbols in Design

T o conclude then, from th e analysis of th e evidence presented it appears that symbols, as logos,
are questionable re ferents in conveying th e m eaning of th e core concepts of an organisation or
123Ibid .
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company. Consequently, th ey can hardly be said to ideally represent th e essence of the "thing"
that th ey are objects for. The research fmdings sugges ts that symbols as a stand alone graphic
form are not always effective in deno ting the corporation, organisation or product that they are
signifiers for. Th e inference that can be drawn from this is that th e function or the service of the
organisation or company, as a concept, exists as an abstract in terms of meaning. In this sense
th e inherent meaning, th e import, of th e symbol/logo which stands for the "name" of the
organisation, company or product, is no t transparen t. It is as if th eir quantity is not known which
suggests that their m eaning is ambiguous and implies that as signifiers symbols are, as the
poststructuralists contest, unstable carriers of meaning. They cannot be said to be reliable in this
capacity.

H owever, symbols/logos are recognised as signifying particular actions, states, qualities or
attributes that are equated with the interactive experience of that function or service. In this
regard they can be said to connote the experiential essence or spirit of th e corporation,
organisation or product. These imputed qualities are, it is suggested, more recognisable and
identified with through th e construction of th e design elem ents, th e design elements being devices
or "sem es" in th e visual inventory by which th ose connotations are elaborated up on and made
visible.124 To illustrate th ese points th e symbol/logo for th e Wellington Regional Aquatic Centre
might serve as an example.

As a visual referent for th e services and facilities of the Aquatic
Centre it possibly serves its "name". But, in terms of
represen ring the interactive experience to be had at this facility,
of which swimming is on ly one of the man y activities, the
Image 59. Tile loto of tl!e Aquatic Centre

inherent m essage is m ore suggestive. Th ose activities are

figuratively qualified, or in Moles' words, amplified, by th e design elements selected to reconfigure
concept into form. As a multifuctional and gen eric symbol/logo it is a visual holism where linear
expression and shape becom e m etaph ors and the human figure a visual metonymic device.
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Symbols, th en, can be said to have bo th semantic and aesthetic meanings, th e on e able to
reinforce th e other. As th e symbol/ logo gain s presence through exposure and through th e initial
support of o th er m etaph orical devices th e association with that symbol/ logo becomes more
powerful. As Cassels states " ... a lot of our work after this has been to put th e em otion, the
personality, into it and th e symbol is starting to gather m ore and more emo tion because of the
o th er material associated with it." 125 'l11is degree of emotional identification was also used in th e
restyling of th e koru of Air

ew Zealand . Tyack (1996, 54) writes that "It was sugges ted th e

philosoph y behind th e use of th e Koru should change. The Koru was to be seen as a precious
jewel mark to be used sparingly to in crease the perceived value." 126 l t sugges ts that once th e
symbol/logo has been learnt it is a powerful mnenomic device dut gath ers increasing m eaning
and recognition. As a participant in th e focus group stated "icons are recognised as emotional,
symbols th ey are not keys to recogn ition , recognition is depend ent on repetition for
identification ." 127

For the design ers and consultant working in this area (th e reader is referred to th e appendix pp.
125-142 for th e transcriptions of th e interviews) Pietkiewicz is cognizant of th e mutability of

meaning. Th e m eth odology which her company is based on recognises and applies
poststructuralist thinking to the redesigning of bo th d1 e compan y and the product. For Cassels
th e formulation and d1 e use of symbols in th e branding of identity uses similar devices of story
telling, and th e application of archetypes, but her solutions are m ore driven by an intuitive
response which equates with th e statements of the design ers quo ted in th e introduction. She also
ackn owledges th e use of m odernist th eory in th e formatting of some designs but insists on the
symbol/logo being integral to th e vision of th e company in its simplicity. Again, and in support
of poststructuralist thinking, she acknowledges that m eaning is contingent on th e context in which
th e symbol/logo/icon is sited. This is n ot quite th e case for Hill, working in the area of Maori
D esign. For him th e u;hakapapa, th e ownership of th e symbol and th e consideration o f the wairua
are vitally important in th e development of identi ty. In this in stance it can be said that m eaning
does reside in th e text with th e consequence dut d1 e symbols used in that language can have a
underlying significance th at far outweighs th eir intial reception.
125
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Overall it has been found that while th e sugges ted m ean ings of th ese symbol/ logos are perceived
and apprehended th ey are only to a degree. In this th e fmdings, which are no way conclusive,
support th e poststructuralist position which claims that m eaning does n o t reside in d1 e text itself.
This would suggest that for th e symbol/ logo no t to be so ambiguous in m eaning more research is
required into formulating ili e structure of d1 e organisation or company. 1l1e application of ilie
term structure is n ot so much as it relates to intern al order but how th at organisation or compan y
conceives o f interacting and communicating with th e extern al cultures with which it deals. In this
sense th e use of symbolism in identity involves understanding the language of mythic narratives,
with correlations to th e th eory of structuralism, and th e evolution and reinterpretation of iliose
through th e in evitable impact wid1 cultural variables.
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7.0 C 0 N C L U S I 0 N

" The fact that the logo exists ... is itse!f aform of communication"

Wally

onns, 1989.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the proposition that symbols, as logos, can be said to
ideally represent the core concept of an organisation or company. In addition to this, it was of
interest to discover whether there was a correlation between the respondents' perception of the
symbols/logos and icons under discussion and the subjective interpretation made by the
researcher. In a culture that is increasingly wallpapered with visual noise, it set out to determine
how commonly used abstract and figurative symbol/logos in contemporary New Zealand design
were perceived, apprehended and evaluated. Not only was it of significance to discover how
symbol/logos were apprehended but to also ascertain the privilege and validity of the silver
fem/femleaf and kiwi as the dominant icons of New Zealand. The aim was to test the ability of
both symbols and icons to act as visual referents for the organisation, enterprise, or product with
which they are associated. In semiotic parlance could their referential significance be perceived
and interpreted according to a qualitative model? Could that interpretive meaning be evaluated
and found to have significance? If these symbol/logos could, with any reliability, be read as
conveying those particular ideas or attributes to what degree was that communication valued?
To state it another way, how significant and stable is the symbol/logo/icon as bearer of cultural
import as well as corporate identifier?

Symbolism, in the total order of signifying languages, is considered by the semioticians to be
secondary in significance due to its arbitrariness in communication. Indeed the branding of
identity relies on conventions for meaning to be transparent. It can certainly be said of symbols
that in their abstract and purist form, and devoid of context, that they can be ambiguous or
marginal conveyors of meaning. However, the evidence provided by this study, which is
acknowledged to be tentative and indicative, suggests that symbols are indeed recognisable as
graphic vehicles of condensed and complex meaning. Those hermeneutic meanings are
recognised and accorded as having value, even if that value is not to a significant degree.

As one of the dominant graphic languages in visual communication design, symbolism, is
transcribed in an encoded visual form. A code made visual and which, according to Anceschi
120

(1996) can also be said to be visible. This argument concurs with the statement made by
Gombrich (1982, 16) that "The power of recall of symbols varies of course enormously, but
thanks to their economy of elements, symbols are much more amenable to availability in
storage." 128

Poggenpohl (1998, 34) observes that

"There seems to be a tantalizing relationship between the structure of spoken language and that of
visual imagery; perhaps this is true only if language is taken metaphorically as a system of
signification. But iflanguage is understood to be what linguists study- spoken language- then, as
they have argued, the structure doesn't translate." 129

The position that she takes is that theory (to put it simply, a set of values) organised according to
the structure and logic of one particular type of communication does not necessarily suit another
and therefore the meaning or "truth" differs with the reading. "The problem is once again that of
using truth as the measure of usefulness - as if what we call reality were a given, stable situation
that we can behold if only we cast off certain habits of mind or use only 'pure' language." 130
This statement reflects the issues raised in the development of the logo forTe Papa where the
perception and interpretation of one design solution, a colonising sign, differed in its ontological
validity. The problems of transcribing spoken language into visual language have also been
commented on by Kress and van Leeuwen (1996). 131

She further writes that "The presumption is that full knowledge cannot come through images, and
that those who create or use images instead of words or numbers are somehow deficient." 132
As mentioned in the introduction it is indeed helpful to have signs that are to all intents and
purposes able to apprehended and acted upon. The significance of the symbol/logo/icon as the
128
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symbolic vehicle of identity though differs in its performance and while it has been found to be
deficient in some areas it is on the whole recognisable, if it must be added, not always memorable.
In investigating the literature into the use of symbolism as a design language, it was found that
there has been little research into and discussion of the use of symbolism in design in New
Zealand. Rather the subject of that content was superficially concerned with the aesthetics of the
designer and the client rather than the effect of the design on the recipient, the customer.
Information as to why certain design decisions were selected were glossed over with the result that
the content was promotional rather than informative. Strickler (1999, 28) states that design
research has been primarily focused on resolving the needs of the client and their products or
services. As a consequence she writes that,

"Remarkably, questions regarding how an end user might interpret, interact with, and act on
designed communication objects generally have been presumed to be addressed adequately by the
designer's intuition." 133

Strickler quotes Winkler as saying "What most designers understand as research is information
gathering, sometimes information synthesis and analysis, but rarely as the testing of conceptual
models, or the testing of data from the findings in sociology or psychology." 134 This research
study into symbolism rather than signage has, in some way, addressed some of these limitations
and highlighted the need for an ongoing analysis of design using the traditions of Communication
Theory which include an interpretive or hermeneutic approach. The argument made for this
interpretive methodology is due to the complexity of the variables impinging on the nature of this
reseach, and the fact that it is recognised that the researcher is not objectively detached from that
process. This method supports the subjective presence in the research design. However a
recommendation is made for more in depth analysis of the use of symbolism in design which, it is
suggested, would not only suit the needs of the client but also those involved in the field of design
education.
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Argument was also made in support of the poststructuralist position in the construction of the
symbol/logo/icon as a vehicle of identity. Norris (1991, 3) in his criticism of Culler's Structuralist
Poetics (1975) defmes deconstruction as

"avowedly 'post-structuralist' in its refusal to accept the idea of structure as in any sense given or
objectively 'there' in a text. Above all it questions the assumption- so crucial to Culler- that
structures of meaning correspond to some deep-laid mental 'set' or pattern of mind which
determines the limits of intelligibility." 135

Norris continues that structuralism, in his view, is a "totalising order of th ought". 136 This n o tion
of structuralism as being conservatively one-eyed has indeed been a valid definition, given the
multi-persp ectival viewpoint of deconstructionism, with the inference that it is inflexible.
He argues that structuralism is "an outlook that lends support to traditional ideas of th e text as a
bearer of stable (if complicated) meanings." 137 Indeed this is th e problematic
function of symbols, as logos, for they are the primary visual vehicle for an
organisation and its inherent "essence" or "spirit" . Representation is central to
th e m eaning of th e symbol/logo / icon . Their construction and communicative
Image 60. Tne logo of t!Je Nadonal Westminister Bank PLC

success depends on an awareness of th e relationship that
exists between the o rganisation and that diverse group the
customer. As th e two examples indicate th e symbolism
used by both is determined by the mythic ideology of the
corporation, one which is modernist and on e which is
traditional and histo ricist.

In conclusion then it can be said that symbols/logos/icons
have a degree of apprehension that is based on the
Image 61. Tne logo of t!Je Banque Pari!Jas

configuration of the design elements of colour, line, shape

and form. These assist in communicating the hidden meanings or imputed attributes that are
conno ted by the symbol/logo/icon. These are in tum the visual representations of the structure,
mNORRIS, Christopher. Deconstruction Theory and Practice. Rev., ed. London and New York,
Routledge, 1991. p 3.
136Ib"d
1 ., p 10 .
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1 ., p 3 .
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t.he mythic conception, of the organisation or company. Their visible success or failure is
dependent on the perceived conceptual and subjective framework by which the organisation or
company defmes itself for they are part of the language belonging to that organisation or
company. From the research carried out as part of this study it has been discovered that while the
symbol/logo/icon does not necessarily communicate the denotata, the function, service, or
activity, of the organisations and companies surveyed, the associated connotations or qualities and
attributes are perceived. From this it can be concluded that symbols/logos/icons evoke a
subjective response which then leads to a recognition of their inherent meanings which in tum,
to quote Gombrich, makes them memorable. The corollary to this is that it is these aspects
within the mythic structure, or narrative, of that organisation or company which need to be
enhanced, as in the Life Flight symbol/logo, for the visual to be made visible.

The fmdings of this research study into the representation, meaning and apprehension of
symbolism, are regarded as tentative and indicative rather than conclusive, which could be seen to
be a limitation of the methodology. This has been acknowledged in the content of the thesis but
is in no way considered to detract from the results which provide an insight into how the
symbols/logos and icons under investigation have been perceived. What these findings do
indicate is that there is a degree of recognition by which d1ey are valued. Perhaps the most
revealing comment that was made by more than one participant was that icons and symbols/logos
are taken for granted. Given that this is so it is proposed that further investigation into the area
of symbolic communication and associated meaning could be developed as an extension of the
research already undertaken in this study.
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APPENDIX

What follows are the transcripts of the key informant interviews which comprise the qualitative
component of the design methodology. The first transcript records the interview with Deidre
Cassels, Head Designer at Siren, followed by the documentation of the interviews with Stephanie
Pietkiewicz and Arnold Hill respectively.

1 Interview with Deidre Cassels- Head Designer at Siren

•

How important is the use of symbolism foryou as a designer?

Good question. A lot of it is purely intuitive for me, using symbols in design. I do like to do
work that is quite bold and distinctive. So often a symbol, one key symbol, or form, or idea is
what I'm aiming to communicate but it often depends on the end use of that communication
whether it be a logo, a poster, an ad, a profile. It depends on what the key idea is what the form
of the communication will use.

•

In your design is the design dependent on the use of both abstract andfigurative symbols?

That one [the logo for th e Wellington Regional Aquatic Centre] was a sign balanced between two
or quite a few symbols. It is read on quite a few different levels and it is quite interesting seeing
people's response to it. The people who commissioned it are getting emotional about the logo
and are actually very passionate about the use of it now and they are reading a lot into it that I
probably didn't put into it in the first place. To me it was very simple. The Aquatic Centre is all
about people, it is all about water, and also it is about being in New Zealand so the symbol
basically did that. It used a human form. I didn't want to show any particular race, age, sex, or
even activity, because they swim there but they also eat there, do aerobics there, have kid's creches
there, so it [the logo] is just an energy sort of movement. Also the spiraling out in the design is
partly using the Maori koru, but not really. I didn't want it [to be] too specific, just the way in
which it also came out of looking at wind in Wellington and waves. So it is just combining those
elements and creating an interesting shape. I produced it pretty quickly using a liquid brush
format, using the medium of the actual facility and it kind of just evolved. So a lot of the analysis
of that logo has come out way after it was produced. It is an interesting shape using bold
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positive/negative forms and keeping it as simple as possible, quite loose, but almost illustrative
rather than symbolic, although you can read a lot of different things into it.

•

I am interested in that it is multifunctional Wouldyou therefore be choosing images, orforms, or shapes that
are more unifjing!y representative than specificallY oriented ?

The facility [the Wellington Regional Aquatic Centre] is such a big place with a lot going on that
you cannot illustrate one particular thing that they do and to show water, or people, or any
specific activity kills the emotional part of it. So a lot of our work after this has been to put the
emotion, the personality, into it and the symbol is starting to gather more and more emotion
because of the other material associated with it.

•

Hmv old is the logo?

It is about 3 years old n ow and it has been chosen to be the symbol for all th e swimming pools in
Wellington. So that is another issue, because before it was the symbol for one place and now it is
th e symbol for everything aquatic in Wellington. So we're getting over that hurdle n ow of how to
separate them when yet, th ey are somehow combined. Th e logo is the same as saying that they
are a member of th e Aquatic Facilities D epartment of Council. So what is the difference if you
want to swim at Freyburg or you want to swim at the Kilbimie Wellington Regional Aquatic
Centre, how do you differentiate them if they bo th have the same logo? So th e importance then
becomes more an issue of material and the different things that they offer.

•

What factors do you comider to be the most relevant in the creation qf logo design? By factors I mean the
formal design properties that comprise the pf[jsical structure qf the logo, as 1vell as the inherent concepts 1vhich
are suggested 1?J the concrete form qf that abstract andfigurative rymbol

It is really interesting the whole change in logo design. The logo is not so much the message any
more it is part of a whole big branding process. The logo is linked in with metaphoric,
photographic images, devices, to load it up with the emotional associations and often all these
logos do need a lot of back up material, especially when they are new. A new logo needs a lot of
time to get settled depending on who it is for. It is the service of the people. For instance if the
symbol is forTe Papa, it is not until 2 or 3 years down the track when that institution is known
for being an outstanding facility and an interesting place to go that the association then comes
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with that and the logo becomes linked to that. Whereas focussing on that little symbol you are
not going to see anything, you can read whatever you like into it.

•

One rf the definitions

rf the rymbol is that its meaning is arbitrary, that it can mean a1!Jthingyou like it to be

or that meaning is dependent on learnt experience and the interaction with that particular rymboL
Factors that are considered most relevant in the creation of the logo design are: number 1, before
you look at any concepts or scribbles or anything it is the brief. It is fmding out what this thing is
supposed to do and a lot of this is looking at the audience, looking at the company, how they
want to be seen, what it is that they stand for, where are they going, who are their competitors,
how is this logo going to be used. Are they in the digital medium, what is the flavour of that
company, are they nostalgic, forward thinking, low-key, high-tech, all these sorts of personages. It
is the brief that gets the core personality of the company. Then you create a symbol that bundles
up all those associations as a vehicle to go out and hang on their publicity, stationery, letterheads
through to advertising, t. shirts, it really depends on the organisation. Don't even look at the style
of that mark until you really get a good idea of what that company is about. So there is a lot of
words and research before you even consider what is appropriate, and often there are previous
logos and a lot of history with companies that has to be considered as well. So you don't often
get the chance of starting from scratch, often you are evolving off something that has gone before
and the client often has some very key ideas themselves of the sort of thing that they want.
It is a matter of working out what they want to say. If I am designing a logo that might be a
classic button logo that might be used on a package, simplicity, the simpler the better. I actually
prefer logos that are just black and white and very simple [such] as a stamp, a seal, a unique
signature. To me logos are take away, take away, take away and get it right back to the essence of
what it is they are about. The physical structure of the logo is always good if it is contained in a
circle, or a square, or a rectangle or in a basic shape because you never know where it is going to
be used and if it is contained it can still keep its essence no matter where it is applied. Trends in
logo design that rely on trickery and whistles and bells just don't work. It is really interesting that
you often set up little grids and forms, often you just naturally go back to the golden mean. I just
subconsciously use this balance, this formula.
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•

So, in that instance, couldyou sqy that in designing the logo it is possible to take it back, as the Bauhaus did,
to the Platonic solids of the circle, the triangle and the square?

Definitely. I don't know if it is just because of my training, I'm used to that, but it is really
interesting watching clients respond to things. When you provide them with three options there
will always be one that stands out that you have as a favourite and more often than not they will
pick that one that as well. I don't know if that is natural law and order of balance which I tend to
think it is. I think that people just inherently know what feels right. It would be interesting to see
if it was different in a different culture for we, being Anglo-Saxon kiwis, have similar backgrounds
so it would be really interesting to see how Muslims respond to this for they may have a different
way of looking at things.

•

Hmv relevant to you is semiotic theory in contemporary design practice? In other words isyour design solution
dependent on knowing and anafysing the operation of signs and rymbols and their referentialfunction, or are
your solutions driven

ry intuition?

I'd say on the whole driven by intuition. It is really interesting, like I was saying before often
when you go back and analyse it [the symbol] you actually can get a lot more meaning out of it
and it is interesting that other people get a lot more meaning out of it as well. I rely a lot on gut
instinct and the "wow" feeling. I love beautiful design and design from the head, I love seeing
some of the Swiss design. We have one at the moment from P & 0 Nedlloyd and it is a design
style guide and it is so anal, it is gridded and ordered, and if x

= 2x then the height and the width

of the photo fits in this grid here, and all this sort of stuff. Great in theory but when you are
actually trying to follow it doesn't work. We are doing quite a bit of advertising as well and that
purely relies on people's gut feelings and what it is that makes people excited, or passionate about
something, or intrigued, or tum them off, or whatever is reliant on basic human desires. Identities
and logos are the same thing, they are being perceived by people who don't have design degrees
so what is it that is going into the eyes and what is it that the head is saying about that thing. I get
more and more amazed about the public out there and just how much they do respond to things.
I think so much is thought that the general public is naive and stupid whereas everyone has an
opinion and often it is a gut feeling and they have a whole range of emotions that they read into
things. I think that it is pretty stupid to ignore just everyday people's opinions out there because
they respond to things in a very basic way and it is really powerful and so often you could give
them a symbol that is a little bit obscure, that is intriguing, and not a black and white road sign.
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The thing is to educate people what that symbol means and the problem with so many clients, on
an instant response to that symbol, is that they are not prepared to build it up and build meaning
to it over the years. It takes at least 2 or 3 years for a logo to be known. Often the logo is not
going to help the company if it is a sick company with bad management and over priced products,
all those associations go into it as well. It is only a symbol of what is actually going on within the
company or product.

•

Do you think that symbolic language can function independent!J', as in the case if the Nike swash, or does it
require additional supportfor comprehension?

The Nike swash has only developed its presence because of all the brilliant advertising and
packaging and products.

•

Hmv significant is the issue

if the appropriation if cultural rymbolism?

It is really interesting. The koru is in nature anyway, the spiral is a natural form and it is just that
we are so bloody scared of using it now because the Maoris have been so nasty that you think
right, I'm not going to use that anymore I'll find my own one. I get really pissed off about the
whole thing about the ownership of symbols because they mean different things to different
people and they don't just belong to one culture. You'll often see them somewhere else, it could
b e a koru in Egypt, I'm sure that South America has got korus happening. Wherever there are
ferns growing there will be cultures that have illustrated the koru. I love Maori art and I was really
proud to see Clinton come off the plane and they had the Polynesian thing there, and I thought
"yeah " this is fantastic. It's colours, the clothes, the sounds, the whole thing, I thought let's push
it. The thing is that I'm very wary of using anything that looks remotely Maori now. I'm after
more o f a

ew Zealand uniqueness and that is what I'm trying to explore, a New Zealand way of

doing things.

•

How wouldyou define that?

It is the can do attitude I think. It might be seen as slightly white, as European, but it is more
about a humanness, a quirkiness, a style d1at is not slick I tal ian, it is more can do. You can see it
coming out more and more in the nostalgia of the 50s, the Britten bike, all those sort of heroes
are coming out. And if you can merge a bit of that with the nature of New Zealand and even
look at the Pacific sort of area there are some fantastic images, people, ways of doing things that
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are so unique compared to the rest of the world. There is a real fusion of Pacifica, high-tech, it is
happening anyway and sometimes by defming it ruins it. I think that if you look back in fifty years
time you will fmd that something was defmitely happening because you can sense that there is a
huge change happening now. Why stop and analyse it why not just go with it and be part of it.

2 Interview with Stephanie Pietkiewicz- Communications
Counsel

•

H01v important is the use

if rymbo/ism foryou as a designer,

or in your role as an identity consultant?

Identity is where I start and I suppose for me to think about symbolism is like thinking about
identity, which I associate with almost like the deep, deep fundamental levels of the concept of the
self. Those that are often related to archetypes in the Jungian sense of deep, deep symbolism that
we all carry within us, the hero or whatever. My design is one of the outputs of figuring out that
core sense of identity and looking at the core archetypes that seem to occur through a series of
overviews that I take my clients through. So that at the end of it I can with clarity for me, and
with certainty and understanding at a deep level, relate a design, or a communications piece, or a
web site to the symbols at that fundamental identity level.

Maybe I should take you through my process with Telecom Network Development, they were a
client about a year and a half ago. They came to me saying "We want a marketing brochure, we
need to rebrand ourselves" as they were perceived within Telecom as the brown cardy brigadethey weren't leading edge and that was where they wanted to be. Network Development is where
all of the new developments within the Telecom Network that we know as services like Xtra, all
the leading edge comes from. Network Development is the seed bed of all that leading edge stuff
that Telecom does but the people within the group were perceived as the exactly the opposite of
that kind of cutting edge. So their whole brief to me was, "We need a brochure to try and help us
market ourselves more coherently and powerfully to not only our internal audiences but the
suppliers and the relationships that we have outside the Telecommunications company". I said to
them that I don't think that this is a good place to start because you may want to say certain
things but that may not necessarily be who you are. So what you are actually doing is potentially
saying something that is contradictory to what you are all about and spreading that contradiction
throughout everything else that you do, say, act.
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So I took them about 3 steps back and ftrstly I analysed the linguistic and visual symbols. I get
them to give me everything that they have as an output whether it's notes or documents on
network development, or anything that they have in terms of marketing themselves to begin with
and I run a visual and verbal audit over them. Basically my process is that I read it as if I were
reading a literary text and that is where my methodology has come from, through my academic
work. I'm looking for patterns of resonance by recurring words, recurring images, things like that
which are actually saying to me that these are meaningful symbols for these people because they
are repeating them again and again and again, often unconsciously. Or, repeating clusters of
related words which actually equate to one mega symbol. So what I do, as a first output through
this methodology, is present to them this visual and verbal audit which is like a current state of
where they are. The key message is both visual and verbal and often that is like a huge revelation
to them because they are often saying the things that they think are most contradictory to what
th ey want to say. So that is our starting poin t.

Then I run a series of workshops which basically pull together not just the senior management,
who can give me th e big words and the big ideas, but everyone within either the group or the
organisation h owever big it is or however small it is depending on what client I'm looking at. I
ask them a series of seemingly inane questions and stuff that isn't specifically left brain, logical,
rational. I'm actually get inside n ot only the head but looking for, through that series of questions,
the actual recurring symbolism that not only defmes the ideal state, where th ey want to be, but
also what is really going on. Not what they're saying is going on but what is really going on in
their collective minds. That becomes what I call an identity blueprint and that blueprint has the
fundamental archetypes, the essence of the thing itself both visually and verbally, that is what I
base all of my other stuff on. So that for them it started off by ... I actually came up with the
whole concept that th ese guys were Renaissance men and women because they were talking in
terms of the person th ey th ought that Network developm ent was most like, Leonardo da Vinci.
The fact that he could tum his hands to everything, he was the artist as well as the scientist and all
of that. So I came up with almost like a visual vocabulary for them which was the starting point
and at the centre of that visual vocabulary was Leonardo's man. I basically had the rationale to
relate it back to what they were actually telling me in those fundamental core archetypes that are
almost like that starting point for anything that is communicated visually or verbally. I had
clusters of other images surrounding that, architectural perspectives and various other things, and
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that became almost like the symbolic visual form that then translated into the intranet site I
designed for them, the hard copy brochure, even so much as the artwork that they had on their
walls. It was like giving them the symbols that they had fundamentally but that they were not in
tune with and then turning that into forms that other people could relate to.

•

What factors do you consider to be the most relevant in the creation qf logo design? By factors I mean the
formal design properties that comprise the pf?ysical structure qf the logo, as well as the inherent concepts which
are suggested try the concrete form qf that abstract andfigurative rymbol

When I'm not working with corporate eli en ts, when I'm doing one on one things with individuals
within the corporation or just in the company, then I do what I call self-portraits. Which is
literally taking the same methodology but changing the questions so that they are actually much
more personally focused. What I produce for these people is literally a mythic narrative, it is like
this is your own personal symbolism. And to come back to your idea of symbolism, in the use of
design, I suppose my personal take on it is that you pull, externally, symbols that are out there into
a design if it is appropriate, but my key talent would be to fmd the innate symbol of the thing
itself. So that we actually look at that conceptual level and we analyse it for what is really being
articulated by the words or the images and then we try and crystalise that into the symbol that is
the most appropriate essence.

•

If the compaf!Y is unable to anafyse and drjine itse!f as to its core essence wouldyou regard the resulting image

as to be totalfy inif!ective?
It is like going back to the esoteric maxim "know thyself'' inorder to communicate as powerfully

as possible to those people who have most akin feelings to you, which are those audiences that in
a corporate environment you want to really get close to, because there is a natural synergy
between marketer and marketee. Also you have to be able to speak truly to them in the sense that
you have to know yourself and speak as powerfully from that centre. And that is where it is funny
as it is almost antithetical to a lot of marketing speak which is that you have actually got to
understand your customer. By not sieving all that information about the customer through your
own sense of self you are actually just producing the image like it is, which your customers don't
believe in ultimately. It is almost as if they have to recognise themselves in what you're saying but
also recognise the integrity of what you're saying as a true reflecti6n of who you are and if that
doesn't work then you've got an identity problem.
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Espe~ as consumers become more aware

of the manipulation in advertising and are going to be less likely to buy into a slick message that
they know doesn't come from the heart.

•

How relevant to you is semiotic theory in contemporary design practice? In other words isyour design solution
dependent on knowing and anafysing the operation o/ signs and rymbols and their referentialfunction, or are
your solutions driven f?y intuition.

I think back to when my own methodology was born and that was at University when I was
struggling with the whole idea of how to find meaning in text. Not only for myself but how to
teach that to my students in the sense that how could they get to the essence of what the text was
all about. I looked at the whole poststructural thing and the death of the author. I think that had
a profound effect on me in the sense that for the first time something that I intuited as my own
right way of approaching text which was -as long as I can rationalise why I am making this
connection within a text then it is a true response to it, without any intention by the authors
themselves to convey that message. But having said that I think, and this is to go back, as long as
you understand their rationalised view of responses to text and the essence of meaning that you
see in it then that is a perfectly valid out take.

I am always doing the opposite now in the sense that I'm actually saying OK we've got to figure
out tl1e essence of our clients, my clients, and communicate that in a way that people can instantly
see as patterns of reverberation and ressonance that iliat is what the essence is about. So you are
actually asking people to see a certain delivered message, in a sense, rather ilian them interpreting
what they will out of it. Having said that I don't think that there is a contradiction because as an
intelligent reader of text I perceive the connections that are in the text either through my own
interpretation which I can rationalise, or the connections that the author has made one or the
other. But most consumers don't actually do that active analysis of what ilie message is trying to
present to them and so the corporation, or the product, or whatever has to be much more
intelligent inorder to convey those patterns of meaning ilirough reinforcing symbolism, whether
that symbolism is visual or verbal. And so it is almost like the onus is much more on ilie person,
or corporation, or product, whatever, trying to do that communication than having active,
intelligent readers coming ilie other way. Also I think that as consumers become more and more
actively aware of what tl1e corporation is trying to do so to will their understanding of that
increase, in the sense that at the moment I think that it is a very unconscious process. Whereas
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the more jaded that whole, traditional, advertising message becomes the more people will actually ·
cast a critical eye on what is being said, what is true, what is real and therefore you have to fall
back on that real sense of identity and the personal symbol which is true to the thing itself, rather
than adopt it because you want the look. In fact I couldn't do justice to my design work if I didn't
actually think in those concepts because I'd be shooting from the hip.

When I was at Van de Roer design I worked with the senior designer. I would give him the
rationale from the brief, from the client and he would take all of those words, the spoken words
or the written brief, and he would come up with a design which was almost the intuitive response
to what I had done. I suppose the best design for me works at that sort of intuitive, symbolic
level as well as the rational, the sort of "what messages are we trying to convey" level. And it has
to be based on a thorough understanding, agreed to by the client, understanding by the conveyor
of the messages, the designer.

•

One if the difinitions

if the rymbol is that its meaning is arbitrary, that it can mean mrythingyou like it to be

or that meaning is dependent on learnt experience and the interaction with that particular rymboL
The best way to ensure that they are not arbitrary is to reinforce at every communication
opportunity, whether that is visual or verbal, those same concepts. Not necessarily the same thing
hammered over and over again but those intricate words that are interelated into symbols and
interdepedent symbols which actually reinforce the same core message. If it is a decent symbol, in
the sense that I don't think that symbols are necessarily arbitrary if you can get to that deep level
that we have been talking about, it should speak quite clearly to people who are actively reading it
not just necessarily passively observing. But the true key, like my company's name "From Saying
to Singing", is that saying is one level of communication but singing is like being in harmonics.
It is like the whole idea that you are singing the message through a number of melodies, if you

like, or singing the symbols through a number of vehicles so that you are actually getting the
resonance, the patterns, almost like a vibration that people are actually picking up on much more
clearly than just the one rendition .

•

How significant is the issue if the appropriation

if cultural rymbolism?

It is a huge hot potato. Thinking about what I just said, the only way that you could appropriate a

cultural symbol is to actually have to buy in from the culture that you are appropriating from.
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In the sense that OK the koru was OK maybe back in the sixties or seventies whenever it was
created because the whole cultural awareness between Maori and Pakeha wasn't necessarily
developed in the cultural consciousness. Now that it is you could never do that kind of thing
because it is not your symbol, in the sense that what I've been talking about here is actually fmding
the symbol most appropriate for the thing itself. So you are adopting something else and if you
don't have claims to it in the sense that it isn't your personal symbol then I think that you have
got problems.

•

So in questioning the issue of ownership, of using something that is not authentical!Jyours, the question remains
where do rymbo!s come from a'!J'wqy?

Exactly, that is exactly it. At the deeper level, the achetypallevel, the koru is like a spring growth,
a shoot. At a much deeper level you could actually see how it could be used in a completely non
Maori way but only if it were sensitive to the fact that there was a huge cultural group that has
adopted this as their symbol. It is a tricky one. Part of the way I deal with that not wanting to
appropriate symbols can happen on different levels, in the sense that you have to when you are
dealing with the identity of a group within a company or a coporation. You are talking about a
whole lot of people who have individual sets of symbolisms all working for this one organisation.
So in order for me to be able to do something that is meaningful for all of them it is like you have
to validate each individual's response but then say what is common to them all. So with the
appropriation of cultural symbolism, if you were to be in an environment where you could actually
validate why you have used a certain symbol and it's actually OK with the cultural group that you
are appropriating from, because they have been part of that process of like mutual symbol making,
then I think it goes down to that deeper archetypal level rather than a them and us or his and
mine. But that has to be handled incredibly sensitively otherwise it leaves people thinking like
"how dare they". It is like rape in one sense, violating my symbols that I hold to be sacred. It is
interesting too that the whole world is becoming much more culturally aware so that there is not
the homogenous western blanket approach and I don't know what that will mean.

•

I descn'be it as heterogenous homogenity.

Yes, whiter than white. But I wonder where that will lead though in the sense that as cultural
awareness develops and these things, like the koru and Air New Zealand's claims, are no longer
appropriate then it will actually come full circle. So that anyone person's, or anyone culture's
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symbols - they almost go into the symbol pool and I suppose that is the collective unconscious.
And as people/ cultures become more culturally self aware, and self confident, the need to hang
on to a particular symbol will become less important to them and therefore they will more freely
share that image. If they can see that the group that has adopted it are using it not necessarily in a
valid way because who's to say what's valid, but in a way which is appropriate to their own culture.
So that the emergent understanding of oneself and one's own culture will free one up to be able
to appreciate how those symbols are being use by other people, whether visual or verbal. At the
moment I think that symbols within cultures are used mostly like weapons, psychological
weapons, rather than actually almost bridges.

3 Interview with Arnold Hill- Freelance Designer

•

How important is the use of rymbolism foryou as a designer, or in your role as a Maori designer?

The use of symbolism in Maori is important, it's important to know your iwi, what sort of design
you are going to be using. There is quite a variety or a whole group of Maori design that you can

use with consent from whatever organisation that you are working with or within. You have to
know what sort of design or symbol that you use first, such as the koru. The koru is found in
quite a lot of designs, the Air New Zealand logo for one, you can say that it is a koru but Maori
reckon that it isn't.

•

WfD' is that, can you just elaborate a bit more on that?

Someone approached me about what I thought of the Air New Zealand logo as a koru. When
you look at it closely the design of it doesn't really form a koru, it is like a round hoop with a little
circle in there. It is an abstract of a koru, they say that it is a koru but it is not. Those are the sort
of things that you have got to be aware of and along with the koru there are all sorts of shapes,
such as the tukutuku panels which are found in meeting houses, and they are all triangular shapes.
There is a series of triangular shape designs that you can use but again you have to research and

see if that fits with the criteria of the client or of yourself. Say if someone wants a design for the
fishing industry and wants to relate that design with a symbol or design which uses Maori design,
I like to take a design from the tukutuku panels in which there is a symbol such as the patiki which
represents a fish, the flounder fish.
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Sealords, which deals with the seafood industry, has a Maori design which is the patiki and that is a
generic symbol. A lot of Maori have patiki in their meeting houses throughout New Zealand so
you can incorporate that for your design in an abstract way, but again you will be consulting with
your kaumatua, your local iwi, your local hapu. This process is important for whatever design that
you choose, especially in Maori design. The safest thing is to keep it as simple as possible.
If you intend to go on you can drift in the design and that can create something else. Which is
that you might have patiki and then you might have a series of patiki which represents the whole
sea. But when you put it together and you look at it you could make a whole design which in
Maoridom signifies that these are my children and these are passed on with the use of the colours
that you've got. The use of colour is also important. In Maoridom iwis and hapus have their own
colours and that is another issue as well. It can get really confusing as it can create tension
amongst others and you don't want that, you want to trial the design first and you get the
reactions straight away. It's good to have a kaumatua on board because then you know that you
are safe, it sort of protects you.

•

So then you could sqy that the kaumatua guidesy ou in the use

if symbolism?

Yes, in the use of symbolism, how it is constructed, he is the guide.

•

I believe that if a design is done well enough the under!ying meaning should be able to be intuitive!y recognised
and understood. What do you think?

Yes, that is in Maori as well. For example at the moment I am doing a book cover for a law firm
and the book is written for Maori, they want Maori to pick the book up. So the symbolism that I
used for the design is poutama. Poutama is stairways to heaven and again it is in tukutuku panels
and wall paintings and it is generic, neutral, everyone can use that design. And the design that I
have created for this book, because it means that it is for their company's and director's duties,
uses poutama. There is a light from the bottom of the poutama and it is shining up the stairs and
it is guiding the way and at the top there is a kowhaiwhai design, just kowhaiwhai. They are
neutral as well and that symbol [poutama] represents the issues that are discussed of going
upwards, most people in business organisations like to go to the top. And the poutama signifies
going to the top and in Maori they will see that, they will know that they can relate to it, they can
see that upwards sort of thing that there is nothing down. Or you start down there and you move
up and again there is some nice, beautifully designed kowhaiwhai, which again sets that spiritual
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side of things. It is designed in a subtle way, it's not harsh, as Maori like to see a subtle sort of
feeling within a design, in Maori design. They don't want to see the sharp, jaggedy, blotchy
whatever. They can read a design straight out like in the whares where there are those tukutuku
panels and kowhaiwhai on the rafters, or hekes. And the koru they are flowing, there is a story,
there is movement.

•

And so is that something thatyou as a designer endeavour to bring into your graphic design?

Yes, I show a lot of movement in the design which is not static, not too static, it branches out like
a koru. I can draw a big koru on this page and wherever it goes Maori will see it flow. Maori see
the design as growing and not contained by the page. Again you can go into the deeper meaning
of the patiki which has got four comers and they represent the four winds.

•

What factors do you consider to be the most relevant in the creation

if logo design?

By factors I mean the

formal design properties that compn·se the pf(ysical structure if the logo, as well as the inherent concepts which
are suggested ry the concrete form

if that abstract andfigurative rymboL

I think that th e most relevant process, for myself, is the consultation and the research with the
client and myself. There is a lot of research especially in Maori design. There is also what I think
I spoke of before - that of bringing on board a kaumatua, for which I am lucky because he is an
artist himself and that helps. He is Puwa Katene, he is Ngati Toa and he guides me so for myself
it's safe, I feel safe, I'm not treading on anybody's toes. Or I'm not creating a design that may
offend people that are not local but are from somewhere up north or down south. That to me is
important and when you consultate [sic] with whoever and you come up with the design, say for
fisheries, I'll do a series of different designs, I'll have a variety of whatever the symbol can relate to
the topic that was given, again you'll be consulting with the kaumatua. When I come up with an
end product, and I feel good within myself, that is how I know where it came from. Actually it
came from within myself, like when you start out you know automatically where the idea is
coming from. Like in Maori design, I can relate to that design, I feel that it is something that I
used to do in my childhood. There is a lot of whakapapa, a lot of genealogy, so that when you go
about creating a design in its simplistic way the idea is already there.

I just did a patiki for Sealord Industries, it was only supposed to be a Maori design for a certificate
and now they want to use it for their corporate work, their corporate identity, because they knew
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how I went about the design, the use of the symbol and how it applies to their industry. It is
Maori and every time I deal in Maori culture the design comes from my heart, which opens up to
my family and my local iwi, hapu. Here is this patiki design which I've come up with and now I
have to think about incorporating this design into Sealord's. I'll have to study this patiki design,
where it fits, who has it, how is it incoporated within the local iwi or local hapu and not to use it
in a way that offends. For the local iwi or hapu might have it represented in some form with the
use of colours. From inside myself I am thinking how can I do that, how can I get it away from
this organisation and bring it over here. For me I relate this design process to my childhood
experiences where I used to go fishing quite a lot and the surroundings, the ocean was blue, green
and white. That is how I am trying to develop my colours and sometimes an organisation will
have colours, their corporate colours which help too, but the representation of this patiki in this
organisation will be something you yourself have experienced or what your ancestors used to do.
If they went fishing what tools did they use, what sort of materials did they have and that can be
represented as an abstraction from its original form. So in terms of the usage of the design,
identity is going to be mass produced so the design should be small patiki within a big patiki which
represents the whole industry. So you've got all these little designs within a big design.

The design then not on!J has significance in terms if spirit and usage in Maori culture but the significance if the

•

original message has been extended fDt its translation into contemporary corporate culture.
Yes, you are still representing it spiritually, the wairua always stays there. So whatever you do and
how you apply that in terms of abstraction, say of the koru, the wairua within that koru stays no
matter where or how you apply the symbol. So the patiki design has been created in the
contemporary way but it still has the mana, the meaning, the korero, the speaking, the story.

• How relevant to you is semiotic theory in contemporary design practice? In other words isyour design solution
dependent on knowing and ana!Jsing the operation if signs and rymbols and their riferentialfunction, or are
your solutions driven fDt intuition.
It is like the Police, they have got a brand, the Maori department have got their own tohu and it is

their tohu and they can apply that tohu to whatever material they've got. What's happened is that
they were wanting to change it a little bit and I came up with a series of issues before they actually
went about it. They didn't realise what the process would be just to do something like that.
Another one is the patiki design for Sealords. They wanted to have ownership of it and
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ownership of the meaning and I dispute that. If you do a design you can have ownership of the
design but you can't have ownership of the mana, no one can own that. Most people think that
they own it but a lot of Maori don't own it, it's amongst our people, it's our people that own it
and our people go for miles. It's not an individual ownership sort of thing and that is like when
these organisations try and get the ownership of Maoridom and especially Maori design. They can
go for it and try and get it but I don't think that they'll have a good chance of doing it. That's
where again, before you actually commence the design and have written out that you are going to
own the meaning, if you don't give it kaupapa you don't give it a meaning. It's not from us and
that is different. Again it is important in the process you set out. In the process I am relating to
this design, it's coming up to the end product where a lot of genealogy has been put into the
design, a lot of researching and a lot of meaning through the korero where people can relate to it
and, hello, they want to take possession of that. You can't. The story is there, you have the
copyright to own that symbol but to take the mana and the meaning of that symbol is another
issue. What happens in a lot of my design work, especially in Maori symbolism, is that they either
own it with no mana, no meaning, or they own it with the kaupapa and it is those who go on and
on and make changes -maybe it's optional with colour. Colour will be the only element in which
there is no problem at all, but in terms of shapes you've got the patiki there and if you take the
shape away and add another shape to it the meaning is gone. Colour again is optional in terms of
representing the design, but when it comes to symbols if you put another symbol in the design or
take a symbol out you are actually changing the mana, the meaning, the korero that went with it.
That is where it is important for Maori design work in that you have to be aware of how you are
going to give it a story.

•

Does this relate to the idea rf integrity?

Yes. Symbolism is going out but the wairua still stays as it is actually the kaupapa, the story that
was given this design. Some Maori would like a story because they like to hear the story of how
you completed it. So yes, sure you give it and now they want to take possession of that story in
the design and now it is going to stay like this for the rest of their lives, or whatever, and they say
yes, yes, yes and you pass it over. I give a brief explanation on how I prepared this design and the
process and the story and when they have it they can see it, they can relate to it, they get blown
away and they don't want to buy the mana, they know that they can't. The Sealords' Industry
don't own patiki, it is a generic design, a neutral design. But patiki in the wairua, the mana within
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that patiki, they don't own that. It is the same with poutama. There is the Poutama Trust, they
have got a little poutama logo and people ask questions, "how come you've got poutama on your
book?" The Poutama Trust don't own the word poutama, it is a neutral thing, a poutama is seen
in many instances and it is how you apply it that really counts and you've got to be careful.
So, then it gets into taking the mana, the meaning or the myth.

•

Do you think that rymbolic language can function independent!J, as in the case of the Nike swash, or does it
require additional supportfor comprehension?

Well I think that it can stand alone such as the koru. In Maori they can see it, the koru originates
from the fern and when it grows you see the end parts and they come out as little rounds which in
Maori represent the kaki and the kaki is in the kowhaiwhai. But just the koru on its own - it is a
stand alone because you can get the spiral form as well which is usually used on a waka.

•

How significant is the issue of the appropriation

of cultural rymbolism?

It is important that you represent the design in a way that will have meaning and that you've gone

through the process of how it represents everybody. It can represent people in general as well as
Maori. Say that Sealords have got their patiki and ten years later they go and present it again, it is
important to have the story, the myth just in case in ten years time it changes.

•

I know that there have beet/ issues around one culture having taken up the rymbo!s that belong to another and
have used them indiscn'minant!J and one of nry reasons for putting this question in is that for certain people
rymbo!s are regarded as sacred.

That's another thing too in Maori, that if I put a koru, or a whare, on a Samoan cloak it can cause
quite a big hiccup. I think that it is important to study the history of symbols in different cultures
as it does make you aware of how everything goes out and how you can get around issues like
that. I think that it is important right from the start when you create something within
Maoridom, or create a Maori design, that you use a generic, or neutral logo, or identity, and it is
important how you go about it.
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•

So it's important to acknowledge the source?

Yes that is an interesting point. I think that it is important to keep the design simple as in those
logos the fern and the mighty tick [Nike]. That is the same in Maori design with the poutama, the
patiki, or the tukutuku.
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